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Abstract 
GOVECOR has studied a vital part of EU governance: self-coordination in the area of fiscal and 
employment policy and their impact on European integration between 1997 and 2003. It has ex-
plored the impact of the new treaty provisions (articles 125-130 and 104 TEC) on the emergence, 
evolution and transformation of these modes of governance. The starting point was: how do gov-
ernmental and non-governmental actors understand, use and adapt these legal empowerments? 
Looking at the combined impact of the legal provisions across levels of governance (vertical di-
mension) and across governing modes in the selected policy fields (horizontal dimensions), we 
have sketched four ideal-type scenarios (bounded, loose, tight, and collective coordination) of 
how those governance modes could impact on multi-level governance. We expected that the new 
legal provisions on ‘hard’ (fiscal policy) and ‘soft’ (employment policy) coordination would act 
together with pre-existing central institutions to result not only in a ‘ratchet effect’ or a ‘locking-
in’ of the new status quo, but also in an further expansion of rule application, leading to deeper 
integration through Treaty amendments. 
Contrary to our initial expectations, however, those modes have not evolved in the direction of the 
ideal-types of tight or collective coordination, which could be seen as a stepping-stone for a 
‘ratchet fusion process’: 
- The new legal provisions have not encouraged a co-evolution of the policy coordination 

modes. While we have observed evidence for an intensified use, scope extension, proliferation 
and streamlining of policy coordination processes below the level of treaty change, economic 
policy coordination modes have not been fundamentally transformed or comprehensively al-
tered economic policy-making especially on the national level. 

- European policy coordination modes have not yet fully integrated with domestic structures of 
policy-making, interest mediation and public deliberation. Compliance and adaptation was at 
best moderate, despite publicly stated commitments by the member states, pointing to a sys-
tematic and in some areas widening ‘commitment-implementation gap’ of policy coordina-
tion. Even though policy coordination, both in its hard and soft form, has caused upgrading ef-
fects with regard to some dimensions of national political systems, our study uncertain raises 
doubts about whether self-coordination modes can be more than a supplement to the domestic 
process of formulating, deciding and implementing national socio-economic policies. 

- Surprisingly, our results showed that the differences between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ coordination in 
terms of adaptation and compliance on average were not substantial. The only exception have 
been publicised discourses on these two governing modes: European fiscal policy co-
ordination has established itself as a real factor in national press discourses of policy choices 
and we have sometimes even seen the emergence of cross-national debates. 

- Even though key policy actors are gradually developing a European perspective – and to that 
extent it is accurate to speak of deliberative supranationalism – there are clear limits of discur-
sive mechanisms to affect preference change and to ensure implementation. Given the lack of 
involvement of national parliaments and intermediary actors, doubts must also be raised over 
the ability of policy coordination modes to overcome gaps in democratic participation in 
European multi-level governance. 

For the time being, both modes of governance can be described as a kind of loose coordination. 
There are even indications for a largely informal process of reverse spill over in the area of fiscal 
policy, which is driven by political actors’ growing realisation of the real consequences of a pre-
vious integrative step (the creation of monetary union). Five years of testing and applying the new 
legal provisions has not hampered an extension of soft coordination to new policy fields, but has 
not increased political support for harder rules. Differences among member states arising from 
divergent economic conditions, welfare state arrangements, and economic philosophies have 
stopped significant steps towards a ‘gouvernement économique’. In the foreseeable future we 
expect that governing modes will not converge towards a single model, but become more hybrid 
and complex, as the new and separate provisions for euro zone member states in the Draft Consti-
tutional Treaty indicate. 
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1. Executive Summary 

1.1 Background and the Main Research Puzzle 
GOVECOR has studied the evolution of new modes of governance through self-co-ordination 
in the area of fiscal and employment policy and their impact on European integration. The 
research project has explored the impact of the new treaty provisions (Articles 125-130 and 
104 TEC) on the creation, evolution and perhaps the transformation of these modes of gov-
ernance. The main research puzzle was: how do governmental and non-governmental actors 
understand, use and adapt these legal empowerments, which provide means for interaction, 
deliberation, problem-solving, and decision-making in vital fields of European public policy? 
Are we going to see a gradual horizontal fusion of policy-making and opinion formation 
across the policy-fields as well as vertical fusion across levels of governance, leading to some 
kind of deliberative “gouvernement économique” of national and supra-national actors bound 
together in a core network, or do trends towards a fragmentation dominate which can be de-
scribed as ritualistic co-ordination of national actors leaving supranational institutions power-
less within a ‘hollow core’. We expected that the new legal provisions on ‘hard’ (fiscal pol-
icy) and ‘soft’ (employment policy) coordination would act together with pre-existing central 
institutions to result not only in a ‘ratchet effect’ or a ‘locking-in’ of the new status quo, but 
also in an expansion of rule application, leading to deeper integration through Treaty amend-
ments. 
The aim of Govecor was to contribute to a better understanding of the deliberation, problem 
solving and decision-making processes in the European Union and the unique multi-level 
construction of an evolving European system of governance by self-co-ordination for the ac-
tors and the European citizenry, and to provide the current conflicts and debates between the 
EC/EU institutions as well as between the Member States concerning their roles, functions 
and strategic positions within the evolving Union with academically founded suggestions. 
In the following we will summarise the results of the different work packages and will present 
overall conclusions and policy implications. A brief overview on the dissemination and ex-
ploitation of results will be given at the end of this executive summary. 

1.2 The analytical framework: A Neo-Institutionalist Approach to Theorising Integration 
We have adopted a classic research design with the legal provisions governing policy coordi-
nation as our independent variables – the ‘legal constitution’ of policy-making laying down 
roles and functions of institutions, procedures and objectives provide opportunities and con-
straints for several groups of collective actors – and an empirical focus on a number of inter-
vening variables which help to explain the dependent outcome of what we observe as the ‘liv-
ing constitution’ of policy-making. Based on the overlapping theoretical bodies of neo-
institutionalism, Europeanisation and regional integration, we have sought to integrate the 
insights and approaches of sociology and economics into our research design. 
Three sets of intervening variables have been identified which affect the evolution of eco-
nomic policy coordination modes. The first, and in many respects key intervening variable 
explored how different political actors at European and national levels of governance have 
followed, made use of and expanded the legal provisions for policy coordination. This ‘com-
pliance variable’ encompassed the dimension of explicit procedural requirements emanating 
from the treaty provisions, possible shifts of power resources between political actors at dif-
ferent levels of European governance and finally how national actors have used the legal pro-
visions. The second intervening variable refers to the impact of the provisions on the extent 
and nature of the interactions between governmental and non-governmental actors across and 
within different levels of European governance. The legal provisions may stimulate the crea-
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tion or the reinforcement of informal or quasi-formalised networks, leading to some kind of 
deliberative governance. The third variable draws on sociological institutionalist thinking to 
explore the contribution of public discourses to political change, in particular, how political 
actors alter perceptions of their interests, how new institutional paths are being established, 
and how new cultural rules are being created. 
The dependent variable is the kind of economic governance, which may come about through a 
combination of institutional, procedural, behavioural, and ideational changes at multiple lev-
els of policy-making and opinion formation. Our understanding was that rule following, adap-
tation processes, the emerging networks for problem-solving of institutional and intermediary 
actors as well as the impact on publicised discourses will not be disjointed. Looking at the 
combined impact of the legal provisions across levels of governance (vertical dimension) and 
across governing modes in the selected policy fields (horizontal dimensions), we have 
sketched four ideal-type scenarios of how policy coordination modes could hypothetically 
impact on multi-level governance and how this evolution might lay the ground for the agree-
ment of new legal provisions governing the European Union. 
Bounded coordination describes a scenario in which the rules for policy coordination are be-
coming dead letters, at best symbolically followed and routinely ignored when formulating 
national responses to economic policy challenges. This scenario amounts to a status-quo ex-
ante minus. Loose coordination means that participants are following largely opportunistic 
strategies and comply when the benefits are obvious and the costs negligible. With regard to 
the question of scope for policy coordination, we would find only little changes. Tight coordi-
nation can be seen as an upgraded status-quo ex-ante scenario, where the EU level institu-
tions, procedures and goals of economic governance enjoy strong support, where participants 
are ready to accept costs for reaching common goals, and where political actors are adhering 
to and extending ‘the spirit of policy coordination’. Finally, one can envisage a transformation 
scenario, in which member states and EU institutions alike are increasingly being socialised 
into collective coordination. This is understood as a governing arrangement, which builds up 
mutual trust through deliberative problem-solving rather instrumental bargaining and does 
only rarely need to use the provisions for qualified majority voting. Collective coordination 
might also be viewed as the fulfilment of demands calling for the establishment of a ‘gou-
vernement économique’, although the actors of this evolving ‘core network’ would encom-
pass not only national governmental actors but also European institutions such as the Com-
mission and the ECB and European social partners. 
Within this analytical framework, the results of the different work packages as documented 
below will be discussed at the end of this chapters. 

1.3 Fiscal Policy Co-ordination in the EU: The Dismal Record of the Stability Pact 
This work package, situated at the principle contractor CATT, has focussed on European fis-
cal policy coordination within the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP). It has furthermore con-
tributed the analysis of the economic foundations of policy coordination, which has been one 
of the assets of this multidisciplinary project. The following conclusions with regard to fiscal 
policy coordination can be drawn. 
Since the launch of European monetary union in 1999, it has become amply clear that the 
SGP is not functioning the way it should. Though not apparent during the first two years of 
existence of the euro zone, thanks to the favourable growth conditions then prevailing every-
where, its defects and weaknesses have been revealed by the slowdown of economic activity 
that hit the European Union (EU) in the wake of the US recession, in 2001. Nevertheless, by 
focusing attention on budget balances, the SGP has indisputably contributed to reinforcing 
and spreading the ‘stability culture’ in the euro zone, in particular in countries that had lived 
with high inflation, as well as high public deficits and debts in the 1980s and early 1990s. 
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Also with regard to Member States fiscal policy-making, the SGP has undoubtedly had an 
influence: first, it has induced institutional changes, sometimes going as far as the adoption of 
domestic ‘Stability Pacts’, and has usually reinforced the control of central governments on 
the finances of other public entities; second, it has also strengthened the position of the Fi-
nance Minister within national governments, thus giving more weight to considerations of 
overall budget balance; and third, it has contributed, through the mechanism of “naming and 
shaming”, to focus attention of the press and public opinion on overall budget developments, 
and in particular on the deficits and the dangers of over-accumulation of public debt. 
Yet, the outcome in terms of public finance developments in the Member States of the euro 
zone is not up to the expectations. Deficits and debts ratios did indeed ebb in the Member 
States of the euro zone in the (early) 1990s; but no more than elsewhere in the OECD coun-
tries. As soon as the slowdown in economic activity swept over the euro zone, not only was 
consolidation brought to a halt, but deficits started skyrocketing again in most Member States, 
especially larger ones, and the trend toward smaller debt ratios, which is arguably the most 
important, though implicit, aim of the SGP, was actually reversed, and especially in those 
countries where it was still much above the 60%-of-GDP figure that had been regarded as a 
maximum in the Maastricht treaty. 
Although the SGP has undoubtedly made fiscal policies a ‘common concern’ of the euro zone 
by focusing attention on fiscal aggregates of Member States, it cannot be said to have signifi-
cantly improved economic policy coordination, insofar as the focus has been exclusively on 
‘excessive deficits’, with almost no progress being made on other issues. In the years when 
the European economy was enjoying relatively high growth, there was little coordinated effort 
at reducing deficits, and even less coordination on the various tax cut plans that were mostly 
used as tools for tax competition, rather than in a cooperative strategy to promote growth. 
At the same time, the SGP turns out to be highly pro-cyclical, because it is mainly focused on 
fiscal discipline during cyclical downturns and thus provides wrong incentives since it does 
not tackle the tendency to run expansionary pro-cyclical policies in good times and does not 
reduce the political inclination to ‘spend the money when it comes in’. In addition, efforts to 
consolidate public finances have resulted in most Member States in a sharp reduction of pub-
lic investment. The achievement of a broadly balanced budget may negatively affect the pub-
lic investment level, since most capital expenditure will have to be funded from current reve-
nue and, as a consequence, have a negative, lasting impact on the productive and growth po-
tential of the economy. 
Among the possible routes for reform, the first one would consist in reinforcing the powers of 
the Commission and/or independent experts in the implementation of the SGP: though in 
principle likely to improve compliance and hence credibility, such an institutional change 
would run against the aspiration for a less “technocratic” functioning of the EU. The second 
direction for improvement would involve taking better account of business cycle conditions: 
indeed, with hindsight, it is clear that there had not been enough consolidation in “good 
times”, which made compliance in “bad times” almost impossible, or at least politically very 
costly. Focusing more on a cyclically-adjusted measure of deficits would partly solve the 
problem, provided Stability Programmes are treated more seriously; yet the problem of un-
ambiguously identifying the cyclical position of countries and of precisely evaluating the 
“output gap” is paramount and makes this solution less easy than it seems. 
A final suggestion for reform would be to apply a golden rule (inspired by the British, or even 
by the French practice in local public finances), but amended to take the cyclical component 
into account: the budget would be divided into a current and a capital account; the former 
would have to be balanced or in surplus while the latter would be allowed to run a deficit, so 
long as an appropriate measure of indebtedness is stabilised over the medium term. Such an 
amended golden rule would allow for both growth and automatic fiscal stabilisers; it would 
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also preserve heterogeneity among Member States in terms of public investment, which is not 
the case in the current SGP, under which socially desirable public investment projects might 
well be cancelled. Possible drawbacks of such a rule should nevertheless be mentioned. First, 
there is no dual-budget accounting system in EU countries and the calculation of amortisation 
is quite complex, so that it would be necessary to reach an agreement on accounting methods. 
Second, a golden rule could lead to a bias in expenditure decisions in favour of physical capi-
tal and against spending on human capital or other productive items, which also contribute to 
growth and employment; but the inclusion of human capital could lead to the opposite out-
come and generate a risk of unsustainable public finances. 
However, none of these reform proposals would suffice to solve the insufficiency of coordina-
tion, which would require a mix of institutional changes and incentives, in particular through 
the European budget, to induce governments of Member States to effectively engage in coop-
erative strategies. In addition, it is probably the case, that the costs of abiding or breaching the 
rules are not the same for all countries in all contexts, in particular that the incentives may be 
stronger for large member states not to obey. Because of the prospective increase in heteroge-
neity of the euro zone, following the enlargement and the desire of some new members to join 
the euro zone soon, this issue of incentives should be carefully studied before a needed reform 
of the SGP is proposed. 

1.4 Employment Policy Coordination: The limits of a Top-Down Approach 
The research task of work package (WP3), situated at SCORE, has been to study the policy-
making practice following from the new formal procedures and the new formal institutions in 
the field of EU employment policy. The analysis is based on extensive interviews at European 
level conducted during 2000-2003, in combination with the ten country studies produced 
within the GOVECOR project and other secondary studies. 
The provisions in the Employment Chapter have enabled initiatives and efforts by various 
types of actors to co-ordinate and develop policies. Our country studies show that the Euro-
pean Employment Strategy (EES) has developed in many respects as a trans-governmental 
process. Network-building between national and European level is often limited to small sec-
tions of national ministries and governmental agencies, which means that learning and delib-
eration is at best taking place in the administrative sphere, not in the public, and so far only to 
a limited extent among stake-holders more broadly. Without exception, national parliaments 
have no decisive say about the National Action Plans (NAP) in the countries studied, and are 
informed about it mostly after it is already produced. The NAPs are regarded as governments’ 
reports to Brussels. They have no operational function as guiding documents or indeed action 
plans in the Member States, but are merely reports on domestic policy for an international 
audience. 
Despite the NAPs being documents of low importance in the national policy-making system, 
the NAP process and the EES in general has improved coordination and facilitated links be-
tween different policy areas. Coordination between ministries has improved in almost all 
countries, and links between various actors in the production of the NAPs have been devel-
oped. Horizontal integration of policy areas (such as labour market policies, social assistance, 
pensions, taxation, etc.) has been improved nationally, but also at European level. While still 
insufficient in most countries, there has at least been some attention to vertical co-ordination 
between national, regional and local levels of government. Moreover, member governments 
and national administrations are committed to and do comply with the cooperation proce-
dures. National civil servants consider the exchange of information and best practice and the 
peer review valuable, and they believe that there is a potential for learning from others. 
The EES has in several respects contributed to a professionalisation of labour market admini-
stration in the Member States. It has put the functioning of Public Employment Services on 
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the agenda, the need for performance indicators, and improved statistics. The setting of spe-
cific policy targets has been encouraged, even if governments have responded to the invitation 
to set their own national targets only to a very limited extent. There are some indications of a 
spread of a culture of evaluation and institutional arrangements for implementing gender 
mainstreaming have been set up in most Member States. 
The fact that the EES brings people with diverse interests, perspectives, and standpoints to-
gether, may function to destabilise existing understandings, and open for re-thinking of policy 
options. The EES has forced the member governments to reflect on, define, and then relate to 
collective objectives. The focus on employment rates, rather than levels of unemployment, is 
such a collective achievement on the level of policy thinking, as are the needs to widen the 
policy agenda in order to achieve higher levels of labour market participation, to include, for 
instance, measures to reconcile work life and family life, such as improved childcare facili-
ties. The EES has provided a common framework for national employment policy, and an 
element of structure, with annual planning and review. A more long-term, or at least medium-
term, policy perspective has been introduced in some countries where it did not exist. Thus, 
the EES has in various respects contributed to improvements of national governance systems. 
The EES developed as a trans-governmental process and this was also in much how it was 
perceived by other actors in the Member States. Gradually, more actors have come to perceive 
themselves as affected by the EES, notably civil society actors and local authorities, and have 
pressured for influence. Social partners’ satisfaction with their participation in the NAP proc-
ess varies between countries. The social partners tend to consider participation in real negoti-
ating and employment-creating policies in the Member States more important. Only in a few 
countries are wider circles of civil society involved in the EES. 
In our analysis, the first years of the EES took the character of a two-level game, with the 
Commission and the Council as the key actors, and where governments tried to stay in control 
of the processes domestically. European social partners have also resisted attempts to give 
them the role of implementers of Council policy. More recently, the Commission together 
with the EP have tried to involve a wider set of actors, including parliamentary bodies, local 
authorities and civil society actors in the Member States, sometimes with the governments 
trying to resist these developments. Accordingly, the Commission has attempted to create 
various allies at national and European level as a way of mobilizing actors for the purpose of 
making them pursue the ideas and goals of the EES. This has lead to networking and creation 
of new forms of interaction, and also to the empowerment of some actors, especially at local 
and non-governmental levels. 
To conclude, there are both positive and negative sides as to the achievements of EU em-
ployment policy co-ordination thus far. There are limits to what top-down and external pres-
sures, e.g. pressures from the Commission or the Council, can achieve. In order to be effective 
the EES has to mobilise the relevant actors within the Member States much more systemati-
cally. The EES has stimulated some steps in this direction, albeit, arguably, not sufficiently. 

1.5 Structural Funds and the European Employment Strategy: Functional spill-overs 
Linked to work package 3, but executed by the principle contractor EIPA, a special study was 
carried out to explore possible spill-over processes between European Structural Funds (ESF) 
and the European Employment Strategy. The research puzzle is the following: Does, five 
years after its creation, the EES continue to function in a separate compartment of the Euro-
pean system of governance? Or could we observe growing inter-linkages and spill-over with 
other EU policies also targeting employment. In financial terms the EU's most important pol-
icy instrument to combat unemployment are the structural funds. The question was whether, 
at what level of policy making and how the relationship has evolved over time into a new 
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mode of governance that links the intergovernmental sphere of the EES with the supranational 
sphere of the ESF. 
The research has looked at three different levels of policy making: the legal, the strategy for-
mulation and the administrative level. The analysis was based on primary and secondary leg-
islation, NAPs as well as on structural funds related strategy documents such as the Commu-
nity Support Frameworks, Operational Programmes and Programme Complements. The ten 
10 national rapporteurs drafting the country studies contributed their expertise based on a 
questionnaire. 
With regard to the legal-constitutional level, the following conclusions can be drawn: Firstly, 
secondary legislation very clearly establishes a functional relationship between the EES and 
the ESF. It is thus not a question of whether the ESF should be linked to the EES but only 
how. Secondly, the legal basis establishes an ambivalent relationship with regard to the funds 
except the ESF since it does not translate the horizontal priority to achieve a high level of em-
ployment into secondary legislation governing the other three funds (ERDF, EAGGF, FIFG). 
The legal-constitutional level does thus not establish a clear approach to the EES. On the one 
hand it shows signs of functional spillover and interlinkages between the EES and the ESF. 
On the other hand it includes deliberate compartmentalisation and separation between the 
EES and the other structural funds. Given the constitutional asymmetry between the EES and 
the structural funds these mixed messages are likely to create frictions or at least different 
interpretations during the strategy formulation and administrative phases. The study has 
shown that establishing the legal constitution does not necessarily translate into a living con-
stitution which is consistent with the legal concepts. Yet, the legal provisions seem to function 
as an incentive for Member States to adapt strategies. 
The study has furthermore shown that Member States follow a different approach when it 
comes to implementing the functional relationship at the level of strategy formulation and 
managing the functional relationship. All of them have implemented the requirement to link 
the ESF and the EES and most Member States’ structural funds programming documents re-
flect the EES objectives and include explicit references to them. Yet, out of those countries 
included in this study most of them seem to do this in a rather formal than strategic manner. 
Consequently, the role of the NAPs in drafting the structural funds programming documents 
was very limited. The EES is not perceived to have a major impact on priorities and the strat-
egy of the current programming documents.  
With regard to the administrative level, the EES structure clearly differs from the multilevel 
governance structure of the structural funds. Not least due to the broader scope of structural 
funds’ interventions, their management structure relies on a broader inter-ministerial coordi-
nation involving different levels of governance. However, neither have new formal institu-
tions been created to facilitate or serve the cooperation between the ESF and the NAP, nor 
have the existing institutions been adapted to respond to new coordination needs. Given this 
current weak administrative links in the implementation phase it is remarkable, that a number 
of Member States seem to accept the link between EES and structural funds when it comes to 
monitoring and evaluation. 
It can therefore be concluded, that it is partly due to the Commission’s strong influence during 
the strategy formulation phase that contributes to the Member States’ respecting the func-
tional relationship. During the implementation phase the Commission does not have such a 
strong influence, which would allow it to act as an ideational entrepreneur supporting the 
functional relationship in the Member States. Although Member States respect the functional 
relationship during the strategy formulation phase, this positive attitude can in general not be 
attributed to a change and convergence of preferences, norms, or values of actors. On the con-
trary, it seems that a vast majority of the Member States included in this study does not fully 
endorse the functional relation between EES and structural funds. Member States continue to 
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perceive the EES as being located in a different sectoral subsystem, which links only partly 
and temporarily with the structural funds' subsystem. This hesitancy on the side of the Mem-
ber States is fuelled by the fact that there is no ‘agreed exemplary organisational model’. The 
spillover between EES and ESF is therefore not a political spillover but a functional one. 
However, the fact that the EES objectives are taken on board in the structural funds program-
ming documents – even if Member States only fulfil a Commission requirement – may gradu-
ally induce a shift of expectations and loyalties. 
The Member States resistance to introduce the functional relationship into their administrative 
and institutional structure may not only stem from political reluctance. It may also stem from 
the ‘institutional robustness’ confirmed by numerous studies. This institutional robustness 
may be supported by the fact that every Member State has a long tradition of employment 
policy. Linking their institutional structure in this policy area with the structural funds will not 
only require more time but also a change of actors or their relative powers and their expected 
benefits. 
For the time being, European and national actors continue to be faced with a paradox: the EU 
has adopted a European employment strategy and provides for a financial instrument to help 
achieve the objectives of this strategy. But the resulting linkage between its policy strategy 
and the relevant policy instruments is not codified in the EU governance structure, power rela-
tionship, and communicated norms. The Convention’s debate on the OMC has made clear 
that Member States continue to oppose strengthening the link between the EES and Commu-
nity instruments such as the structural funds. The Commission’s proposals for the next finan-
cial perspective and the third cohesion report however point to an even closer linkage between 
EES and ESF. Whether the Member States agree to the Commission’s ideas is yet an open 
question. 

1.6 The Coordination of Coordination Policies: The low implementation record of the BEPGs 
Work package 4, implemented at the chair of the coordinator, has examined the co-ordination 
of the two co-ordination policies – fiscal policy and employment policy – on the EU-level as 
well as on the national level of analysis. The aim of this work package was to assess the effec-
tiveness and the impact the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines (BEPG), provided for in art. 
99 TEC, have had so far on European as well as on member states’ socio-economic govern-
ance. 
During the observation period of our research we have seen numerous attempts by both Euro-
pean and member state actors to enhance the effectiveness of the instruments and the effi-
ciency of the procedures linked to the BEPGs. Policy learning as well as the start of stage 
three of EMU have led to a number of improvements in economic-policy coordination, cul-
minating in the 2003 attempt to synchronise the cycles of the BEPGs and of employment pol-
icy and to (re-)introduced a multi-annual programme by foreseeing a full review only every 
three years. Furthermore the procedures as described in art. 99 TEC have been followed by 
the actors involved. The attempt to achieve a well-balanced macro-economic policy mix has 
also led to the understanding of the actors concerned that a more encompassing policy-mix 
should include additional policy areas. Coordination in its softest form has thus been intro-
duced with the various OMCs which can be understood as some kind of functional spill-over. 
On the domestic level, administrative adaptation – as opposed to innovation – has ensured 
that at least the procedural implementation of the BEPG procedure has been successful. The 
implementation of the BEPGs procedure on the domestic level has not led to a novel approach 
to deal with European coordination policies. The BEPGs have been included in the array of 
tasks to be handled by national administrations and other bodies in charge of European affairs, 
in most cases using ‘traditional routines’, but the guidelines have not affected many other ac-
tors or institutions. 
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Yet the gap between publicly stated commitments by the member states and the real imple-
mentation of policy adaptations is still wide and, in some areas, has not diminished in the re-
cent years. With regard to fiscal policy recommendations in the BEPGs the undisputed con-
clusion is even that implementation efforts have declined in a number of member states after 
their accession to the euro zone and the achievement of the convergence criteria. The BEPGs 
implementation reports are documenting the lack of implementation by the member states, 
quite often disguised by euphemistic conclusions such as “in progress”, “partial” or “there is a 
risk of not achieving the aim”. 
If peer and public pressure are elements of soft coordination, the BEPG procedure has clear 
limitations in both respects. The public commitment of member states in the publicized 
BEPGs should strengthen the willingness to comply with the commonly agreed recommenda-
tions. However, if the ‘public’ is as small as it is in the case of the BEPGs, it does not create 
sufficient public pressure on member states. Public awareness and public discourse to this 
mode of European governance has only marginally developed. Given the very mixed imple-
mentation record of the BEPGs for most of the members states, peer pressure has obviously 
also not increased the willingness of member states actors to fully implement the BEPGs. It 
seems however too early to conclude that we might see a vanishing of the consensus on the 
‘sound finances and money’ paradigm, which was necessary to establish Monetary Union as 
this would be in contradiction at least to the rhetoric of the Lisbon agenda and the efforts in-
vested into OMC in related policy areas. 
Considering the importance of a balanced macro-economic policy mix going beyond the aims 
of price stability and sound finances but indeed affecting the core of European welfare states, 
the absence of a public discourse on key economic options available is remarkable. That na-
tional legislators and the EP are not involved in these deliberations and decision-making con-
tinues to be a major obstacle for the effectiveness and bindingness of the coordination proce-
dures. Neither the streamlining exercise in 2003 nor the 2003/4 Intergovernmental Conference 
have however made progress in this respect, even though the possible introduction of “euro 
zone BEPGs” might in the future lead to more binding recommendations. 
As a conclusion, given the continuous revision of and amendments to the existing rules and 
the introduction of several new procedures to enhance the deliberation and interaction process 
on economic policy, we do see attempts of the key actors involved to create some kind of 
‘economic governance’ which goes beyond the provisions of the legal constitution and to 
merge (or fuse) existing policy areas (horizontal) and policy arenas (vertical) on the European 
level. On the other hand, the more it has contributed to an increase of political actors partici-
pating in these procedures, the less they could rely on “shared commitment” and “common 
doctrines”.  

1.7 National Adaptation in Member States: Between Absorption and Upgrading 
Work package 5 has focussed on the national dimension of the co-ordination taking place in 
the fiscal and employment sectors. In the framework of the GOVECOR project the empirical 
backbone of this inquiry were six-monthly reports between 2002 and 2003 conducted by the 
national experts of the assistant contractors (as well as the principle contractors CATT, EIPA, 
and SCORE for their respective countries) to report on how po licy coordination in the two 
fields has been used in and impacted upon ten member states (cf., the final national reports, 
Govecor 2004). Drawing on standardized measures of Europeanisation, an aggregate assess-
ment of member states’ practice of policy coordination has been developed to broaden the 
view beyond the different cases. We have applied a heuristic distinction between four possible 
outcomes of Europeanisation, namely, inertia, absorption, upgrading, and transformation. 
Furthermore, a second feature related to the use of performance indicators of the ten member 
states, relating to both policy sectors as well as to commonly used macro-economic indica-
tors. While the primary objective of the project was not to explore the issue of policy per-
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formance or effectiveness, but the evolution of governing modes, the data are a useful com-
plement to the soft indicators. 
Generally, we note that absorption and upgrading were the most common phenomena of na-
tional adaptation to Europeanisation opportunities and constraints. None of the different di-
mensions of political change exceeded on average the assessment of moderate Europeanisa-
tion in the form of upgrading, some important differences among member states notwith-
standing. The second finding is that hard policy coordination has caused a greater degree of 
adaptation than its softer counterpart. The national experts’ assessment was that fiscal policy 
coordination has on average led to a mixture of absorption and upgrading of national sys-
tems. Upgrading was most pronounced in the area of institutions as well as in the area of dis-
course and ideas. In sum, however, the provisions for fiscal policy coordination have led only 
to very selective upgrading of national policy-making processes, actors, and institutions, and 
not to the kind of transformative changes, which would have been needed to make national 
fiscal policy fully consistent with the SGP. 
Employment policy coordination was mostly characterised by weak to moderate adaptation 
trends. Upgrading was most pronounced in policy-making and coordination procedures, 
which is largely due to the need to comply with the requirements for inter- and intra-
ministerial cooperation for the production and implementation of the NAPs. In contrast to its 
fiscal counterpart, employment policy coordination hardly led to much institutional innova-
tion. It did, however, encourage greater participation and involvement of social partners and 
interest groups, even if changes were at best moderate. We could observe also some ideational 
changes, but not via public discourse were the impact as very weak, but via the EES’s influ-
ence on administrative elites and expert networks.  
When looking at the coordination of coordination policies at the national level, adaptation can 
clearly be characterized as absorption. While the procedures have very moderately been 
adapted to the increased demand for coordination between the policy fields, institutional in-
novation has basically not taken place. Compared to the other two modes, public discourse is 
even less developed in the case of the BEPGs. The same can be said with regard to adapta-
tions of governmental policies, even if the national rapporteurs have traced moderate idea-
tional changes. 
The studies do not yield a single answer to the question of member state adaptation. Yet, there 
is also scope for cautious generalisations, which indicate that the scope of Europeanisation 
has been at best moderate, and on balance smaller than those actors who signed the legal pro-
visions for policy coordination 1997 in Amsterdam seem to have expected judging by their 
public rhetoric. Policy coordination modes have only in a small number of countries led to 
transformative changes in the administrative set-up, actors’ policy preferences and strategies, 
and domestic public debates and policy ideas. On average therefore, domestic arrangements 
for economic governance are thus too ‘sticky’ for the incentives and constraints of these softer 
governing modes to cause more than a mixture of absorption and upgrading of national politi-
cal system, their practices and policy ideas. 
Yet, there are important qualifications to be made. Policy coordination, both in its hard and 
soft form, has caused upgrading effects with regard to some dimensions of national political 
systems. For instance, employment policy coordination did help to introduce some changes in 
national agendas, policies and ideas in a number of countries and with regard to different is-
sues. It also helped to bring about changes in national policy-making procedures and interac-
tions among political and non-governmental actors. Moreover, the provisions for fiscal policy 
coordination were capable of contributing to the setting-up of new institutions for the conduct 
of fiscal policy as well as influencing the course of national fiscal policy – mostly in some 
smaller and medium-size countries. We have accounted for these differences in Europeanisa-
tion by highlighting the asymmetric vulnerabilities between large and small countries in 
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Europe, which focuses on their varying ability to comply with the fiscal rules of the SGP on 
the one hand, and the credibility of threats of political exclusion and sanctions on the other 
hand. Moreover, we have noted that some countries were generally less able to implement 
transformative changes against political resistance given the existences of informal or formal 
veto positions within the national political systems. Finally, the ideational attachment to 
European integration in general and the purpose of fiscal policy coordination under EMU 
were factors in explaining differences in Europeanisation. 

1.8 Networks, Legitimacy Building, and Public Discourse 
Work Package 6 on networks, public discourse and legitimacy building has been split into 
two different studies, one dealing with committee interaction on the EU-level and executed by 
SCORE, and one focussing on public discourse. This part was situated at the university chair 
of the coordinator with the support of EIPA. 

Committee Interaction in Soft Co-ordination: Towards Deliberative Supranationalism? 
A number of committees are central to the policy process of the Open Method of Co-
ordination, especially in the economic policy field. Focussing on them should provide a useful 
way of examining the possibilities for soft co-ordination to provide favourable conditions for 
a deliberative mode of policy-making. The study has been concerned with employment policy 
co-ordination and has focused in particular on the Employment Committee (EMCO) but has 
also looked at three other committees involved in economic policy-making, namely the Social 
Protection Committee (SPC), the Economic Policy Committee (EPC), and the Economic and 
Financial Committee (EFC). We investigated these committees both in terms of their formal 
role and their actual working methods and informal and formal interaction. 
The study shows that there are indeed indications of soft co-ordination being supportive of a 
deliberative mode of governance. However, there are also structures and factors that limit the 
scope for deliberative interaction, and there are limits to deliberation as a mode of problem 
solving and action co-ordination in this case. 
The committees are important in the EES (as in the OMC generally). Formally, they are im-
portant since they are the only preparatory committees before the Council, and mostly the 
final Council decision does not differ from the committee decision. Informally, the commit-
tees are important for network building among the national civil servants, which in turn facili-
tates future contact and policy learning. Since the OMC builds on soft coordination, support 
must be created and this makes networking ever more instrumental. The committees are also 
important in consensus formation. Committee members are dedicated to reaching agreement. 
Participants enter the committee discussions with the ambition to find points in common 
where cooperation can be developed. 
The non-binding character seems to facilitate a deliberative mode – openness to be convinced 
by arguments – and a culture of listening and learning rather than meeting criticism by defen-
sive attitudes. It is reported that arguments based on knowledge and experience count in the 
discussions, more than for instance the size of the country. Non-compliance must be ex-
plained and reasons provided. In the absence of legal force, reason-giving gains in impor-
tance. Moreover, the closed committee discussion allows one to ‘drop the guard’ for criticism.  
The common project of developing and coordinating employment policies has been generally 
accepted. There are indications of shared frames of reference in the use of a common policy 
discourse, in expressing common concerns, common challenges, and common policy frame-
work and approaches, even if this does not necessarily translate into a consensus about con-
crete measures. A European perspective is gradually developing in that key policy actors in-
creasingly ’think politics’ and policy with European frames of references rather than exclu-
sively national ones. They have begun to rethink national employment policies in the light of 
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’common problems’ and redefine it in terms of ’common concerns’ and something that is le-
gitimately the concern of other states and nationals and which requires cooperation. To that 
extent it is accurate to speak of a deliberative supranationalism.  
However, there are limits to the open-mindedness in the committee exchanges. Positions are 
partly ’locked’ on beforehand because of political mandates from back home. Committee dis-
cussion changes character when more sensitive issues are at stake, such as country-specific 
recommendations in the direction of bargaining rather than open-ended discussions. In sensi-
tive areas, it is difficult to find evidence of national standpoints actually being modified dur-
ing committee interaction. Moreover, the Member State representative may well agree that a 
certain measure might be the best for his/her country, but he might also know that this is not 
what is considered the best solution at the national level for political reasons. 
It seems easier to reach consensus with more technical, rather than directly political, issues. It 
also facilitates if members share the same professional background or theoretical frames of 
references (cf. epistemic communities) as in the case of the EPC and EFC. However, this type 
of exchange tends to be less open to take in considerations from other perspectives, i.e. be less 
open-minded, and rather builds on a pre-political consensus (e.g. being determined by theo-
retical framework or discourse in the Foucaultian sense). Committee deliberation therefore 
has limits when it comes to solving political problems and conflicts of interest or value – the 
type of issues that cannot easily be resolved by scientific evidence. 
The committees’ openness to social partner and NGO participation varies considerably. The 
SPC and EMCO are most open to participants from outside the committee. The Commission 
officials working with EMCO and SPC are also more interested in contacts with the interest 
groups and social partners, and can see the value of these contacts, compared with the eco-
nomic committees and their staff. The OMC processes in general lack transparency, and this 
is even more true of the economic committees in the OMC. The dilemma is that the more 
closed fora are, the more open appear to be the discussions. It means that public transparency 
in the trans-governmental process is likely to increase bargaining rather than arguing. Com-
mittee governance, in its ability to develop a cooperative regime, may thus have an important 
function to fill in a certain phase of the policy-making process, but will-formation in order to 
be democratically legitimate must ultimately be developed with input from fora with public 
deliberation. Democracy is not conceivable without a public sphere, and for the OMC to im-
prove the democratic character of EU governance, its relation to the public sphere, nationally 
or supranationally, must be strengthened. This would also boost effectiveness. Since no bind-
ing decisions are taken at supranational level, implementation will not take place unless learn-
ing reaches down to lower levels of governance and is developed in public reasoning there. 

Publicised Discourses as Indicators for the Functioning of Policy Coordination Modes  
The work package 6 was also concerned with the relevance of public discourses for assessing 
the utility and appropriateness of economic policy coordination processes. Given that both 
fiscal and employment policy coordination in and through European Union processes cannot 
be legally enforced, the question of whether European recommendations, guidelines and gov-
ernment commitments made in Brussels are supported in national public discourses is of cru-
cial importance. Moreover, national public discourses are relevant for normative assessments 
of economic policy coordination modes. Increasing intra-European debate on economic issues 
could also underpin the emergence of more institutionalised forms of economic governance.  
The theoretical expectation was that the legal provisions for policy coordination with their 
emphasis on consultation, learning from best practices, and peer review represent a new op-
portunity structure for national actors to make their voices heard not only within the govern-
ing process, but also in mediated public discourse. We distinguish between two forms of Eu-
ropeanisation of public discourse, namely regulatory and compensatory Europeanisation. The 
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first can be called regulatory Europeanisation as it refers to adaptation processes arising from 
pressures for policy compliance and learning as determinants of the effectiveness of the cycli-
cal governing modes. The second refers to the responsiveness. The question is whether public 
discourses have adapted along the lines of compensatory Europeanization, which holds that a 
given step upward the integration ladder would lead in due course to the changes in political 
practices and deliberations at the national level which help to re-establish the linkage between 
Brussels-based policy-making processes and national civil society. 
We have explored these questions by conducting a content analysis of quality press coverage 
in Germany, France and Britain since the agreement of the new legal provisions at the Euro-
pean Council of Amsterdam in 1997 and until 2003. An in-depth analysis was conducted with 
regard to the media coverage of negative recommendations/reprimands in the field of eco-
nomic (BEPG) and fiscal policy coordination in Ireland (2001) and Germany (2002). We have 
tested the two dimensions of Europeanization by looking at four criteria: Do we see an in-
crease in media attention for policy coordination over time? Are public discourses capable of 
imposing reputational costs on governments in these policy areas? To what extent can we 
trace ideational change in policy approaches in public discourse along the lines promoted by 
policy coordination? And finally, can we identify a transnationalisation of news media debate 
in these policy fields? 
With regard to the question of increasing media attention for economic policy coordination, 
curves for both governing modes do not show a clear intensification trend for the whole of 
observation period. Only for the first three years, from 1997 to early 2000, did they go 
through similar and on the whole downward attention curves. Starting from the second half of 
2000, however, we see a clear divergence in media attention curves of ‘hard’ fiscal policy co-
ordination and its ‘softer’ counterpart in the area of employment policy. The rules for fiscal 
policy co-ordination have established themselves in the last three years as a regular topic on 
the socio-economic news agenda of the quality press. In contrast, European employment pol-
icy co-ordination is being covered at best sporadically and usually as part of a wider theme 
about Europe’s competitiveness and the Lisbon strategy. 
With regard to reputational costs through public discourses, our studies cannot prove the im-
pact of publicised discourse on policy-makers, but it does show that negative recommenda-
tions under fiscal policy coordination have had a significant impact on national news media 
discourse, particularly in Germany, but also in France. The in-depth case study of Ireland 
(reprimand under the BEPG) and Germany (proposed early warning under the Stability Pact 
in January 2002) showed that both countries’ press devoted considerable attention to the criti-
cal recommendations, producing a high number of headline stories, opinion pieces and edito-
rials. At least in these instances of first-time application, peer review procedures, which in-
volve the singling out of member states, have proven capable of generating considerable pub-
lic attention, forcing governments to justify themselves and contributing to a rapid politicisa-
tion of decision-making. For employment policy coordination our studies suggest a low and 
declining of ability to impose reputational costs on national governments. Moreover, a strik-
ing feature of employment policy coverage is that an article on the EES (usually written from 
Brussels) hardly creates any follow-up by either national political actors or nationally based 
journalists. 
In our qualitative frame analysis of media coverage we have seen some evidence for weak 
instances of ideational change, mainly in the field of fiscal policy, e.g. a marked increase in 
public attention being paid to the need for anti-cyclical policies. At the same time, of declin-
ing relevance in public discourse was the underlying economic philosophy that price stability 
was good for economic growth. It seems therefore that the Stability Pact was good at focusing 
attention on the annual public deficit, but not very successful in fostering debates about the 
reduction of national debts or anti-cyclical policies. In the case of employment policy coordi-
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nation, we identify across all three countries a decrease in the attention the press has paid to 
the key ideas of the EES. This seems to be a disappointing result for a governing process 
aimed at inducing policy learning. However, the employment related findings need to be re-
garded with some caution given that employment policy coverage declined in importance to 
very low absolute levels. 
Looking at a possible transnationalisation of news coverage both regarding the presence of 
foreign political sources and a synchronisation of news frames used to interpret political real-
ity, at least the frame of performance comparison has increased markedly across both policy 
fields. It reflects a growing interest in other countries’ performances as well as a decline in the 
ability of governments to insulate ‘their’ press from ‘foreign’ new and opinion sources. 
To conclude, regulatory Europeanisation has been moderate or even strong in the case of 
fiscal policy coordination but weak for its counterpart in the employment domain. While the 
rules of the Stability Pact remain heavily contested and violated by some countries, albeit by a 
small degree, it is also clear that no government can fully insulate itself against peer pressure 
spilling over to domestic press coverage. The EES in contrast had virtually no success in im-
posing reputational costs through public debate, and little with regard to fostering ideational 
change, except for some measures aimed at increasing labour market flexibility in Germany. 
Compensatory Europeanisation was virtually absent in the case of the EES and varied be-
tween countries with regard to the fiscal policy coordination process. Fiscal policy coordina-
tion is increasingly ‘hitting home’, making it a real factor in national press discourses of pol-
icy choices, especially in Germany, but also in Britain and France (since 2003). We have seen 
the emergence of increasingly vigorous, and sometimes even cross-national debates about 
national fiscal choices and their appropriateness. In contrast, media attention to soft employ-
ment policy coordination declined dramatically up to the point of extinguishing this governing 
mode from public awareness. 

1.9 Conclusions and Policy Implications 
The following section summarises the key findings of the sectoral work packages regarding 
the evolution of the living constitution of economic policy coordination modes between 1997 
and 2003. It follows the line of argumentation, including the intervening variables and their 
operationalisation as defined by the common analytical framework and will present summa-
rizing policy implications for European economic policy coordination. 

Rule Following and Adaptation: Moderate Expansion at the EU level, Shallow and Opportun-
istic Use at the National Level 
Political actors at various levels of EU governance have generally followed and complied 
with the procedural and institutional aspects of policy coordination. Yet, a divergence in rule 
following and use between European and national levels of governance can be noted. At the 
European level, it can be distinguished between an ‘expansion phase’ (1997-2000), which saw 
elaboration and increasing detail in the processes, guidelines and recommendations coupled 
with a proliferation of a range of new ‘softer’, non-Treaty based coordination processes as 
part of the Lisbon strategy. This was followed a phase of ‘consolidation’ (2001-2003), which 
was marked by efforts to respond to the spreading perception of overlaps and inconsistencies 
between the different processes at the EU level, and insufficient follow-up and implementa-
tion at the national level. The end of this period is marked by the majority decision of the 
Ecofin to disregard the provisions of the Treaty and of the Excessive Deficit Procedure. 
In terms of substantive rule following and use, non-Treaty coordination processes spread to 
ever more policy areas as part of a wider strategy, usually referred to as the Open Method of 
Coordination. However, some treaty-based policy coordination modes did become ‘harder’ 
through new linkages with first pillar instruments or Treaty amendments (see our separate 
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study on the increasing linkage of the EES priorities in Structural Funds programming). The 
Draft Constitutional Treaty suggests only few changes to the existing provisions, with the 
notable exception of the possible deepened coordination within the euro group. A constitu-
tionalisation of OMCs was not undertaken.  
At the national level, compliance and adaptation was sporadic and pointing to a systematic 
and in some areas widening ‘commitment-implementation gap’ of policy coordination. Gov-
ernments often departed from their commitments made at EU-level and ignored substantive 
individual recommendations for policy change directed to them. They often pursued a pick-
and-choose-strategy, implementing only those recommendations in line with their political 
aspirations, but not the more costly or long term ones. However, EU processes may have sup-
ported some changes in labour market regulation, pension systems, and the setting-up of pro-
cedures for sub-national fiscal surveillance or instruments for anti-cyclical public expenditure. 

Impact on Interactions between Supranational, Governmental and Non-Governmental Actors: 
Some Horizontal, Limited Vertical Fusion 
The new provisions have supported the emergence of more deliberative, but delimited forms 
of governance involving national and supranational actors within key policy coordination 
committees and top-level informal groupings. The nature of interaction in key EU level com-
mittees have allowed for the evolution of common frames of reference, consensus orientation 
rather than voting, and the power of the good argument rather than guarded bargaining and 
country size. Yet, when it comes to deciding on country-specific recommendations, hard per-
formance indicators, and particularly salient policy issues, positions can be locked-in, pre-
meeting coalition building occurs, and bargaining takes place. The real impact on transform-
ing political preferences is probably more long-term. 
Policy coordination has drawn in non-governmental actors, but to a lesser degree than one 
might have expected. Unsurprisingly, it was primarily the EES which encouraged a greater 
involvement of social partners and civil society actors. European level social partners organi-
sations have remained relatively weak actors even in the EES. Social partners organisations of 
some countries became somewhat more involved in the drawing up of NAPs, yet given their 
low significance in the national policy-making process, they did not invest many resources or 
dramatically shift their attention to EU coordination procedures, remaining largely national 
players. Generally, the picture of civil society involvement varies substantially between coun-
tries, especially according to the pre-existence of a strong consultation culture. 
With respect to the intensification of interactions and coordination attempts across policy ar-
eas at the same level of governance and as well as across levels of governance we generally 
found that interactions increased horizontally rather than vertically. From a horizontal per-
spective we saw European level socio-economic committees strengthening their coordination 
efforts. At the national level, a parallel development of horizontal fusion has taken place with 
regard to the EES, whereas fiscal policy coordination in contrast has not dramatically im-
proved coordination between national ministries. As far as vertical fusion trends are con-
cerned, policy fields at the European level remained rather closed to other interested political 
parties such as executive agencies and sub-national authorities. In the area of fiscal policy 
coordination, upward network building concerned primarily the highest European fora with 
the creation and evolution of the euro group. The requirements for fiscal policy coordination 
did, however, encourage some degree of domestic vertical strengthening of coordination ef-
forts in the form of the setting up of ‘national stability pacts’. 

Public Discourses and Policy Ideas: Opportunities and Obstacles to Debate and Learning 
We could not observe a linear increase in public attention for both governing modes. Since 
2001 we see a divergence of impact between hard and soft co-ordination. Fiscal policy co-
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ordination is increasingly ‘hitting home’, albeit to varying degrees in different member states, 
as controversies over compliance with the three percent threshold come to the fore. In con-
trast, publicity for employment policy coordination declined steadily, even when taking the 
general decrease for the topic in national media coverage into account. The Luxembourg 
process and its policy impulses are lost on all but those directly involved in the review proc-
ess. 
Policy coordination and peer review translated into public pressure and ideational change in 
member states differently in the two policy fields. Our case studies showed that negative rec-
ommendations emanating from the SGP or the BEPG did make an impact on publicised dis-
courses and force governments to justify themselves in public and may have contributed to a 
degree of policy change (lesser deficits, national stability pacts). The EES in contrast had vir-
tually no success in imposing reputational costs through public debate. It was only slightly 
better with respect to inducing some degree of ideational change. On the fiscal side we saw 
increasingly monothematic, mechanistic discussions about the three percent limit rather than 
debates about other ‘messages’ of the SGP framework, namely about the sustainability of 
public finances within the EMU framework and the need for anti-cyclical policies. Yet, the 
SGP together with the BEPG provided also new justifications for budgetary consolidation and 
discipline, as the debate about the sustainability of pension systems in the wake of changing 
demographics got seriously under way in a number of countries. 
Finally, we found more evidence for an increasing Europeanisation (vertical fusion) than for a 
synchronisation (horizontal fusion) of national public spheres on economic modes of govern-
ance. Especially in the debates about fiscal policy did we observe a growing Europeanisation 
in terms colouration and representation of news voices. Even though national frames of refer-
ence usually dominated these debates, European perspectives were also clearly represented 
both in terms of news selection and commentary. In contrast to horizontal Europeanization, 
we have found very little intensification of cross-national references and debates in the both 
policy areas. We did observer, however, a cross-national convergence in the use of news 
frames relating to performance comparison, sovereignty, and sanctions. The debates about 
fiscal policy and EMU became thus more interlinked, even though a genuine trans-European 
debate has not yet emerged. 

The dependent variable: Loose Policy Coordination and the Limits of Fusion Trends 
Summarising the analysis of the intervening variables, our assessment is rather mixed. When 
surveying the whole picture, we find that policy coordination has so far not evolved in the 
direction of the ideal-types of tight or collective coordination, which could be seen as a step-
ping-stone for further political integration. In terms of the scenarios developed within this 
project, on balance the dominant mode of governance can be described as loose coordination 
with only limited fusion trends. The new legal provisions have not encouraged a co-evolution 
of the policy coordination modes, which would act as a stepping-stone towards deeper inte-
gration. 
Policy coordination modes have not fully integrated with domestic structures of policy-
making, interest mediation and public deliberation. Low levels of national ownership, espe-
cially at sub-national level, hindered the kind of adaptations needed to foster sustained com-
pliance. Furthermore, especially in the area of soft coordination, the early enthusiasm waned 
and opportunistic use of the rules followed. Fiscal policy coordination entered a phase of con-
tention and crisis as the Euro zone’s two largest economies exceeded the deficit rules and suc-
cessfully evaded sanctions.  
At the same time, policy coordination modes were modified without requiring Treaty change 
to respond to some of these problems. During the consolidation phase (2001-2003) they be-
came more flexible with regard to national conditions, more coordinated and synchronised, 
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less detailed and more oriented towards medium term goals. Especially in the area of BEPG 
and EES, this can be seen as moderate moves towards horizontal fusion. At the same time, 
open method of coordination modes proliferated outside of the Treaty. 
However, an alternative view is also valid: partly as a result of the failure to advance on the 
‘hard issues’ within the EMU context, soft, non-binding policy coordination modes were in-
troduced under the Lisbon strategy. Member states’ were not prepared to relinquish control 
over policy areas with high electoral significance for rather uncertain gains or even potential 
costs from a European approach aimed at convergence of national economies. Therefore a 
flexible, non-binding governing mode was advanced, within which member states expected to 
benefit from gains in knowledge about best practices and the possibility to adapt in different 
ways while steering clear of hard compliance pressures in sensitive policy areas. Even more 
than that, national executives are increasingly realising how little room for manoeuvre has 
been left to them under the current legal framework and are keen to preserve or even extend 
their leeway for national action and adaptation by interpreting the rules in an opportunistic 
and more flexible manner. This development could be seen as a creeping, largely informal 
process of reverse spill over, which is driven by political actors’ growing realisation of the 
real consequences of a previous integrative step (the creation of monetary union); some mem-
ber states are trying to recuperate policy autonomy by re-interpreting rules, making them de-
facto less binding. 
Our findings, furthermore cast doubts over whether policy coordination modes are particu-
larly ‘democratic’ or enhance the legitimacy of European multi-level governance. Not only 
did national parliaments show little awareness of and involvement in the policy coordination 
procedures. Civil society actors exhibited relatively little interest in using the opportunities of 
policy coordination to increase their voice at the national level, partly because of their percep-
tion that national governments do not need to deliver on EU soft law. Furthermore, public 
debate about the issues raised by self-coordination was deficient from the perspective of sheer 
quantity as well as from the perspective of promoting peer review and ideational change. Fi-
nally, the problem at the policy preparation stage is that it these structures need to involve 
national stakeholders and feed into domestic debates in order to overcome the commitment-
implementation gap at the governmental level. And if they do make an impact without such a 
debate, policy coordination can be accused with some justification of blurring lines of ac-
countability, weakening the scrutiny powers of parliaments, and hiding political choices be-
hind technocratic reasoning. In its current form, self-coordination rests on a rather weak, top-
heavy legitimacy of the EU-Commission with occasional injections of political rhetoric and 
initiatives by the European Council. 

On the Future of European Economic Governance: a Further Hybridisation of Governing 
Modes 
At the current stage the modes of economic governance analysed in this project are not a deci-
sive step in the ratchet fusion process of European integration leading to a communitarisation 
in these policy fields in the foreseeable future. The history of economic coordination since the 
beginning of the integration process tells us that the path chosen by the member states has not 
been one-directional and we have also seen that certain policy approaches and instruments 
had been abandoned, sometimes even without being replaced by alternatives. The only excep-
tion is monetary policy. Yet, in the era of the single currency both economic doctrine and po-
litical analysis demand at least some kind of macro-economic coordination at the European 
level. At the same time, economic challenges, for instance the fiscal implication of the demo-
graphic developments of the European societies, the increased integration of the international 
market in which Europe has to situate itself, and, especially, the integration of the new mem-
ber states into the euro zone, are likely to accentuate the need for further cooperation.  
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Supranational and national actors have tried to make the different coordination modes more 
effective during the period considered by this report, OMC spin-offs have extended the scope 
of deliberation on various other policy fields, and we have seen some if limited improvement 
of economic performance of the member states. However, there are still important procedural 
deficiencies on the domestic and the EU-level and the European Union and its member states 
will almost certainly miss the self-binding targets set within the Lisbon strategy. But as in-
terdependences increase across several dimensions, governing modes are needed that establish 
a common approach while allowing differential adaptation at the national and regional level. 
The European Convention as well as the Intergovernmental Conference in mid-2004 have 
amended the legal provision of the current Treaty only to a limited extend. While the delibera-
tions in the European Convention have once more demonstrated that there is no consensus on 
how much coordination there needs to be and on the underlying economic philosophies, the 
outcome of the IGC – rejecting some of the proposals of the Convention and keeping more or 
less the status-quo – underlined the position of the member states’ governments that political 
choices on these vital policy fields of the European welfare states should remain in their 
hands. The new provisions on the euro group as well as on the separate euro zone BEPGs, 
however, have at least the potential to increase policy coordination between euro zone coun-
tries and seem to acknowledge the necessity to ensure that an coherent economic framework 
is provided for the setting of monetary policy by the ECB. However, if this is understood as a 
nucleus for an emerging ‘gouvernement économique’ demanding some kind of ex-ante coor-
dination, it might lead to further frictions and bargaining with the Central Bank. 
Based on our research, and contrary to our initial expectations, for the next years we do not 
expect a linear development of governing modes within economic policy coordination. For 
instance, the introduction of ‘hard’ sanctions in employment policy is neither feasible nor 
economically sensible. With the failure of the particular ‘hard’ coordination mode in fiscal 
policy, it will in any case not serve as a model for other policy areas in which a tightening of 
rules could be envisaged. At the same time, the governments of the member states as well as 
the European Commission will have to reform fiscal policy coordination within the next 
years, as the current provisions have lost their credibility as they are both economically coun-
terproductive and, after the November 2003 decisions of Ecofin, the sanction mechanism has 
proven to be ineffective. How this new configuration of the Stability Pact will be legitimised 
and later on implemented will be central to European economic governance. But, in the light 
of monetary union, it will have to include some kind of sanction mechanism within the SGP 
to be applied if member states to not comply with newly calibrated criteria that take into ac-
count specific conditions for growth periods as well as for economic downturns. This revision 
should not be understood as a watering-down, but rather as an upgrading of the legitimacy of 
the Pact. In any event, the key problem will remain whether there will ever be sufficient po-
litical impetus to impose sanctions on non-compliant countries, as the current voting rules 
have made it too easy for groups of non-compliant countries to escape sanctions. Furthermore, 
incentives and constraints have to be carefully chosen due to the increase in heterogeneity of 
the euro zone, following the enlargement and the desire of some new members to join the 
euro zone as soon as possible. 
Hence, governing modes will not converge towards a single model, but become ever more 
hybrid and complex as particular elements spread across policy fields. This flexibilisation will 
be enhanced by the length of the transition period during which numerous new member states 
will have (or deliberately choose) to stay outside the euro zone.  

1.10 Dissemination and exploitation of results 
The dissemination strategy of the GOVECOR consortium included the appearances at con-
ferences and workshops as well as the organisation of semi-public workshops and two review 
meetings, publications in academic and semi-academic journals, publications and appearances 
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in the mass media, and the presentation of the project and its results on the internet at the 
GOVECOR website. 
The preliminary findings and the results of the project have been presented and discussed at a 
number of workshops and conferences during the lifetime of GOVECOR, most importantly, at 
the 1st Pan-European Conference on European Union Politics of the European Consortium for 
Political Research (ECPR), the EUSA conference in Nashville, Tennessee, March 2003, and at 
five Presidency Conferences of the Principal Contractor TEPSA. In addition, various semi-public 
workshops were organises as well as the mid-term and the final review meeting, where 
GOVECOR research was presented to and discussed with a high profile group of experts and 
practitioners. 
Furthermore, a very important relay for the exchange of information, the coordination of re-
search activities and the communication of research results was Govecor-Online, the project’ 
web page. It included a weekly newsletter service and almost 29,000 page views were recorded. 
The website remains online at least until April 2008. With regard to publications, members of 
the Consortium published widely in research journals, including the leading peer-review jour-
nals for the study of the European Union, and edited volumes. Beyond these formal means of 
disseminations members of the consortium sought to feedback its results to policy-makers 
through various for a. For example, Furthermore, the project co-ordinator and two of the prin-
ciple contractors have carried out studies for the European Parliament on the implementation 
of the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines in 2001 and 2002. 
The two main follow-up activities are linked to projects and networks funded by the 6th 
Framework Programme of the European Union. GOVECOR Coordinator Wolfgang Wessels 
is cluster leader and member of the Steering Committee of the NEWGOV project (New 
Modes of Governance - CONTRACT No CIT1-CT-2004-506392), an integrated project aim-
ing to produce a deeper conceptual, empirical and normative understanding of all aspects of 
governance within, and beyond, Europe. Furthermore, in 2003 the Coordinator has submitted 
a proposal for the establishment of the “Constructing Europe” Network (CONSENT). “EU-
CONSENT” as a network of excellence for joined research and teaching will look at the con-
struction of a new Europe especially from 2005-2008. 
With regard to the exploitation of the results after the termination of the project, the GOVE-
COR Consortium has been offered a contract with Palgrave for a book incorporating the pro-
ject’s key findings. A Technological Implementation Plan will be submitted to the European 
Commission in order to obtain the authorisation to publish the manuscript. It does not constitute 
a pre-defined deliverable. 
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2. Background and objectives of the project 
GOVECOR has studied the evolution of new modes of governance through self-co-ordination 
in the area of fiscal and employment policy and their impact on European integration between 
1997 and 2003. Governance through self-coordination refers to the process through which 
member states agree to meet common European concerns and objectives whilst fully preserv-
ing their competences to legislate in the respective policy areas. Self-coordination aims to 
achieve common goals not by means of hard law through the traditional Community method 
but by differently binding modes of governance characterised by fixed guidelines, bench-
marking, consultation, monitoring and peer pressure. The increasing political and scientific 
importance of this field of research has been further underlined by proclamation of the Lisbon 
strategy (2000), the Commission’s White Book on Governance (2001), the discussion of the 
provisions for economic governance in the Draft Constitutional Treaty of the European Con-
vention (2003) and the Intergovernmental Conference (2003/2004), and the controversy sur-
rounding application of the Stability and Growth Pact since the year 2002, culminating in the 
ruling of the European Court of Justice in 2004 on the November 2003 Ecofin meeting on the 
Excessive Deficit Procedures against Germany and France. 
Despite the rising interest in policy coordination empirical research and theoretical analysis 
has been scarce, leaving large blind spots on the map of knowledge as to the functioning, ef-
fectiveness, and legitimacy of these governing modes. At the same time, the ‘open method of 
coordination’ has become the catch word for ‘better governance’ for political actors and ex-
perts alike. The research project has aimed to fill these gaps by looking at the impact the new 
treaty provisions in the field of employment policy and fiscal policy (Articles 125-130 and 
104 TEC) have had and are having on the creation, evolution and perhaps the transformation 
of new modes of governance. How do governmental and non-governmental actors understand, 
use and adapt these legal empowerments, which provide means for interaction, deliberation, 
problem-solving, and decision-making in vital fields of European public policy? Are we go-
ing to see a gradual horizontal fusion of policy-making and opinion formation across the pol-
icy-fields as well as vertical fusion across levels of governance or do trends towards a frag-
mentation dominate? The first scenario of fusion would entail the emergence of a deliberative 
“gouvernement économique” of national and supra-national actors bound together in a core 
network, whereas the second can be described as ritualistic co-ordination of national actors 
leaving supranational institutions powerless within a ‘hollow core’. 
The key issues addressed by the research were: the institutional dynamics and behaviours of 
actors within two policy fields which qualify for the following novelties in view of other 
modes of governance; the differences and similarities between the two variations of co-
ordination – ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ co-ordination; the institutional, instrumental and procedural 
linkages, fusion, fragmentation and/or segmentation trends between the two policy fields un-
der consideration as well as between the latter and other ‘regulatory’ and/or ‘distributive’ pol-
icy fields of the EU; the emergence or failure of a ‘gouvernement économique’; and (possi-
ble) new kinds of deliberative democracy, public discourse and public opinion. 
The aim of Govecor was to contribute to a better understanding of the deliberation, problem 
solving and decision-making processes in the European Union and the unique multi-level 
construction of an evolving European system of governance by self-co-ordination for the ac-
tors and the European citizenry; making the interlinking of the Member State levels and the 
EC/EU level through the various types of procedures and the involved inter-institutional links 
and networks more transparent; showing how different kinds of fused or fragmented proce-
dures improve the processes of multi-level and multi-actor governance; making suggestions to 
the current conflicts between the EC/EU institutions as well as between the Member States 
concerning their roles, functions and strategic positions within the evolving Union; and mak-
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ing the debate on new forms of European governance more objective and thus helping in find-
ing adequate tools for the upcoming debate about the design of the Union in the 21st century. 
We have taken the new legal provisions for self-coordination in the two policy fields as our 
independent variables. In order to explore our research guiding question (dependent variable) 
as to the emergence of new forms of governance, we have drawn on neo-institutionalist and 
social constructivist theorising on the impact of these new legal provisions, pinpointing three 
crucial intervening variables: (i) the effective use of the Treaty provisions at different levels 
of governance, (ii) the evolution of governing networks consisting of both public and non-
public actors (iii) and the adaptation of national public discourses on these socio-economic 
issues.  

Figure 2.1: The GOVECOR Work Packages 

The project has investigated these variables through six vertical (cross-sectoral) and horizon-
tal (cross-national) analytical work packages. The three sectoral work packages have exam-
ined the use of the new legal empowerments in the fields of Fiscal policy (WP2), Employ-
ment policy(WP3) and the co-ordination of these policies on the EU-level of analysis (WP4), 
focussing on the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines. The three horizontal work packages 
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dealt with interdisciplinary supervision and the development and analysis of independent, 
antecedent and depending variables (WP1), the implementation of the Treaty provisions on 
the national level (WP5), as well as Network, Public Discourse and Legitimacy Building 
(WP6). A final work package dealt with the evaluation, valorisation and dissemination of the 
project results (WP7). Within work package 1 on interdisciplinary supervision a coherent ana-
lytical framework was developed, refined in the first months of the project and applied to the 
different kinds of analysis in the work packages. 
The research project was managed by the project co-ordinator, the Jean Monnet Chair for Po-
litical Science at the University of Cologne, and the "core-group", consisting of the co-
ordinator and all principal contractors – SCORE, CATT, EIPA and TEPSA. An additional 
group of seven assistant contractors to TEPSA were responsible for additional national reports 
in the work package on national implementation (WP5). 
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3. Scientific description of the project results and methodology 

3.1. Theoretical Approaches to Changes of Governing Modes 

3.1.1 The analytical framework: The Living Constitution of Economic Governance: A 
Neo-Institutionalist Approach to Theorising Integration 
In the following we will review and evaluate contemporary theorising about the changing 
nature of European governance in general and evolution of soft modes of governance in par-
ticular. We will argue that theories aiming to explain the practice of European governance and 
accounts of how the European Union is evolving have not sufficiently taken account of each 
others’ insights and conceptual strengths. Based on this critique, we set out the theoretical 
framework for the different kinds of analysis applied throughout the project. Drawing on the 
overlapping bodies of neo-institutionalism, Europeanisation (in fact processes of EU-isation 
or Brusselisation given that Europe has been and still is distinct from the EU) and regional 
integration, the research design, theoretical assumptions and key variables are presented and 
explained. However, the primary objective is not to refute, re-design or criticise different 
schools of theorising, but to draw on and synthesise these contributions to set out an appropri-
ate theoretical frame for the study of economic governance. In doing so, we have also sought 
to integrate the insights and approaches of sociology and economics into our research design. 
We will argue that different neo-institutionalist approaches can be usefully combined to better 
understand how new modes of policy coordination have evolved, but that key insights of inte-
gration theory are needed to advance some hypotheses about their future co-development. Are 
they heading in the direction of a closely integrated EU economic government or do trends of 
divergence or even fragmentation of the various economic policy-making arenas and govern-
ing levels dominate? 
More specifically, we have adopted a classic research design with the legal provisions govern-
ing policy coordination as our independent variables – the ‘legal constitution’ of policy-
making – and an empirical focus on a number of intervening variables which help to explain 
the dependent outcome of what we observe as the ‘living constitution’ of policy-making (Ol-
sen, 2000: 6). The dependent variable is the kind of economic governance, which may come 
about through a combination of institutional, procedural, behavioural, and ideational changes 
at multiple levels of policy-making and opinion formation. On the basis of our research de-
sign, we have sketched ideal-type scenarios of how policy coordination modes could hypo-
thetically impact on multi-level governance (Wessels and Linsenmann 2002) and how this 
evolution might lay the ground for the agreement of new legal provisions governing the Euro-
pean Union.  

3.1.1.1 The Debate about Policy Coordination Modes: How to Theorise Their Functioning 
and Evolution 
We have defined policy coordination within the EU as an iterative, cyclical process by which 
member states submit themselves to follow a common set of policy objectives, time-tables, 
review, reporting and monitoring procedures in order to realise common gains and/or to safe-
guard the provision of collective goods. As a principle, policy coordination does not [auto-
matically] lead to binding legislation at the European level, indeed its choice has been moti-
vated by concerns over the drawbacks of a hard law approach, such as an erosion of national 
sovereignty in policy fields of electoral significance and an overly rigid approach to diverse 
national circumstances. Under policy coordination, competences in these policy-fields are not 
supranationalized or brought under the remit of traditional legislative processes such as the 
so-called community method. They remain usually outside of the jurisdiction of the European 
Court of Justice and the formal influence of the European Parliament. This rather general de-
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scription subsumes a whole host of policy coordination modes, which differ amongst each 
other substantially, depending on, for instance, their legal basis, their degree of bindingness 
and depth, the means of sanctions and incentives and other criteria elaborated in more detail 
below. Hence, policy coordination can be ‘hard’ as in the area of the fiscal rules of the Stabil-
ity Pact rules, ‘soft’ as in the area of the European Employment Strategy and the Broad Eco-
nomic Policy Guidelines, or ‘open’ as in the case of the various new coordination procedures 
introduced within the framework of the Lisbon strategy (cf. also Begg et al. 2003).  
Unsurprisingly, most of the academic attention has concentrated on describing, conceptualis-
ing and evaluating the allegedly ‘new’ modes of soft governance, in particular the open 
method of coordination as set-out by the European Council of Lisbon (European Council 
2000, De la Porte and Pochet 2002, Linsenmann and Meyer 2002). Yet, when looking at 
macro-economic policy coordination in the 1970s and the application of the Broad Economic 
Policy Guidelines the degree of novelty can be questioned (see below, 3.3.2). Policy coordina-
tion has been called the ‘multi-level governance method’ (Wallace 2000a: 28), ‘open coordi-
nation’ (Scharpf 2001b, Scharpf 2001c) or even ‘democratic experimentalism’ (Eberlein and 
Kerwer 2002). These ‘soft’ governing modes are often contrasted with traditional top-down 
regulation and the community method policy-making by virtue of being particularly ‘delibera-
tive’, ‘heterarchical’, ‘poly-centric’, ‘networked’, ‘bottom-up’ (Ahonen 2001, Hodson and 
Maher 2001, De la Porte and Pochet 2002, De la Porte et al. 2001). The first wave of scholar-
ship argued the case for an alternative to a hard law approach, because the latter did not leave 
sufficient room for national policy choices in the provision of social welfare and therefore 
respect the principle of subsidiarity in vital policy fields (Scharpf 2001a). Input legitimacy 
would be better preserved by European policy coordination, given that binding decisions are 
taken and justified at national and not at European level (Scharpf 1999: 30). Another line of 
argument highlights the effectiveness gains to be reaped from the capacity of policy coordina-
tion to take differences between member state’s political systems, socio-economic preferences 
and welfare arrangement into account, stimulate learning through benchmarking and peer 
review, and thus allow for more appropriate solutions (Goetschy 2003; Trubek and Mosher 
2003). More sceptical voices, including the German Länder, highlighted the potential prob-
lems of soft governing modes, particularly the blurring of accountability between levels of 
governance, the lack of parliamentary involvement and the implications of joint-goal setting 
at the Brussels levels for regional autonomy. Moreover, first empirical studies have pointed 
out that soft governing modes face substantial problems to reach their objectives without at 
least the ‘shadow of hierarchy’ (Héritier 2003). 
Beyond the strong debate about the functioning and performance of governance, some schol-
ars are beginning to ask how the application of European policy coordination to new policy 
fields fits into and affects the course of political integration. One can distinguish between 
those who argue that policy coordination might be a typical step towards deeper forms of in-
tegration within the logic of a ‘ratchet fusion’ or neo-functionalist phenomena of spill-over 
(Linsenmann and Wessels 2002, Wessels 2003). Policy coordination would act as ‘precursor’, 
‘stepping stone’, ‘catalyst’, ‘transmission-belt’ for deeper political integration or, in the words 
of Kenner, as an ‘ideal means of progressing policy … in anticipation of Treaty changes’ 
(Kenner 1999: 58). Another position is that self-coordination modes are likely to spread to 
new, not previously Europeanised policy areas, where ‘harmonization is unworkable or coun-
terproductive but mutual recognition and the resulting regulatory competition may be too sen-
sitive’ (Trubek and Mosher 2001: 21, Hodson and Maher 2001: 721, Ferrera et al. 2000). 
Goetschy (2003) has expressed the concern, that policy coordination is not a precursor to hard 
legislation in the social policy field (which she evidently considers necessary), but rather a 
substitute. Indeed, Scharpf sees and welcomes a trend towards inserting open coordination 
elements into traditional governing modes covering other policy areas (‘framework direc-
tives’), replacing an overly rigid approach to market creation and liberalisation (Scharpf 
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2001a). In this line of argument, open coordination may be either kind of first step towards a 
re-nationalisation of European Union governance as governments claim back decision-making 
manoeuvre in the area of welfare provision lost over time, or at least the end of an ‘inevitable’ 
supranationalisation trend in policy fields covered by the EC-Treaty.  
How can current theorising advance the study of policy coordination modes, which aims to 
explain their functioning and evolution? Best suited to make these choices are new institu-
tionalisms. Depending on the strand of theorising, institutions are understood as formal or-
ganisations and decision-making rules and/or as informal rules, norms and practices, which 
will influence the choices of (self-interested) political actors. We have used new institutional-
ism to structure our research and to select the intervening variables for the study of how pol-
icy coordination has worked in practice. But new institutionalism in its current form is not 
sufficient for addressing the broader question of whether and under what conditions further 
treaty reforms are likely to occur and thus does not constitute a theory of European integration 
(cf. Pollack 2004: 151, 154). It is true that neo-institutionalist assumptions pervade the tradi-
tional approaches of theorising European integration (Aspinwall and Schneider 2000). Liberal 
intergovernmentalist approaches (Moravcsik 1993, 2000) are in line with rational choice insti-
tutionalism in so far as they acknowledge the influence of supranational institutions and deci-
sion-making rules on structuring bargaining processes and limiting the choices of national 
leaders. Neo-functionalism (Haas 1958, Lindberg 1963) rests on the foundations of historical 
institutionalism, while its notion of political and cultivated spill-over contains elements of 
sociological institutionalism. But this does not mean that traditional integration theory is su-
perfluous. Neo-institutionalist approaches are limited in that they are under-specified for the 
context of theorising regional integration, including the idiosyncratic role of central institu-
tions. Classical integration theory can offer a more elaborate set of causal mechanisms and 
hypotheses, which can help to better explain and predict the trajectories of these soft govern-
ing modes. We will come back to the competing visions regarding the evolution of policy 
coordination in the concluding section. 

3.1.1.2 Outlining a Neo-institutional Approach to Studying Policy Coordination 

The Legal Provisions for Fiscal and Employment Policy Coordination: Setting the Independ-
ent Variables 
Johan P. Olsen has made a distinction between the ‘formal-legal’ and the ‘living institutions’ 
of the European Union, by which he meant formal institutional design, decisions, and Treaty 
texts on the one hand, and rule-implementation, political conduct, outcomes and culture on 
the other hand (Olsen 2000: 7). In the case of the legal constitution of policy coordination 
agreed at the Maastricht and Amsterdam summits, pre-structuring consist, firstly, of explicit 
legal provisions for the implementation of certain procedural the setting up of specific institu-
tions: it establishes voting rules, reporting and surveillance procedures with time-tables, 
committees to deliberate, prepare and decide. It consists, secondly, of provisions that implic-
itly aim to change actor behaviour through incentives for compliance (ESF funds), or disin-
centives against non-compliance (fines under the SGP), encourage participation of non-
governmental actors (NAP process), and offer opportunities for publicity and debate (publica-
tion of implementation reports, early warnings, recommendations, reprimands). Yet, how 
these new constraints and incentives are used in reality and whether the use will lead to fur-
ther political integration depends on pre-existing institutions, both formal and informal, at 
various levels of European governance, but also factors which may be exogenous to the policy 
fields under consideration. As time progresses, these institutions may influence outcomes in 
ways not anticipated by member states, leaving room for functional spill-overs and the activ-
ism of central institutions as Pierson has argued from a historical institutionalist perspective 
(Pierson 1996). Given the high degree of ambiguity of EU law and the enforceability gap in 
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the area of policy coordination, we expect institutions at the national level to play a strong 
role in determining the degree of change. Different kinds of actors will use their freedom of 
manoeuvre to ‘interpret’, ‘translate’ and ‘edit’ the legal provisions and the soft law generated 
through their effective use (Mörth 2003), leading to a range of potential adaptation outcomes 
at various governing levels, European, national, regional and local. Neo-institutionalism can 
help us to better understand how the adaptation pressures and offers are being mediated, frac-
tured and filtered through institutions, affecting the interactions, deliberation and decision 
making patterns of the actors involved (Bulmer 1993, Hall and Taylor 1996, Marks et al. 
1996, Olsen 2000, Aspinwall and Schneider 2000). Our approach is thus to explore the impact 
of our independent variable on the emergence of economic governing modes as mediated 
through pre-existing formal and informational institutions. In fact, we are looking at three sets 
of independent variables: one for fiscal, employment, and economic policy coordination, 
given that there are notable differences in the obligations, commitments and sanctions in-
volved for each of the participating member states (see also Chapter 2).  

Combining Institutionalist Approaches to Mediating Political Change: Spelling out the Inter-
vening Variables 
How will the provisions for policy coordination be utilised and how will they impact on the 
overall evolution of European governance? In order to answer this question we have identified 
three kinds of intervening variable we deem relevant for understanding and, ultimately ex-
plaining, the evolution of policy coordination modes and their repercussions for political inte-
gration. The selection of the variables is informed by the three different strands of new institu-
tionalist theory (Hall and Taylor 1996, Peters 1999, Kaiser 1999), that is rational choice insti-
tutionalism, historical institutionalism, and sociological institutionalism. 

Figure 3.1.1.1: From Legal Provisions to Living Practice: The Line of Argumentation 

Independent Variable: Provisions of 'legal constitution' as common framework of analys is

Fragmentation Fusion

Global perspective

Intervening Variable 1: Effective use of 
Treaty provisions on EU, national and 
subnational level, including adaptation 
processes on national level.

Intervening Variable 2: Interaction
between governmental and supranational 
actors as well as the interaction of the 
latter two with intermediary groups on 
EU, national and sub -national level .

Intervening Variable 3: Impact of public 
deliberations and public opinion on EU 
and national level .

Antecedent Variable: Emergence: Political motivations, interests and policy preferences

Fiscal Policy
Coordination

(art. 104 TEC
and SGP)

Employment Policy
Coordination

(art. 128 -129 TEC)

Economic Policy
Coordination

(art. 99 TEC)

Dependent variable: creation, evolution, and/or transformation of multilevel governa nce
Bounded 

Coordination
Loose

Coordination
Tight

Coordination
Collective

Coordination

Impact of Economic Change: European 
economic cycles and international 
developments
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Intervening Variable 1: The Compliance with and Use of the Treaty Provisions and Secondary 
Legislation 
The first, and in many respects key intervening variable looks at how different political actors 
at European and national levels of governance have followed, made use of and expanded the 
legal provisions for policy coordination. The treaty articles and secondary legislation gener-
ated in the source of their application do not ‘dictate’ certain sets of behaviour, policies, in-
struments and rules. However, roles and functions of institutions, procedures and sanctions as 
set down in primary and secondary law do matter insofar, as they provide opportunities and 
constraints for several groups of collective actors, most notably member state governments. 
Constraints include for instance sanctions mechanisms such as fines under the SGP, as well as 
naming and shaming under all three governing modes. Opportunities comprise for instance 
performance gains through peer review and benchmarking, improved access and voice for 
certain kinds of actors, new means to deal collectively with unexpected problems, as well as 
the benefits from the preservation of collective goods. Drawing on the terminology of Euro-
peanisation literature (Radaelli 2003: 38), the degree to which national political systems adapt 
can be classified as retrenchment (increasing the misfits between national and European ar-
rangements), inertia (no response), absorption (minimal adaptation to fulfil objectives), up-
grading (moderate change, some novel elements) and transformation (far reaching changes in 
national arrangements, also overcompliance). Yet, we do not expect convergent rule-
following and use (or patterns) given that political actors are not only influenced by the new 
EU constraints and offers, but also by the influence of pre-existing national institutions, both 
formal and informal, which can shape their cost-benefit analysis of how to pursue their self-
interest, their perception of what is appropriate and possible, as well as their perception of 
what is legitimate (open cit. Olsen 2001a: 9). These institutions may differ of course among 
types of collective actors, as well as within these types across national contexts as the reser-
voirs of institutional diversity. However, before we can understand the reasons for actors’ 
behaviour we need to study in detail how they followed and used the rules, and whether we 
have seen an expansion of their scope and depth. The empirical research has been structured 
around three main points: 
1. The degree to which political actors at various levels have followed and expanded the pro-

cedural and institutional provisions of policy coordination. Did the actors follow the time-
table, submit accurate information or National Action Plans on time and did they submit 
themselves to peer review and multilateral surveillance? To what extend did national actors 
adapt their internal coordination and consultation procedures and the institutions in charge 
of them in order to better respond to the new requirements? Did EU institutions and bodies, 
most notably the EU Commission and the key policy committees (EFC & EMCO) seek to 
intensify of use of the existing procedures and institutions or by making them harder by 
linkages to the first pillar (for example by linking the EES to programming under the Euro-
pean Social Fund)?  

2. The degree to which political actors at different levels of governance have followed and 
expanded the scope of soft law emanating from policy coordination by adapting socio-
economic policies. Has the scope of EU policy coordination expanded to include new pol-
icy areas, either through hard or soft policy coordination (including the extended scope of 
OMC)? To what degree have policies and associated institutions changed as a result of 
commitments and recommendations of self-coordination, for instance the setting up of na-
tional stability pacts to control sub-national spending? 

3. Finally, we are interested in whether the rules lead to differential empowerment of institu-
tions, political actors and socio-economic interests in the economic governance processes 
at the European, national and regional level. Firstly, we are interested in whether the new 
and existing institutions and committees for decision-making and deliberation such as the 
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ECMCO and the EFC have gained in importance and leverage in policy-making. At the na-
tional level, we are interested in investigating whether the relationship between national 
ministries has been altered through the existence of policy coordination mechanisms with 
different characteristics. 

Intervening Variable 2: Impact on Interactions between Supranational, Governmental and 
Non-Governmental Actors 
The second variable refers to the impact of the provisions on the extent and nature of the in-
teractions between governmental and non-governmental actors across and within different 
levels of European governance. Treaty provisions as well as the European Council conclu-
sions of Luxembourg (1997), Cardiff (1998), Cologne (1999) and Lisbon (2000) have stressed 
the wish to include interest groups, social partners and other NGOs to achieve a broad under-
standing of policies via deliberations on the EU level. Moreover, in so far as the policy coor-
dination process is perceived as important (depending on intervening variable 1), the provi-
sions may influence the interest perception of intermediary groups and in turn, their strategies 
of projecting these interests. In addition to this rationalist account of change in interactions, 
policy coordination provisions also aim to change informal institutions. Especially, soft coor-
dination relies on ‘discursive regulatory mechanisms’ (Jacobsson 2002: 9) geared towards the 
creation of knowledge and meaning through communication, signalling a dominance of argu-
ing over bargaining (Risse 2002). It is on this background that scholars have seen potential for 
deliberative governance through OMCs (Eberlein and Kerwer 2002, Trubek and Mosher 
2003). Finally, the evolution of networks may come about as the functionally efficient re-
sponse to the interdependence of the issue areas covered by policy coordination provisions, 
for instance between job creation and fiscal consolidation. Hence, the legal provisions may 
stimulate - some more and some less, some directly, others indirectly - the creation or the re-
inforcement of informal or quasi-formalised networks of public and private actors (Streeck 
and Schmitter 1991, Héritier 1993: 432-50, Lehmbruch and Schmitter 1983), a form of delib-
erative supranationalism (Eriksen and Fossum 2000). To explore these dynamics, we will 
seek to address the following questions: 
1. To what extent did the new provisions impact on the nature of the interactions between 

national and supranational actors within committees and other formal and informal peer 
review and decision-making fora? Are these interactions more characterized by bargaining 
or deliberation as these actors take part in problem-solving processes and are subject to so-
cialisation pressures? 

2. Have the new provisions substantially encouraged the involvement of non-governmental 
actors in the coordination cycles at the national and the European level? What kind of non-
state actors (e.g. social partners, private companies and non-corporatist NGOs) are most 
active and are given access? Do we witness strong or weak players shaping clearly defined 
interests primarily in the national capital or only in Brussels? Or do we observe - on the 
other hand - intermediary groups as multi-level players, which are able to perform at both 
levels using efficiently the offers in the ‘Brussels’ and as well as the national arena? 

3. Do we see an intensification of interactions and coordination attempts across policy areas 
at the same level of governance and as well as across levels of governance? This question 
is particularly relevant for understanding the extent to which vertical and horizontal net-
work-building is occurring among administrations. In this respect, we need to understand 
which parts of the national administrations are actively involved in policy coordination and 
how they integrate with the higher political echelons on national policy-making. 
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Intervening Variable 3: Impact on Public Debates within and Across Member States 
The third variable draws on sociological institutionalist thinking to explore the contribution of 
public discourses to political change, in particular, how political actors alter perceptions of 
their interests, how new institutional paths are being established, and how new cultural rules 
are being created (Rosamond and Hay 2002, Schmidt 2002, Schmidt 2001). Policy-
coordination, on the one hand, relies on mechanism of peer review and learning to support the 
process of voluntary deliberation and adaptation. Policy coordination may, on the other hand, 
also impact on public discourse and debates through the publication of peer review assess-
ments, ranking exercises such as the Lisbon/BEPG scoreboard, and the deliberate use of 
‘naming and shaming’ to impose reputational costs on non-compliance member states. A 
regulatory Europeanisation of public debates on these policy issues and an increasing public 
attention for the process and the results of self-coordination may thus impact on the cost-
benefit analysis of governments. If the public resonance is very high, it may also bring about 
ideational changes with regard to key policy ideas and paradigms of national welfare state. 
Furthermore, the legal provisions and their effective use may prompt news media to pay in-
creasing attention to EU policy coordination through a process of compensatory Europeanisa-
tion of public debates. This would also involve the gradual opening up of domestic public 
discourses towards each other and toward the Brussels level (Steeg 2002, Meyer 2002, Risse 
2002). This could provide deliberative governance with a public dimension, which would 
enhance responsiveness and accountability. 
1. To what extent did the provision for policy coordination lead to an intensification of public 

discourses on these issues over time? This implies, most importantly, a rise in public atten-
tion for European policy coordination processes, instruments, and outcomes. The back-
ground assumption is that only if there is a minimum degree of public awareness of the ex-
istence and functioning of self-coordination modes can accountability mechanisms and 
‘naming and shaming’ work effectively.  

2. To what extent does policy coordination and peer review translate into public pressure and 
ideational change in member states to support compliance with EU soft law? How do the 
media portray critique and ideas emerging from EU institutions and other governments? 
We also ask to what extent ideas and messages emanating from policy coordination are dif-
fused from the European to the national level and debated? And if so, to what extent can 
we identify ideational change over time? 

3. Finally, we are interested in the contribution of soft governance to the increasing synchro-
nisation and Europeanisation of national public spheres. Do we witness the emergence of a 
European and/or cross-national discourse on issues of socio-economic governance? Do 
what extent can we identify discursive linkage building between functionally interdepend-
ent issues areas on the one hand, and national arenas of political action on the other hand? 

The Dependent Variable: Evolving Modes of Economic Governance in the European Union 
We seek to explain whether and to what extent modes of economic policy coordination are 
developing into a stepping stone for more integrated forms of economic governance in the 
European Union. The primary underlying expectations has been that rule following, adapta-
tion processes, the emerging networks for problem-solving of institutional and intermediary 
actors as well as the impact on publicised discourses will not be disjointed. The findings of 
the distinct research areas will thus be re-visited to analyse converging trends and (new) 
forms of co-ordination efforts among policy areas, thus indicating the creation of new and 
distinct modes of coordination. Also asymmetries between the two areas or between the net-
works in each area will be analysed in terms of their implications for the overall evolution of 
European multi-level governance. The depending variable is thus a moving target, which 
needs to be observed during a sufficiently long period of establishing the ‘living constitution’ 
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and observing fusion or fragmentation trends (1997-2003). Looking at the combined impact 
of the legal provisions across levels of governance (vertical dimension) and across governing 
modes in the selected policy fields (horizontal dimensions), we have adopted an inductive 
approach by outlining four ideal-types of modes of economic governance as different poten-
tial values of our dependent variable (see Table 1).  
Bounded coordination describes a scenario in which the rules for policy coordination are be-
coming dead letters, at best symbolically followed and routinely ignored when formulating 
national responses to economic policy challenges. The committees at the EU level would be, 
at first heavily polarised as bargaining between the actors dominates, and over time increas-
ingly hollowed out as national administration send only lower rank civil servants. The scope 
of policy-making would diminish. Governing networks remain nationally bounded, do not 
freely share information about their intentions and situation nor do they coordinate their ap-
proaches, thereby diminishing gains from learning and raising the risks to collective goods 
(e.g. stable common currency). Non-governmental interests limit their strategies exclusively 
to the national level, largely because they do not see the EU sphere as having much influence. 
We also expect that public discourses are thoroughly nationalised through the symbolic exclu-
sion of European and the foreign voices. We would see evidence for blaming Brussels and 
questioning its legitimacy in interfering in national economic affairs. This scenario amounts 
to a status-quo ex-ante minus, i.e. the situation we had before the coming into force of the 
legal provisions of Amsterdam. The different governing modes will function largely in isola-
tion of each other and coordination procedures fail to make an impact. 
Loose coordination means that participants are following largely opportunistic strategies and 
comply when the benefits are obvious and the costs negligible. Although the rules are being 
used/followed, we would see little intensification of procedural use and institutional innova-
tion. While the responsible committees fulfil their work, we see a mixture of bargaining and 
arguing, with the former dominating whenever strong national preferences for the status-quo 
exist. We would also see increasing cooperation between different relatively small segments 
of national administrations and interest groups in European fora, and a moderate receptiveness 
of national public discourses to other European voices. Naming and shaming strategies would 
remain largely ineffective for making recalcitrant governments comply with recommendations 
and we would also find only relatively minor instances of learning and ideational change. 
With regard to the question of scope for policy coordination, we would find only little 
changes.  
Tight coordination can be seen as an upgraded status-quo ex-ante scenario, where the EU 
level institutions, procedures and goals of economic governance enjoy strong support, where 
participants are ready to accept costs for reaching common goals, and where political actors 
are adhering to and extending ‘the spirit of policy coordination’ as articulated in European 
Council conclusions. The commitments and recommendations are followed not only if in line 
with actor’s predetermined preferences, but rather actors are open to change their interest per-
ceptions due to the intense interaction processes and deliberations with their peers and other 
actors. Public discourses about policy coordination would intensify nationally, raising the 
effectiveness of ‘naming and shaming’ mechanism and a degree of public accountability. Pol-
icy coordination would not be moved up the integration ladder with regard to the level of 
member state commitments, but we would expect its extension to new policy fields, not least 
because the actors involved acknowledge the usefulness of this approach.  
Finally, one can envisage a transformation scenario, in which member states and EU institu-
tions alike are increasingly being socialised into collective coordination. This is understood as 
a governing arrangement, which builds up mutual trust through deliberative problem-solving 
rather instrumental bargaining and does only rarely need to use the provisions for qualified 
majority voting. Political actors from different levels would thus constitute a ‘core network’, 
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whose interactions will be sufficiently strong to develop a ‘communauté de vue’ and to exist 
even without an institutional centre. Such a network would raise support for deepening mutual 
commitments to economic governance, formulate more specific rules, institutionalise delib-
erations, pool policy instruments, and firmly apply sanctions against ‘sinner’ governments. 
This development would be backed by a fusion of governing networks and a Europeanization 
of public opinion formation and idea diffusion regarding economic policy issues. We would 
see the gradual emergence of a Grand Débat Européenne across national public spheres on 
issues of economic governance. These developments would be geared in policy terms by a 
coherent and increasingly detailed economic policy strategy. Collective coordination might 
also be viewed as the fulfilment of demands calling for the establishment of a ‘gouvernement 
économique’ (Commissariat Général du Plan 1999; Jospin 2001, Verdun 2003), although the 
actors of this evolving ‘core network’ would encompass not only national governmental ac-
tors but also European institutions such as the Commission and the ECB and European social 
partners via the macro-economic dialogue.  

Table 3.1.1.2: Intervening Variable and Types of Governing Modes 
Indicators 
Evolution of 
Policy Co-
ordination 

Type of Coopera-
tion 

Rule Following 
and Adaptation 

Evolution of Gov-
erning Networks 

Impact on Public 
Discourses 

Bounded 
 

Purely symbolic 
cooperation 

National: Non-
Compliance, mainly 
inertia  
European: purely 
symbolic; rules be-
come empty letters 

National: horizon-
tally fragmented  
European: horizon-
tally fragmented 
Nat/European: verti-
cally fragmented, no 
evolution 

National: isolation of 
debates, ‘us against 
them’ frames prevail 
European: no Euro-
pean discourse 

Loose 
Opportunistic coop-
eration based on pre-
defined national 
interests  

National: limited 
compliance, mainly 
absorption  
European: Compli-
ance by letter, but 
hardly by spirit 

National: some at-
tempts for overcom-
ing horizontal frag-
mentation 
European: some 
attempts for over-
coming horizontal 
and vertical frag-
mentation 

Limited Europeani-
sation in terms of 
themes, hardly any 
reciprocity 

Tight 

Strong support for 
European coopera-
tion; acceptance of 
costs for the sake of 
common approach 

Compliance by spirit 
and letter, at the 
national level mainly 
upgrading 

Some degree of 
fusion and intensi-
fied interaction on 
both levels 

Europeanisation of 
public discourses, 
thematic synchroni-
sation and reciproc-
ity 

Collective 

Rise in mutual trust 
through deliberative 
problem-solving; 
support for upgrad-
ing of rules 

Overcompliance as 
new rules are being 
created, transforma-
tive change at na-
tional level in some 
cases 

Vertical and horizon-
tal Fusion trends 
between European 
and national actors 

Tranationalisation of 
public discourses, 
notion of single 
public sphere 

 

3.1.1.3 Catalyst Towards an Economic Government? From Real Use to Treaty Change 
The previous analysis is limited to all kinds of changes in the evolution of policy coordination 
modes below an amendment of EU primarily law, i.e. the Treaties. Yet, we do want to argue 
that the dynamics unleashed in the process of translating legal provisions into governing prac-
tices are relevant for assessing the likelihood and indeed causes of such change, and their im-
pact on overall integration trends. Will these current governing modes remain episodic in time 
and limited in scope, will they mature and spread to new policy areas, or will they act as a 
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stepping stone towards a communitarisation of these policy-fields, transferring national com-
petences into the supranational domain of the Community Method?  
We have argued before that neo-institutionalist assumptions about the role of formal and in-
formal institutions pervade theories of (European) integration, some more explicitly than oth-
ers. The question is what these theories would let us to expect of the future evolution of eco-
nomic governance? What could be the cause for upgrading at a still undefined new critical 
juncture, which could involve the hardening of governing modes and/or their extension to 
new policy fields through changes to primary EU law? From the perspective of historical in-
stitutionalism, a theoretical expectation would be that the institution of the legal provisions 
will strengthen the leverage of central institutions and set in motion new and mostly unin-
tended dynamics in dense issue areas, which will induce national political actors to beyond 
their initial commitments to delegate more power to central institutions. Historical institution-
alism ties in with neo-(neo)-functionalist tenets (Schmitter 2004) that predict the occurrence 
of tensions arising from the functional interdependence of economic sectors covered by one 
set of instruments, which might force actors to extend the scope and depth of the community 
approach to reach their original objective or deal with unintended harmful effects. These ten-
sions and contradiction do not always arise, however, and they do not always automatically 
necessitate a supranational response. One argument has been that a further communitarisation 
of fiscal policy coordination may come about if the current approach is perceived as not effec-
tive enough to guarantee the stability of Monetary Union. Furthermore, a hard law approach 
to employment policy may be supported by member states in order to prevent the unintended 
consequence of a regulatory race to the bottom in an environment, where governments have 
given up fiscal room for manoeuvre to the Stability Pact, as well as the leverage of interest 
rates and currency devaluations. Authors have thus emphasised the alleged ‘asymmetries’ 
between a highly centralised monetary policy-making authority with the European Central 
Bank and decentralised but functionally connected national policies (Verdun 2003, Collignon 
2003).  
In addition to these functional spill-overs, we can expect to see forms of cultivated and politi-
cal spill-over to take place in policy areas dealt with by the Community. The Commission 
(and the European Parliament demanding more accountability) would increasingly seek to 
expand their roles and influence and to lobby hard for a formal upgrading of their compe-
tences. A form of cultivated spill-over would be the Commission’s efforts to give the EES 
more teeth and incentives by linking it strategically to the allocation of subsidies through the 
European Social Fund (with its employment objective). The Commission would be also ex-
pected to try to build up support for the view that economic growth in Europe and the avoid-
ance of recession may only be possible if market and currency integration goes hand-in-hand 
with coordinated and supported attempts of national levels reforms of social security systems 
and labour markets. This view would be increasingly supported by the dynamics of political 
spill-over, which involves the co-opting and socialisation of national civil servants and ex-
perts into European epistemic communities (cf. Haas 1992), a process called engrenage (Tay-
lor 1983: 9). Moreover, as new forms of coordination evolve, they will draw in not only ad-
ministrative elites, but also different types of intermediary actors. Non-governmental actors 
will realise the shift of problem-solving activity, use the new opportunities for influence, and 
eventually lobby to the extent that they are rewarded by this activity for a further communita-
risation of the respective policy fields.  
The ratchet fusion thesis (Wessels 1997) draws on and complements these (historically con-
tingent) spill-over accounts by adding the impact of globalisation on the problem-solving ca-
pacity of the nation-state and the repercussions of increasing interpenetration of administra-
tion at various levels of governance. Hence, external economic pressure or events such as 
increased competitive pressures as a result of globalisation might push national executives 
concerned over economic growth and the protection of the welfare state to look towards the 
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European level for assistance, while the highly bureaucratised iterative process of peer re-
view, national reporting, and multi-lateral surveillance might build-up administrative interde-
pendence and trust among the participants. Integration then proceeds in stages of trial and 
error from the creation of predominantly intergovernmental, loose coordination structures 
over critical junctures of treaty reform to ever more supranational forms of decision-making 
(Wessels 2003: 213, Wessels 2001: 18). 
The following chapters will take turns in looking at the intervening variables elaborated in the 
previous section and explore of how their observation can help use to better understand the 
evolution of policy coordination modes and whether their ‘living constitution’ is likely to act 
as catalyst for deeper political integration towards a more integrated European economic gov-
ernance. 

3.1.2 To coordinate or not to coordinate: The economic rationale for fiscal policy co-
ordination in the Euro zone 
This chapter tries to clarify the economic rationale for fiscal policy coordination in a mone-
tary union and to shed light on the sources of current difficulties with the implementation of 
rules in the field of fiscal policy in the Euro zone. We survey the major arguments for policy 
coordination and discuss the possible objectives of coordination, as well as the major devices 
to coordinate fiscal policies. Then we analyse the constraints and incentives that arise from 
these various tools of policy coordination, in order to better understand the choices facing 
national governments in such settings. We will emphasise one important source of difficulties 
in the current EU configuration, namely the heterogeneity of national macroeconomic per-
formances. Furthermore, we review some possible sources of this heterogeneity and stress 
that country size is probably a relevant dimension to consider when analyzing the incentives 
facing national governments in a monetary union. Finally some tentative conclusions about 
the design of rules and institutions for a better macroeconomic policy mix in the Euro zone 
are drawn. 

3.1.2.1 Economic interdependencies and the rationale for coordination 
What emerges from the abundant economic literature on policy coordination is the generic 
idea that the need for coordination arises in contexts characterised by interdependencies, due 
either to collective goods or to externalities: in such contexts, decentralised decision-making 
in the absence of coordination devices will lead to sub-optimal, non cooperative, Nash equi-
libria. In a monetary union with decentralised fiscal authorities, economic interdependencies 
may arise from different channels. They result from the existence of collective goods, such as 
monetary stability or reputation on financial markets and vis-à-vis private agents in general, 
of public goods and common policies (defence, infrastructure building with network effects, 
and so on), or from spillovers, that is unintended consequences of national macroeconomic 
policies on other member states economies, and such spillover effects may be positive or 
negative. 

The nature of macroeconomic spillovers from fiscal policies 
Because the European monetary union was conceived at a time when monetary stability was 
widely held to be the single, most desirable objective, and with the aim of minimizing cen-
tralisation, that is transferring only monetary powers at the supranational level, while leaving 
most attributes of economic sovereignty, especially fiscal and tax policies, in the hands of 
national governments, interdependencies stemming from the use of these instruments were 
given most attention in the debate over economic policy coordination. Macroeconomic spill-
overs from national fiscal policies in a monetary union arise as a consequence of market inte-
gration or, due to monetary integration, of the interactions between the aggregate outcome of 
decentralised fiscal policies and the central bank’s decision process. In the first category, 
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spillovers may be either positive – the so-called traditional Keynesian spillovers, that result 
from the multiplier effects of fiscal policies and their ‘locomotive effects’ through trade – or 
negative, mostly through the consequences of deficit financing on financial variables, be they 
interest rates or exchange rates. Similarly, the spillovers linked to interactions between fiscal 
and monetary policies are also negative, resulting in the choice by the central bank of a tighter 
monetary policy than it would have decided in the absence of budget deficits, insofar as they 
represent a threat to monetary stability1. 
In spite of the relative scarceness of empirical evidence regarding the respective magnitude of 
these various sources of policy interdependence, the dominant view, and indeed the one be-
hind the choice of imposing fiscal rules – the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) – is that nega-
tive spillovers tend to be more important. The most commonly cited in the literature are the 
induced rise in long term interest rates and fall in the external exchange rate of the common 
currency when budget deficits increase, as well as the short-term interest rates’ hikes that the 
central bank may want to impose as a retaliatory move when national fiscal authorities appear 
not to exert enough political will to contain budget deficits. Whereas experience to date with 
fiscal policies in the Euro zone would seem not to validate these hypotheses concerning the 
channels of negative spillovers, it is likely that a prolonged period of deficit financing in a 
context a low growth will result in a process of public debt accumulation in some countries, 
and that may lead to unsustainable debt dynamics, which would in turn threaten the long term 
monetary stability by eventually imposing some form of bail-out by fellow governments or by 
the central bank (monetisation), and this may be reflected in higher long term interest rates for 
the whole monetary area. 
Whereas positive spillovers or collective good situations should be dealt with by a centralised 
authority or collective action, either by common policy instruments or by incentives for de-
centralised decision-makers to act in the common interest, negative spillovers can in principle 
be fought either by negative incentives or by the adoption of rules imposing limits and con-
straints on national fiscal policies, in order to prevent the nuisances arising from ‘bad behav-
iour’ and ‘excessive public deficits’. But these rules have a cost, in terms of lost opportunities 
or reduced flexibility, and they should be properly directed at making national fiscal policies 
sustainable, not necessarily through an upper limit on current deficits. 

External effects from domestic public spending and the issue of public goods 
Just as the tax side of the budget may generate external effects on partners in an economic and 
monetary union, the precise composition of expenditures is also likely to influence the overall 
economic performance of the union, hence also the sustainability of individual fiscal policies 
of its member states. Most recent developments in growth theory, as well as a number of re-
cent empirical studies comparing the growth performance of the EU to that of the US over the 
past decades, point to the importance of such factors as investment in infrastructures, not only 
for transports, but also for communications, and spending on higher education and R&D2. 
These expenditures are, to a large extent, financed by public funds, either through direct pro-
vision or through indirect funding. Again, to the extent that such interdependencies are of a 
relevant magnitude, the rules chosen to constrain fiscal policies should induce favourable 
choices on the part of national governments. 
This consideration is actually more generally true for the whole range of public goods that are 
deemed to provide benefits to the whole union, especially in a context in which it has been 
                                                
1  It should be emphasised that the time horizon of the various effects and spillovers may differ widely, which 

may help explain why democratically elected governments may put different weight on costs and benefits 
materializing at different horizons. 

2  For a broad perspective and thorough analysis of growth policies in the European Union, see Sapir et al. 
2004, who offer radical, and debatable, solutions. 
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decided, for good or bad reasons, that the EU central budget should remain small, which cor-
respond to a conception of federalism in which most of the tasks of public good provision and 
execution of common decisions are devolved to national governments3.  
It may also be argued that the macroeconomic policy mix of monetary union is indeed a pub-
lic good for its members, so that institutions should be designed in such a way as to elicit in-
dividual policy choices that result in favourable aggregate outcomes, including an appropriate 
orientation of monetary policy by the central bank. 

Wage moderation, structural reforms, and other sources of spillovers 
There is also a large array of policies that can be shown to have significant spillover effects on 
partners in an economic and monetary union. In particular, all policy instruments that affect 
production costs for firms located in the domestic economy, such as wage moderation and a 
whole range of ‘structural reforms’, have consequences that are very similar to those of tax 
competition, and therefore contain elements of non-cooperative, beggar-thy-neighbour strate-
gies. The institutional framework of the economic and monetary union may, in many cases, 
lead to an excessive recourse to such policies, especially for small members (see below), or 
indeed insufficient recourse on the part of large ones. 
The Optimum Currency Area (OCA) analysis also suggests that structural reforms, especially 
on the labour markets, as well as efforts to coordinate employment strategies, may also serve 
the purpose of substituting for an insufficient central budget in the EU, by easing the adjust-
ment of national economies to idiosyncratic shocks 

Rules vs. discretion: the distrust of democratically elected governments 
The precise rules and institutions that have been chosen for the Euro zone in the Maastricht 
and Amsterdam treaties have been decisively influenced by the inflationary context of the 
seventies and eighties in the EU, as well as by the then dominant macroeconomic theories, 
that is the so-called ‘new classical, rational expectations macroeconomics’. In these analyses, 
interventions by public authorities in the functioning of the economy are at best ineffective 
and useless, and at worst harmful in that they lead to an equilibrium with a higher than desired 
inflation rate and an unemployment rate no lower than in the absence of discretionary poli-
cies4. This strand of analysis also emphasises the perverse incentives facing democratically 
elected governments, due to the problem of time inconsistency of optimal strategies. Natural 
recommendations from the implications of these theories are therefore to prevent elected au-
thorities to tamper with money, by granting independence to central banks, and to constrain 
their fiscal policy choices by rules and automatic sanction procedures, preferably imple-
mented by independent bodies. 

3.1.2.2 Coordination by rules and other institutional arrangements: constraints and incentives 
on national governments choices 
While the economic rationales for policy coordination are quite numerous, but of unequal and 
debatable empirical relevance, they leave open the issue of how to design institutions that 
would foster coordination of the kind required according to the underlying analysis, and also 
                                                
3  See infra and Le Cacheux 2004a. A classical line of analysis of these issues is of course the theory of fiscal 

federalism, which tends to favour centralisation (see, for a synthetic statement, Oates 1999), first applied to 
issues of European integration by the McDougall Report (European Commission 1977). 

4  This is an essential, though highly debatable, ingredient of the ‘Brussels-Frankfurt consensus’ (Sapir et al. 
2004), which tends to negate the existence of a trade-off between stability and growth, even in the short run. 
For a forceful reassertion of these, by now old, arguments, see Lucas 2003. For critical appraisals of this 
view, see Le Cacheux 2004b and Fitoussi/Saraceno 2004. 
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of the costs and benefits of the various tools that may be used to elicit favourable behaviour 
from national governments of member states in a monetary union. 

Negative coordination by rules: outlawing dangerous or harmful strategies 
Fiscal policy rules, such as the SGP, constitute the minimum coordination devices: by setting 
limits on what national governments are allowed to do, they are meant to prevent them from 
embarking on behaviour that is deemed harmful for the union as whole. As is well known 
though, such rules are subject to a number of limitations, some of which have been illustrated 
by the difficulties to implement the SGP over the past few years. In particular, if rules have a 
discretionary element of interpretation, they may suffer from a lack of credibility. But most 
importantly, it can easily be shown that the SGP has been ill-designed to achieve the kind of 
sustainability of fiscal policies it is meant to ensure: first, as is by now well understood, the 
pro-cyclical bias of a current deficit ceiling does not induce enough deficit reduction in good 
times, while becoming too stringent in bad times, even to the point of impeding the spontane-
ous functioning of automatic fiscal stabilisers; second, it does not elicit the kind of expendi-
ture choices that would be most favourable to long term growth of the monetary union, nor is 
it particularly in favour of public goods; finally it lacks legitimacy and credibility, so that 
breaching the rule may not be very costly for national governments. Hence, considered from a 
cost-benefit point of view, it is not clear that the precise specification of the rule is appropri-
ate, not to speak about optimal rules (see Creel/Latreille/Le Cacheux 2002; Fitoussi/Le 
Cacheux 2003). 

The aggregate policy mix 
While fiscal rules such as the SGP may be regarded as useful, even if ill-designed and costly, 
to prevent harmful strategies on the part of national governments, they are clearly insufficient 
to induce cooperative behaviours in a number of circumstances. To illustrate this aspect, it 
may be useful to recall the distinction, taken from the theory of optimal currency areas, be-
tween symmetric, or common, macroeconomic shocks, and asymmetric or idiosyncratic mac-
roeconomic shocks. The literature has usually concluded that, in the absence of sufficient mo-
bility of production factors or flexibility of relative prices and wages, and barring a significant 
increase in the size of the central, federal budget, the latter would require some autonomy of 
national fiscal policies in a monetary union, which the SGP may not allow. But it has also 
been generally assumed that the former could be dealt with using the common monetary pol-
icy tools. This conclusion may be challenged on the ground that it is often preferable to use a 
macroeconomic policy mix, so that a desirable feature of common institutions is to induce 
national authorities and the central bank to coordinate on the appropriate mix, which is proba-
bly not the case with the current set of rules and institutions in the euro zone (see Fitoussi 
2002; Fitoussi/Le Cacheux 2002). 
It may, for instance, be argued that the current policy mix is characterised by too restrictive a 
monetary stance, and too expansionary fiscal policies in the aggregate, which may explain the 
tendency of the euro to appreciate vis-à-vis the dollar in a period of weak economic activity in 
the euro zone. One possible cause of such an inappropriate mix may lie in the difficulties of 
coordinating small and large countries in matters of fiscal policy, with the former tending to 
free ride on the latter in the occurrence of common shocks. Another explanation may be the 
game situation in which national governments and the central bank are engaged, which in 
some occasions will lead to a ‘game of chicken’ (Fitoussi/Le Cacheux 2002). 

Growth policies as a European public good 
A more ambitious goal of coordination in a monetary union would be to design institutions 
and rules in such a way that they would contain the right incentives for the various actors – 
national governments and central bank, but also national parliaments, public opinions, the 
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European Parliament, and so on – to choose the strategies that would be most favourable to 
average, long-term growth of the union, as advocated by the Sapir report. This would mean 
that sustainable public finances are a medium term objective, rather than a short-term con-
straint. 

3.1.2.3 Heterogeneity in the Euro zone 
In spite of efforts during the transition phase to economic and monetary union, especially 
through the imposition of convergence criteria – the so-called Maastricht criteria –, the 
economies of the euro zone has proved much more heterogeneous than what had been ex-
pected. This is clearly shown in the standard macroeconomic performance indicators, espe-
cially measures of price stability, short and long term real interest rates, which in turn influ-
ence domestic growth rates and unemployment rates, as well as in the current account posi-
tions of the various member states. With identical nominal short-term interest rates and almost 
equal long-term ones, differences in domestic inflation rates are reflected in different real in-
terest rates: indeed lower real rates not only tend to boost economic growth by making in-
vestment and private indebtedness less costly, but also reduce the real burden of existing pub-
lic debt, thus easing the task of fiscal policy making. 
For monetary policy, the heterogeneity of monetary conditions and transmission mechanisms 
raises a number of serious problems: the better known ones relate to the decision-making 
rules in the ECB council, with the excessive weight of small countries (cf. e.g. Fitoussi/Creel 
2002), many of which happen to have inflation rates higher than average. With regard to fiscal 
policies, the ‘one-size-fits-all’ character of the rules may also prove harmful in a number of 
contexts, as illustrated by the case of Ireland in 2001, formally in line with the deficit and debt 
requirements of the Stability and Growth Pact, but in practice having too expansionary a fiscal 
stance, given the high growth, high inflation situation of the country at the time. 

3.1.2.4 Possible causes of macroeconomic heterogeneity 
How can such large discrepancies in macroeconomic performances and policy stances be ex-
plained? One possible, though not very plausible, explanation would be asymmetric shocks; 
but why would such shocks have been so numerous and so large, systematically hitting 
smaller countries? Another explanation would rely on ‘structural’ differences, especially in 
development levels: most countries having higher inflation rates are also economies that were 
lagging behind and have been catching up, for various reasons and at different speeds, over 
the past decade or so; the Balassa-Samuelson hypothesis that such countries would then ex-
perience above-average inflation rates, due to the diffusion of nominal wage increases from 
the tradable sectors, exposed to foreign competition and benefiting from high productivity 
gains, to the non-traded, sheltered sectors where productivity is lagging behind and prices 
initially much lower, but then growing faster. This hypothesis helps explain some of the ob-
served differences in domestic inflation rates; but then what about the Netherlands or Luxem-
bourg? 
Differences in the preferences of national governments with respect to price stability and 
growth or unemployment may also be invoked, as a widespread cause of failure to coordinate, 
and of the observed differences in macroeconomic performances. But economists are always 
reluctant to rely on such explanations; and in spite of differences in discourse, there seems to 
be a growing consensus – ‘Brussels-Frankfurt’, in the terms of the Sapir Report – in the EU 
on the virtues of monetary stability and sound public finances. 
However, there may well be differences in the perceived trade-offs facing national govern-
ments in the field of fiscal policies. First, as alluded to above, the time horizon of costs and 
benefits of the various policies may influence the choice of nationally elected policy-makers. 
Then, there may also be cognitive divergences on the ability of fiscal policies and its various 
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components to really have a significant effect on domestic macroeconomic conditions: this 
would refer to the ‘power of ideas’ – dear to Keynes – in shaping policies. But perceived dif-
ferences in costs and benefits of various policy courses may also correspond to actual, genu-
ine differences, relating, in particular, to country size. 

3.1.2.5 Small and large states: coping with differences in incentives 
Although the equal treatment principle is deeply entrenched in the democratic ideals and 
widely regarded as the only fair organisation rule in a democracy, the recent crises with the 
implementation of the SGP, with all four large countries of the EU having budget deficits 
above the 3%-of-GDP ceiling in 2004, and with the conflict over qualified majority rules that 
forestalled the adoption of the constitutional treaty project, have revealed a profound cleavage 
between small and large countries in the EU, a distinction that had never been apparent be-
fore. For scholars of the history of federal states and institutions, especially of the United 
States of America, this should not come as a surprise (see Laurent/Le Cacheux 2004).  
Nor indeed for economists, as it has long been emphasised that in contexts of ‘collective ac-
tion’, size matters and smaller players are more likely to free-ride and exploit larger ones (Ol-
son 1965), and as it may easily be shown that the incentives – costs and benefits of various 
courses of action – facing a small open economy are not at all the same as the ones facing a 
medium-sized one, such as Germany or France, which may help explain the differences in 
performances and strategies that seem so systematic in the recent history of the euro zone.  
For a small open economy, traditional fiscal policy of the Keynesian kind will usually be of 
little efficiency, whereas all policies that improve the competitiveness of the national econ-
omy by lowering production costs of firms located in the domestic economy are relatively 
more powerful: this may explain why fiscal consolidations in small countries have been found 
to have ‘non-Keynesian’ effects (see Giavazzi/Pagano 1996); it also suggests that tax compe-
tition, ‘structural reforms’ and wage moderation policies will all have very powerful, positive 
effects for a small open economy, both because exports represent a major fraction of demand 
to domestic firms and because the elasticity of the supply of external capital – in particular 
foreign direct investments – is higher, the smaller and the more open the economy is. In addi-
tion, policies that lower production costs in a small economy do not harm domestic demand 
very much, and they have little incidence on domestic inflation, so that they do not raise real 
interest rates, as nominal rates in a monetary union tend to be uniform across countries and to 
be relatively little influenced by the policies of a single, small country. 
For large countries, on the contrary, free riding is almost impossible, and the various policy 
choices reviewed above tend to be more costly, or even counterproductive. Traditional, 
Keynesian-style demand-management policies, especially fiscal policies are more efficient 
than for a small open economy, because demand spillovers are relatively less. On the other 
hand, all policies tending to lower production costs are less effective, and they all tend to lead 
to a lower domestic inflation, which then results in a higher real interest rate, so that they tend 
to be costly in terms of economic activity and growth. The fate of Germany over the past few 
years seems to be a perfect illustration of this difficulty of large countries in an economic and 
monetary union. 

3.1.2.6 Concluding remarks: fiscal policy coordination without a gouvernement économique 
As abundantly illustrated by the vicissitudes of the Stability and Growth Pact and by the poor 
performance of the economies of euro zone over the past few years, fiscal policy coordination 
is still embryonic and not very satisfactory in the European monetary union, after more than 
five years of existence of the European currency. Though not really surprising, when consid-
ered in a historical perspective – it took much more than five years for the US Federal Re-
serve System, created in 1913, and the Federal government to set up the subtle mechanisms of 
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macroeconomic management that are now seen to operate in the US economy --, this diffi-
culty is clearly hampering the achievement of other goals and negatively affecting the whole 
process of institution-building and integration in the EU. 
Because of the still very large divergences in preferences and perceptions of costs and bene-
fits of the various possible strategies for fiscal policies, and more generally for economic pol-
icy-making amongst member governments of the euro zone, the prospects for a genuine eco-
nomic government of the euro zone are rather gloomy. It is therefore likely that the current 
minimal coordination, essentially based on rules such as the SGP and a non-binding set of 
coordination procedures such as the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines (BEPG), will prevail 
for the foreseeable future, as the Constitutional treaty adopted in Brussels on June 18, 2004 
makes almost no progress on this front, and the start of the negotiations preparing the next 
medium-term financial perspectives for the EU budget over the period 2007-2014 leaves little 
doubt about the possibility to significantly alter the central budgetary process. 
Yet, in the absence of a genuine gouvernement économique (cf. e.g. Commissariat général du 
Plan 1999 and 2003) that would in some way aggregate preferences over common rules and 
collective goods and make use of policy instruments to ensure their provision, there may be 
ways to improve on the current performance within existing institutions. One direction for 
reform, which is already being explored by the Commission and member states’ governments, 
is the improvement of fiscal rules: making the rule less ‘stupid’, by taking better account of 
business cycle conditions (Fitoussi/Le Cacheux 2004); reducing the cost to individual gov-
ernments of sticking to the rule, while possibly making the enforcement mechanisms stricter, 
and so on. Given the widespread difficulties with the Stability Pact in 2004, it is likely that 
some progress will be forthcoming on this front, though a stronger than expected economic 
recovery in the euro zone would probably make postponement of such discussions tempting. 
A more ambitious reflection would try to explore the possibilities of developing an original 
brand of highly decentralised federalism, which may be labelled ‘Pigouvian federalism’ (Le 
Cacheux 2004b), in which the central budget would remain relatively small, but where an 
appropriate mix of rules – with desirable features, such as an amended ‘golden rule’ of public 
finance, whereby expenditures to be encouraged are not counted in the agreed deficit ceiling 
or target – and financial incentives, in the European budget, is set up in order to induce na-
tional governments to undertake actions that are collectively considered to be in the common 
interest. 

3.2. Modes of Policy Coordination in Action: Adaptation and Response 

3.2.1 New Governance Structures in Employment Policy-making? - Taking Stock of 
the European Employment Strategy 
This chapter is concerned with the impact of the European Employment Strategy (EES) on 
governance structures in employment policy-making, the most developed form of soft policy 
co-ordination in the EU. It asks what the formal treaty provisions have meant for the ‘living’ 
practice of policy-making and implementation. What opportunities and avenues of influence 
have been opened for various actors, at various levels of governance, and how have these 
been used? What practices and patterns of interaction have developed in response to the for-
mal EU co-ordination procedures? To what extent have the new procedures spurred new dy-
namics in employment policy-making nationally and transnationally? 
Rather than focusing on impact on policy output or policy outcomes, we are concerned with 
impact on policy-making practices and actor relations. It could be framed as looking at the 
‘infrastructure’ of policy-making. This includes networking between policy actors, who 
might, through European networks, get their policy ideas elsewhere than from traditional na-
tional channels and actors. We are interested in potential actor interaction both horizontally, 
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across policy areas, and vertically, across levels of governance. Assuming that the impact of 
soft policy co-ordination will be mediated by, and thus ultimately dependent on, its capacity 
to mobilize the relevant actors and action within the Member States, an analysis of these in-
termediate factors must be central in an analysis of soft policy co-ordination.  
We conclude that the soft co-ordination practiced in employment policy, has indeed spurred 
dynamics and induced some changes in the Member States: it has encouraged co-ordination 
and consultation practices in national employment policy-making, encouraged reflection on 
policy choices, and led to new initiatives, especially at local levels. However, we also argue 
that the potential of the policy co-ordination is far from fully used by policy-makers, and that 
its effectiveness could be considerably improved by being better integrated in the policy-
making systems of the Member States. Moreover, dynamics follow institutional logics and 
traditions in the Member States, which leads us to conclude that, rather than having led to the 
implementation of one European strategy, the new procedures have stimulated in some re-
spects changes in, and improved capacity of, national employment policy-making. 
The analysis is based on 10 country studies produced within the GOVECOR project (GOVE-
COR 2004), plus case-studies of Spain and Denmark produced by ourselves and/or colleagues 
(Jacobsson/Schmid 2002; Jacobsson 2004a; Rydbjerg/Sand Kirk 2003, López-Santana 2004), 
and other secondary studies (Zeitlin et al, 2004; Umbach 2003; and the official five-year 
evaluations of the EES). We also made regular interviews with EU-level actors during 2000-
2003. Thus, we have data from 12 out of the 15 Member States. Our assessment of impact on 
procedures and actor relations is qualitative, highlighting types of changes taking place. Yet, 
if we can show that the EES, by empowering certain actors, has challenged predominating 
equilibriums in the Member States, then soft co-ordination is not just symbolic even if it has 
not fully achieved its goals either. Moreover, if we can show that the EES in some respects 
has led to improved organisational capacity for employment policy-making in the Member 
States, then it would be a mistake to dismiss soft co-ordination as a policy tool, even if it may 
never be able, by itself, to counter-balance the economic integration process (given the consti-
tutional asymmetry in the EU with centralized monetary policy, constrained fiscal policy and 
decentralised labour market and social policy) (cf. Scharpf 2002). 

3.2.1.1 The Amsterdam treaty as opportunity structure 
To what extent has the establishment of formal procedures for employment policy co-
ordination in the EU provided actors with new rules of the game, implying incentives or con-
straints? While in formal terms authority relations are not changed, in practice, actors may 
have been provided with new windows of opportunity. The Employment Chapter of the 
Treaty of Amsterdam (Art. 125-130) established employment policy as ‘a joint responsibility’ 
of the Member States, and it was, moreover, stated that ‘the Member States and the Commu-
nity shall work towards developing a co-ordinated strategy for employment’. The treaty thus 
provides an institutional framework for mutually reinforcing measures at EU and Member 
State level. 
While guidelines and recommendations are formally non-binding, the Member States have in 
the treaty committed themselves to a number of general objectives as well as to a particular 
monitoring procedure. Thus, the hierarchical element is only present in the monitoring re-
quirements. This means that coercion cannot be the primary mechanism for achieving policy 
adaptation at national level. Instead, domestic change is likely to follow from two other 
mechanisms: by changes of domestic opportunity structures (changes of rules of the game or 
strategic positions, resources or incentives of domestic actors), or by changes of beliefs and 
expectations among domestic actors, that is change brought about mainly through cognitive 
mechanisms (Knill/Lehmkuhl 1999; Knill/Lenschow 2003). We have focused on the mecha-
nism related to domestic opportunity structures, the key argument being that there will be no 
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effect of soft co-ordination unless it is able to mobilize and/or empower the relevant actors in 
the Member States. 

3.2.1.2 Coalition-building in face of member state resistance 
While the endorsement of the EES was not uncontroversial (see de la Porte/Pochet 2003), the 
EES came to be accepted among the Member States. However, the member governments have 
all along been concerned to remain in control of the process. The European Commission’ Di-
rectorate General Employment and Social Affairs is of course a key player in the EES, having 
to play a ‘two-front war’ – in relation to the economic policy actors at EU level (DG Eco-
nomic and Financial Affairs, finance ministers in Ecofin) and the Member States – to keep the 
EES on track. Since no directives are taken, the Commission is dependent on making Member 
States willing to comply with the EES. In order to put pressure on Member States, and also to 
counter balance the economic actors at EU level it is important to have allies in the process. 
The Commission tries to integrate the Member States at an early stage to avoid open conflicts, 
aware that the strategy can only be successful if the member governments to some extent 
agree and are prepared to take action domestically. 
The Commission also acts as a policy entrepreneur in relation to the various non-state actors. 
The Amsterdam treaty granted the right to consultation to the EU level social partners. Their 
support is a resource for the Commission. At the same time, the social partners can use the 
guidelines and recommendations to support their claims. The treaty obligation to consult the 
social partners has strengthened social partnerships in countries where such traditions were 
weak. 

3.2.1.3 The integration of the EES in the Member States – or rather lack of it 
Our country studies (GOVECOR 2004) show that there has generally been a high degree of 
compliance with the co-ordination procedures. Governments have been dedicated to fulfilling 
the monitoring requirements: producing the NAPs, delivering them on time, and so on. More-
over, interviewed civil servants report that participating in the transnational policy exchanges, 
such as peer review sessions and committee deliberations, is meaningful and valuable, and 
they believe that there is a potential for learning from others. The process makes sense to the 
actors directly involved, although civil servants interviewed complained over the workload 
and supported the revision of the EES into three-year cycles. Policy actors not directly in-
volved, however, tend to express less faith in the process. 
For governments to fulfil the co-ordination requirements, well-functioning inter-ministerial 
co-ordination has been necessary, and indeed, this has improved in nearly all countries stud-
ied. Mostly existing structures for interaction and communication has been used rather than 
new ones invented. Nevertheless, despite the fairly positive assessment of the government 
officials directly involved, it is clear that the EES has largely developed as a trans-
governmental process, sometimes ‘insulated’ in relation to the day-to-day domestic labour 
market policy-making. The EES is not systematically integrated in the domestic labour market 
policy-making. 
As to integration of lower levels of governance, federal states seem to have better routines for 
vertical co-ordination than do the more centralized states - but also more pressing need for 
such co-ordination. As to the local authorities, they are consulted in Sweden and Denmark 
through their national organizations. In other countries, such as France, local authorities are 
not consulted despite playing an important role in welfare policy. The regional and local lev-
els have, with some exceptions, not been systematically integrated in the EES/NAP work, 
which has to a large extent got ‘stuck’ at the national levels, as a process ‘owned’ by govern-
ment departments – even if there has been greater attention to the involvement of lower levels 
of governance after the five-year evaluation (see CEC 2004; Employment Taskforce 2003). 
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Parliamentary bodies have been put to the margin in all countries studied. National parlia-
ments have been informed about the NAP, often after it is already produced and sent off to 
Brussels, and without any decision-making authority. There are examples where opposition 
parties have used recommendations directed to their country to support their own claims, 
which have also been done by employer organisations and trade unions. However, in general 
the EES has not led to much parliamentary debates in the Member States. 
The NAPs are regarded as governments’ reports. They have no operational function as guid-
ing documents or indeed action plans in the Member States, but are merely reports on domes-
tic policy for an international audience. This means that there is no mechanism in the EES as 
such to ensure its integration into effective national decision-making and budgetary alloca-
tion, even if governments are required to report implementation, including budgetary implica-
tions, to the Commission. The low policy relevance of the NAPs has also reduced the interest 
of the social partners in continuing to participate actively in their production. Thus, the EES 
with yearly NAP cycles showed signs of fatigue, when social partners lost interest in partici-
pating and to some extent also the civil servants saw their task mostly as fulfilling administra-
tive procedures than to mobilizing action in response to the objectives set.  
Despite the compliance with the formal co-ordination procedures, it is clear that governments 
have tended to keep in control of the processes, considered themselves the key actors, and in 
some cases been reluctant to open up for wider networks, wanting to decide what impulses to 
receive or what recommendations to follow. However, they have not altogether managed to 
function as gate-keepers. 

3.2.1.4 The EES and changes in domestic opportunity structures  
Despite the attempts of governments to remain the ‘owners’ of the EES, there are a number of 
examples of the EU co-ordination procedures having spurred wider dynamics in the Member 
States. The role of local and regional actors has increasingly come into focus, as in many 
countries they are important in carrying our labour market policies, sometimes with a consid-
erable autonomy. The need for involvement of local actors was included in a guideline in 
2001, following a Commission communication in 2000 on the local dimension of the EES 
(CEC 2000; also CEC 2001). The Commission has also deliberately promoted those Member 
States that have been successful in involving regional and local actors, such as Finland. Mobi-
lizing and making other actors committed complements the limited capacity of the Commis-
sion to pressure national governments in the soft co-ordination, when these in turn put pres-
sure on decision-making authorities to live up to the common commitments.  
In 2000, the Commission launched a campaign on ‘Acting locally for employment’, with the 
accompanying possibility to apply for funding for developing Local Action Plans (LAPs) for 
employment. By 2002, there had been 33 projects supported by this Commission programme, 
13 of which aimed at developing LAPs. Some of the LAP projects have been national, others 
transnational. An example of transnational networking developed around the production of 
LAPs is the work of Eurocities, a network of major cities in Europe, financially supported by 
the Commission, which has supported its members in producing local action plans for em-
ployment and social inclusion. The EES message on the need for improved co-ordination and 
collaboration between policies and agents apparently correspond well to perceived local 
needs. However, there are also examples of sub-national actors being outspokenly negative to 
the idea of regional or local involvement, for instance production of action plans, fearing in-
trusion of their autonomy, like in Germany (Büchs/Friedrich 2004), even if there are also ex-
amples of LAPs in Germany. 
There are cases where the EES has enabled actors in the Member States to put pressure on the 
Member States to develop well-functioning consultation practices or partnerships in relation 
to the production of the NAP, and/or to open up for local actors or wider sections of civil so-
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ciety. In Sweden, a recently established network of social NGOs has been pressuring for in-
volvement, not just in the production of the NAP on social inclusion, but also in relation to 
the NAP on employment. This is an example of the EES inducing the breaking down of insti-
tutional boundaries within the Member States. Thus, the EES has provided certain actors with 
a say, or at least a legitimate claim to be heard: social partners but also wider sections of civil 
society.  

3.2.1.5 The limitation of a top-down strategy 
Even if these examples of actor empowerment following from the EES are important, they 
should not be overemphasized. Engagement in the EES has so far mostly been limited to 
small sections of national ministries and governmental agencies. Knowledge about the EES is 
generally not well diffused in the national or sub-national labour market administrations or in 
civil society. Yet, the process has improved over time, sometimes in response to Commission 
and Council criticism, for instance as regards involvement of sub-national actors, and social 
partner participation, which in the beginning often took place too late to have any real impact 
on the NAP. This can be expected to improve further with the increased attention to ‘good 
governance’ in the Joint Employment Reports (CEC 2004). Policy-making based on soft co-
ordination apparently takes time, and is dependent on being effectively integrated into the 
system of policy-making within the Member States. 
The EES was initially designed as a top-down and largely technocratic strategy, targeted at 
governmental actors and to some extent social partners. Arguably, the technocratic approach, 
with the development of EU-level networks of experts and policy-makers, was successful in 
establishing a common employment policy agenda, but it failed when it came to effective im-
plementation in the Member States. The first years the EES indeed took the character of a 
two-level game, with the Commission and the Council as the key actors, and where govern-
ments tried to stay in control of the processes domestically. More lately, the Commission has, 
together the European Parliament, tried to involve a wider set of actors, including parliamen-
tary bodies, local authorities and civil society actors in the Member States, sometimes with 
the governments trying to resist this developments. The more recent multi-level development 
is more promising in terms of effective impact of the EES. 
Actors must be mobilized and motivated and cannot be pressed from the top to get involved. 
This is particularly obvious in systems with local or regional autonomy in labour market pol-
icy. Neither can social partners be pressed to act. Likewise, soft co-ordination appeals to the 
will of member governments to develop and improve their policies – unpopular measures 
cannot be ‘pushed through’. EU recommendations are dependent on coalitions and support 
nationally. A barrier to impact has been the limited diffusion of knowledge of the EES nation-
ally beyond actors directly involved. Few references are made to the European dimension of 
employment policy in the national policy debate, and policy is often presented as national 
policy even if it is in line with, or possibly even originating from, the EES. 

3.2.1.6 The contribution of EES to improved national governance systems 
Even though governments, in various ways, have resisted full implementation of the EES, the 
EES has nevertheless supported changes in national governance structures in employment 
policy. It has led to increased inter-ministerial co-ordination and facilitated links between pol-
icy areas and erosion of boundaries between policy domains and stakeholders, and, in some 
cases, contributed to reconfiguring of policy networks. The EES has brought together various 
actors, with the aim of establishing a more integrated and holistic approach. Also locally, the 
EES has supported the notion of co-operation, and encouraged integrated local and regional 
employment strategies. This, however, has been conditional on the willingness of local actors 
to respond, and economic incentives, from the ESF or other Commission funds or from gov-
ernments, have been instrumental. 
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The fact that the EES brings people with diverse interests, perspectives, and standpoints to-
gether, may destabilize existing understandings (Trubek and Trubek 2003), and open for re-
thinking of policy options. One example is Spain where the EES has helped to establish a 
wider notion of employment policy and made both public and private actors aware that their 
actions may have repercussions on employment and, thus, that employment is not the sole 
concern of the labour market ministry (López-Santana 2004). Moreover, the EES has induced 
the member governments to reflect on, define, and relate to collective objectives. The in-
creased attention to employment rates, rather than levels of unemployment, is such a collec-
tive achievement on the level of policy thinking. Another example is the perceived need to 
widen the policy agenda in order to achieve higher levels of labour market participation, to 
include, for instance, measures to reconcile work life and family life, such as improved child-
care facilities. 
The EES has institutionalized a reflexive element in employment policy, as well as added a 
European dimension to national employment policy-making. Moreover, it has provided a 
common framework for national employment policy, and an element of structure, with the 
annual planning and review. A more long-term, or at least medium-term, policy perspective 
has been introduced in some countries where it did not exist (Belgium, Portugal). The EES, if 
used that way, could provide structure and coherence to work already going on, and contrib-
ute to the exchange of experiences in the national context, for instance between municipali-
ties. Much creative work was already going on locally, but the NAPs so far reflect little of 
what goes on at lower levels in the Member States. 
The common strategy has contributed to placing and keeping issues on the agenda, and it has 
functioned to support and reinforce domestic reform strategies, even if these mostly originate 
in domestic problems rather than in EU guidelines. EU recommendations give national pol-
icy-makers, or other interested parties, additional argument for domestic reform, and can, 
thus, function as a power resource in the domestic scene, legitimizing certain policy option 
and/or procedures. Yet, the EES can only support national reforms if the ideas find resonance 
among relevant actors in the Member States. 

3.2.1.7 Conclusion: The mixed record of the EES 
It is clear that the provisions in the Employment Chapter have enabled initiatives and efforts 
by various types of actors to co-ordinate and develop or improve policies. The treaty provi-
sions have stimulated interaction and exchange among national administrations. Social part-
ners have been explicitly invited in policy-making. Other actors have increasingly demanded 
participation, such as civil society actors and local authorities. Horizontal integration of policy 
areas (such as labour market policies, social assistance, pensions, taxation) has been im-
proved. The integrated approach has led to better inter-ministerial co-ordination nationally in 
most countries. There has at least been attention given to vertical co-ordination between na-
tional, regional and local levels of government. However, stakeholders, such as implementing 
agencies at various levels of government, municipalities, social partners and civil society ac-
tors, but also political parties and national parliaments, could generally be much more system-
atically involved in the EES than done so far. An effective implementation of the strategy 
would require a far better integration of the EES in the policy-making systems of the Member 
States. 
Still, some important changes have taken place within the Member States, induced by the 
European co-ordination processes. Regardless of whether the EES has triggered policy change 
directly, it has triggered some other things: It has given weak actors a chance to be heard and 
provided domestic actors with argument and backing of a powerful actor (the EU) in their 
reform efforts. By empowering various actors, the EES has contributed to challenge existing 
equilibriums in labour market policy. Moreover, the EES has activated actors at various levels 
of governance. It has pressured policy-makers to give a second thought to existing policy 
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choices in the light of new ideas and the agreed common framework, and to accept being 
compared to better performers. It has contributed to professionalisation of labour market pol-
icy administration. It has provided policy-makers with new instruments: LAPs which have 
been considered useful for efficient use of resources locally and NAPs, which are not impor-
tant as policy-guiding documents but which nevertheless have provided overviews of existing 
policies and have necessitated improved inter-ministerial co-ordination. In our view, the EES 
has a potential for strengthening the organisational capacity for employment policy-making 
nationally. 
However, opportunities provided by the new treaty provisions and formal co-ordination pro-
cedures must be perceived as such by actors in order to take effective advantage of them. We 
have argued that the EES developed as a transgovernmental process and this was also the way 
it was perceived by other actors in the Member States. Governments tried to pursue a gate-
keeping strategy in relation to both the EU level and other actors within the Member States. 
Gradually, increasingly more actors have come to perceive themselves as affected by the EES, 
notably civil society actors and local authorities, and have pressured for influence. This has 
also been supported by changes in the incentive structures related to the EES: The consulta-
tion requirements and the review of how consultation functions in the Member States, the 
strategic use of the European Social Fund (ESF) to support the EES objectives, and the Com-
mission funding of transnational networks of local authorities or civil society actors. The EU 
funds available are relatively small but they matter for those actors. 
To the extent that the soft co-ordination processes are perceived as governments’ processes, 
they will remain without much impact in the Member States. There are limits to what a top-
down soft co-ordination strategy can achieve. At best the top-down pressures can be com-
bined with pressures from below in the Member States, and the European strategy interact in 
an effective way with domestic actors and opinions. Guidelines, recommendations and Mem-
ber State peer pressure will be important to the extent that they are used by domestic actors. 
Indeed, rather than relying on top-down pressure, an effective soft co-ordination process 
would have to ensure that the relevant actors and stakeholders are mobilized. The EES can 
support a reform process if there are actors willing and able to pick up and move the questions 
forward. The EES can then function as a structure supporting domestic reform, even though 
mostly not being the decisive factor.  
Consequently, rather than the implementation of one European strategy, we see 15 domestic 
reform processes, however with apparent similarities. The EES supports these processes, by 
providing ideational input but also by altering actor relations. What we see is not the replace-
ment of national institutions and practices, but in some cases alteration of them, with partly 
new elements. Existing practices and institutions structure the response to the EES. Its effec-
tiveness depends – apart from such factors as the type of welfare regime and thus the type of 
reform pressure; the distribution of responsibilities and the centralization of the state; and the 
domestic political priorities and political majorities – on whether there are interests currently 
marginalized but sufficiently well-organized to be able to use the new openings. It is not cer-
tain that local actors are empowered, let alone seize the opportunities opened for. This de-
pends on existing distribution of resources as well as on actors’ self-perceptions and priorities. 
But we have shown examples of this happening following the EES. 
Thus, does soft co-ordination work? The prerequisites for co-ordination in terms of a balanced 
policy mix at EU level hardly exist, given the institutional asymmetry between monetary, fis-
cal and social policy. Yet, co-ordination in terms of horizontal and vertical integration at actor 
level has been improved. The EES has intensified transnational exchanges. In the absence of 
coercive instruments, the Commission has succeeded in fostering networking – in the new 
committees; by the Peer Review programme; by the support to transnational networking be-
tween local authorities and civil society actors – and alliance building – by the mobilization of 
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non-governmental actors, and interestingly, by an increased emphasis on the role of national 
parliaments in the EES. Increasingly, actors in the Member States – such as local authorities 
and non-governmental actors – have responded to the new openings. The record of the EES is 
thus mixed: The EES has induced some actor dynamics in the Member States, however, not 
yet penetrated the policy-making systems enough to make a real difference in national labour 
market policy-making. 

3.2.2 The Dismal Record of the Stability and Growth Pact 
The crisis of fiscal policy rules under the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) in the euro zone 
reached its climax on November 24-25, 2003, with the Ecofin Council rejecting the European 
Commission’s recommendation on French and German fiscal policies, thus effectively wav-
ing the sanctions to be taken according to the letter of the Amsterdam treaty. Although reas-
serted by the European Court of Justice, who in early July 2004 vindicated the Commission 
but only on form rather than substance, the future of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) is 
clearly uncertain, as the make-believe game that had characterised the previous breaches has 
at last ended. Yet, the number of countries not complying with the famous 3%-of-GDP limit 
for public deficits has been increasing over the years: one in 2001, two in 2002, four in 2003, 
and according to the Commission’s spring 2004 forecasts, four will still exceed the limit in 
2005. In addition, only days after the EU enlargement, in May 2004, the Commission 
launched the “excessive deficit procedure” against six of the ten new members. 
Over five of years of experience since the launching of the European monetary union have 
made amply clear that the SGP is not functioning the way it should. Though not apparent dur-
ing the first two years of existence of the euro zone, thanks to the favourable growth condi-
tions then prevailing everywhere, its defects and weaknesses have been revealed by the slow-
down of economic activity that hit the European Union (EU) in the wake of the US recession, 
in 2001. Ever since, its implementation has been a source of tensions, both amongst member 
states, with, in particular, a cleavage between large countries and small ones, and between 
member states and the Commission. 
In our analysis, we have first put the emphasis on the way the SGP rules have been imple-
mented since the beginning of EMU, then we review the outcome in terms of fiscal perform-
ances. In the third section, we have discussed some of the major flaws that have been stressed 
in the literature, as well as the weaknesses of the current institutions for fiscal discipline 
and/or co-ordination in the euro area. Finally, we have examined the pros and cons of some 
reform proposals or inflexions to the current SGP interpretation, and conclude on the missed 
opportunity of the Constitutional Treaty. 

3.2.2.1 Implementation of the multilateral surveillance procedure underlying the stability and 
growth pact 

Fiscal performances of the Member States 
In 1999, fiscal performances turned out better than forecast, budgetary targets were met and 
sometimes over-achieved, in spite of a growth weaker than expected in most member states. 
Revenues were higher than expected, and thanks to lower interest payments total expenditures 
displayed a slight decrease. As a result, the average debt-to-GDP ratio of the euro zone 
slightly decreased, but with heterogeneity amongst member states. Retrospectively, it appears 
that the growth slowdown in the first part of the year was chiefly due to a fall-off in external 
demand, which had little impact on tax revenues and did not prevent tax receipts from being 
buoyant. 
In 2000, economic growth resulted higher than expected, with however quite a lot of variance 
within the euro zone, and budget balances kept on improving in most member states, while 
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government debt-to-GDP ratios kept on falling. The main factors of this continuing reduction 
are to be found in lower deficits, healthy economic growth, and the allocation of UMTS re-
ceipts to debt reduction. Nonetheless, the cyclically adjusted primary balance did not improve, 
which reflects a certain lack of fiscal consolidation. 
In 2001, the budget positions sharply deteriorated, for first time since 1993, and budgetary 
adjustments were suspended, mostly as a result of automatic stabilisers in this period of weak 
growth, but also due to ambitious tax cut plans in many European countries. 2002 was also a 
difficult year, as all GDP growth forecasts for 2002 had to be revised downward, and public 
finance indicators registered a further deterioration, over and above what had been expected. 
For the first time since the launching of the euro, the 3%-of-GDP threshold was overstepped 
in Germany and France5. In the latter country, whereas the first two versions of the stability 
programmes had been reflecting an orientation toward fiscal consolidation, with negative fis-
cal impulses, the third programme reflected a genuine break, with a loudly proclaimed fiscal 
stimulus. In 2003 again, the GDP growth assumptions proved to have been far too optimistic, 
and so were the public account forecasts (except for Finland). Nevertheless, Finland, Luxem-
bourg and Spain managed to pursue the reduction of their debt-to-GDP ratios. But the average 
indebtedness ratio of the euro area, which had ceased to fall in 2002, started to rise again in 
2003. In spite of efforts by some Member States’ governments, most notably Germany and 
France, the prospects for fiscal consolidation in 2004 were only marginally better, as other 
countries (the Netherlands, Italy, Greece, Portugal) were breaching the 3%-of-GDP ceiling so 
that the average public debt ratio of the euro zone was a forecasted to rise again. But this time, 
with economic recovery under way and growth rates probably slightly above expectations, 
fiscal performances might, in most Member States, turn out better than planned. 

Domestic institutional changes and compliance strategies of Member States 
In the 1990s, two simultaneous structural trends may be observed in most EU Member States: 
on the one hand, the degree of fiscal decentralisation increased almost everywhere; on the 
other hand, budget rules were set to guarantee sound public finances and make for sufficient 
leeway for counter-cyclical policies. Some countries have also introduced national mecha-
nisms to help them implement European rules and constraints, such as medium-term expendi-
ture control processes. 
Member States are endowed with the responsibility of defining fiscal relationships between 
the various entities that form the general government so as to meet the SGP requirements. It is 
the central government that is responsible for respecting the Treaty and SGP requirements, 
but regional and local governments, and other public entities (such as social security) in most 
countries account for large shares of fiscal aggregates, which points out the necessity for 
member states to find solutions to secure sustained discipline at all levels of government, in 
order to achieve the medium term target of ‘close to balance or in surplus’. Various coordina-
tion frameworks have been developed, and some countries have chosen to implement ‘internal 
stability pacts’ in order to ascertain the precise responsibilities of each government level. 
In spite of these institutional changes, the general orientations of fiscal policies in Member 
States were, in general, not ‘virtuous’ enough in the phase of relatively high growth for the 
targets to be met during the slowdown. In addition, some countries deliberately embarked on 
expansionary fiscal policies (Creel/Latreille/Le Cacheux 2002). In 2000, year of the economic 
activity peak, Germany, Austria, France, Greece and Portugal were displaying negative 
budget balances. With the slowdown experienced between 2000 and 2002, they couldn’t but 
deteriorate even more. Austria, Belgium, Spain and Portugal tried to avoid the deterioration 
                                                
5  Already in 2001 Portugal had breached the deficit ceiling, but it clearly appeared to the result of misman-

agement. On these episodes and the successive revisions of the stability programmes as expectations were 
proving first over-pessimistic, then over-optimistic, see Creel/Latreille/Le Cacheux 2002. 
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through pro-cyclical fiscal policies, whereas Germany and France brought support to activity 
not only by letting automatic stabilisers play, but also with the help of discretionary policies. 
Since 2002, nominal deficits have been breaching the 3%-of-GDP threshold in several Mem-
ber States. 

3.2.2.2 Has the SGP Delivered? 
Initially conceived to ensure that the nominal convergence and stability criteria embedded in 
the Maastricht Treaty as conditions for participation in the European monetary union would 
prevail even after countries had been admitted in the ‘club’, the SGP is in principle focused on 
two goals: coordination of economic and fiscal policies of Member States, and public finance 
‘discipline’, the latter being summarised by the double objective of preventing ‘excessive 
deficits’ and aiming at a budget ‘close to balance or in surplus’ in the medium run. 
By focusing attention on budget balances, the SGP has indisputably contributed to reinforcing 
and spreading the ‘stability culture’ (Sapir et al. 2004) in the euro zone, in particular in coun-
tries that had lived with high inflation, as well as high public deficits and debts in the 1980s 
and early 1990s. In its most current meaning, this ‘stability culture’ refers to two ingredients, 
which are usually thought to be complementary: stable money and sound public finances. 
While the first ingredient is being delivered by the independent and stability-minded Euro-
pean Central Bank, the second implies some sort of discipline exerted on the governments of 
Member States, and, insofar as financial markets do not seem to exert sufficiently discriminat-
ing discipline, rules have been imposed on national fiscal policies6. 
As discussed, in most Member States, the SGP has induced institutional changes that have 
tended to reinforce the control of central governments over the overall developments of public 
finances in their own country. By focusing attention on deficits and the necessity to keep them 
below a certain threshold, it has also reinforced the position and powers of Finance Ministers 
within national governments. And, thanks to the mechanisms of ‘naming and shaming’, it has 
contributed to make large deficits politically more costly, both internally, as the press has 
been more eager than in the past to report on non-compliance with the European rules, and on 
the European scene, as the Commission has found allies, in particular amongst smaller Mem-
ber States, in its fight against ‘excessive deficits’. 
Yet, the outcome in terms of public finance developments in the Member States of the euro 
zone is not up to the expectations. Deficits and debts ratios did indeed ebb in the Member 
States of the euro zone in the 1990s; but no more than elsewhere. And most of the reduction 
happened under the Maastricht criteria, before the launching of EMU, at a time when the rules 
where more explicitly aiming at a decrease in public debts in those countries that had been the 
least ‘virtuous’, and when the sanction for non-compliance appeared quite unambiguous and 
drastic: it was the price to pay for participation in the euro zone. Public deficits and debt ratios 
went on declining in the first two years of existence of the euro zone; but the reduction was 
mostly due to stronger than expected growth, and instead of taking advantage of unexpected 
extra revenue to accelerate consolidation and reach the medium-term objective of “close to 
balance or in surplus”, governments yielded to popular pressure to cut taxes7 and embarked on 
ambitious tax reform plans that prove extremely costly for further consolidation afterwards. 

                                                
6  Note, however, that financial rating agencies have downgraded the Italian public debt in July 2004, as a re-

sponse to prospects of deteriorating budget balance and debt ratio, thus showing a, admittedly mild, tendency 
to discriminate amongst public debts of euro zone countries. 

7  The French episode of ‘cagnotte’, when government reluctantly had to give unexpectedly buoyant tax re-
ceipts back, and decided to cut the normal VAT rate by one point, is a perfect illustration of such difficulties, 
and of the lack of visible effects of at least some of the tax cuts. 
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As soon as the slowdown in economic activity swept over the euro zone, not only was con-
solidation brought to a halt, but deficits started skyrocketing again in most Member States, 
especially larger ones, and the trend toward smaller debt ratios, which is arguably the most 
important, though implicit, aim of the SGP, was actually reversed, and especially in those 
countries where it was still much above the 60%-of-GDP figure that had been regarded as a 
maximum in the Maastricht treaty. In particular, France and Germany did breach the Maas-
tricht ceiling for debt in 2002-2003. 
Although the SGP has undoubtedly made fiscal policies a ‘common concern’ of the euro zone 
by focusing attention on fiscal aggregates of Member States, it cannot be said to have signifi-
cantly improved economic policy coordination, insofar as the focus has been exclusively on 
‘excessive deficits’, with almost no progress being made on other issues. Hence, for instance, 
in ‘good times’ – in the years when the European economy was enjoying relatively high 
growth, there was little coordinated effort at reducing deficits, and even less coordination in 
the various tax cut plans that have been flourishing then, and that were mostly used as tools 
for tax competition, rather than in a cooperative strategy to promote growth. Similarly, in 
spite of the existence of a broad agreement on the so-called ‘Lisbon objectives’ for promoting 
growth and competitiveness, there is almost no common or even coordinated strategy to de-
liver on the objectives: after almost two decades of mediocre performance, when the catching-
up process vis-à-vis the US was interrupted, the euro zone has gone through more than three 
years of very slow growth; the gap with the US economy has been widening again and, in 
spite of an economic recovery under way, the European monetary union is now the region of 
the world with the lowest economic growth rate. It is difficult not to suspect that economic 
policies are, at least in part responsible for this poor performance8. 

3.2.2.3 The relevance of the SGP instruments questioned 

A critical analysis of the Pact rules 
As emphasised by many analysts9, the ultimate and only important goal of fiscal rules in a 
monetary union should be public debt sustainability, which implies to stabilise the debt ratio 
around some agreed level10. For well-known reasons, the SGP could not target debt ratios and 
is therefore formulated in terms of ‘excessive deficits’, which not only entails a nuisance in 
that it introduces noise in the message, but also makes it less effective. First, those countries 
with large debt ratios do not feel compelled to reduce them so long as their deficit remains 
below the SGP ceiling. And the medium-term rule of ‘close to balance or in surplus’ position 
is subject to interpretation. The “significant divergence” clause stipulates that budgetary posi-
tions should not depart consistently from the medium-term target or from the path of adjust-
ment towards it; to the extent that this clause is applied to cyclically-adjusted balances, it 
would prevent the typical relaxation of fiscal policies in periods of high growth, while letting 
automatic stabilisers play freely in periods of recession. If the clause is applied to actual rather 
than structural budget balances the result would be exactly the opposite namely a pro-cyclical 
bias of budget monitoring.  

                                                
8  The Sapir Report (2004) has the same diagnosis on performance, but does not seem to incriminate macroeco-

nomic policies. 
9  See, for instance, Brunila/Buti/Franco (2001), von Hagen (2003), Fitoussi/Le Cacheux 2003, etc. See above, 

on the rationale of fiscal policy coordination also Chapter 4 of this volume and references therein. 
10  See, in particular, Buiter (2001), Cœuré (2002), Pisani-Ferry (2002). Arguably, the debt criterion should bear 

on net, rather than gross debt, and include all implicit debts of the public, including pension liabilities. But 
the level at which it should be stabilised does not matter very much, provided it is not zero –for which there 
is no justification--, nor so high as to entail a large interest burden. 
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The SGP turns out to be highly pro-cyclical, because it is mainly focused on fiscal discipline 
during cyclical downturns and thus provides wrong incentives since it does not tackle the ten-
dency to run expansionary pro-cyclical policies in good times and does not reduce the politi-
cal inclination to ‘spend the money when it comes in’11. It could be usefully complemented by 
fiscal policy guidelines encouraging EMU members to avoid fiscal laxity in periods of up-
swing and buoyant activity, which would also leave margins of manoeuvre for automatic fis-
cal stabilisers in ‘bad times’.  
In the second half of the 1990s, efforts to consolidate public finances and meet the Maastricht 
requirements resulted in all Member States, except Greece and Portugal, in a sharp reduction 
of public investment. It is likely that the SGP has intensified this trend, especially in times of 
low growth. The achievement of a broadly balanced budget may negatively affect the public 
investment level, since most capital expenditure will have to be funded from current revenue 
(the cost of an investment will not be spread over the generations of taxpayers to whom it is 
supposed to benefit) and, as a consequence, have a negative, lasting impact on the productive 
and growth potential of the economy. 

A discussion of reform options of the SGP 
In 2001, the Ecofin adopted a code of conduct over the form and the content of stability and 
convergence programs, which specifies that medium-term fiscal policies also have to take into 
account non-expected risks and other variability and uncertainty sources likely to modify pub-
lic accounts. In the text of the SGP itself, be it Art. 104 of the TEC or the Council resolutions, 
the emphasis is put on the medium-term, and the possibility of taking account of public in-
vestment expenditures is also explicitly mentioned, thus opening up a space for reform with-
out having to amend the Treaties. 
In order to promote long-term public finance strategies, Pisani-Ferry (2002) suggests using a 
debt sustainability criterion and elaborating a long-term public finances sustainability pact, 
making it compulsory for member states to keep their debt below a 50%-of-GDP threshold 
and publish data relative to one-off commitments. Likewise, Gros in the CEPS Report (2002) 
is in favour of some kind of a ‘SGP for public debt’: each country would be set a debt-to-GDP 
target, and proposed a transition path based on the condition that one-twentieth of the differ-
ences between the initial debt ratio and the target be eliminated each year (cf. also von Hagen 
2003). Recently, the Commission itself recommended to pay attention to the sustainability of 
public finances (‘countries with high debt levels would be required to set ambitious long-term 
debt reduction strategies in their stability and convergence programmes, also suggested that 
high-debt countries should be required to achieve a satisfactory pace of debt reduction to-
wards the 60 percentage points of GDP reference value, and that a failure to do so should re-
sult in the activation of the debt criterion of the excessive deficit procedure’). However, long-
term debt projections are very sensitive to the assumptions made with respect to growth sce-
narios, interest rates, the valuation of pension liabilities and so on, so that the adjustment path 
should be kept flexible enough. 
The Ecofin Council of March 2003 modified the SGP so that Member States could use auto-
matic stabilisers, and made it clear that one-off measures exerting a transitory effect should be 
examined and taken into account. Henceforth, the goal of a ‘close to balance or in surplus’ 
budget account must be appraised over the whole cycle, and the rhythm of public finances 
consolidation must be appreciated through developments in the structural budget balance (the 
                                                
11  When Member States enjoy high growth and buoyant tax receipts, there is a clear political pressure to allevi-

ate the tax burden, while the incentives to speed up fiscal consolidation are weak, to say the least; when in-
stead they face mounting deficits, the trade-off they are offered is the following one: avoid discretionary anti-
cyclical policy or even block automatic fiscal stabilisers vs. neglect rules. As Bean (1998) puts it, the Pact is 
‘all sticks and no carrots’. 
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Commission suggested a 0.5%-of-GDP a year reduction of the structural deficit); at the initia-
tive of the Economic Policy Committee, it was also agreed to change the measure of the out-
put gap from a purely statistical methodology to a more economically-based one. However, 
whereas considering only nominal current deficits could lead to serious errors such as pro-
cyclical effects, focusing attention on structural accounts would, in principle, tighten the ad-
justment requirements in phases of higher-than-potential dynamism and loosen them in con-
trary situations: this norm would allow automatic fiscal stabilisers to play since the norm me-
chanically relaxes as soon as economic activity is under it potential growth path; thus, growth 
slowdowns, and not only sharp recessions, would allow more expansionary fiscal policies. 
The problem is to find a consensus over the methods to estimate structural budget balances, 
which implies agreeing on potential output and potential growth, a difficult task, especially if 
the latter depends on economic and fiscal policies being conducted by Member States’ gov-
ernments and the ECB. 
In particular, if, as suggested by theories of endogenous growth, potential growth depends on 
some types of public investment, one suggestion for reform (Creel/Latreille/Le Cacheux 
2002; Fitoussi/Le Cacheux 2003) would be to apply a golden rule (inspired by the British, or 
even by the French practice in local public finances), but amended to take the cyclical com-
ponent into account: the budget  would be divided into a current and a capital account; the 
former would have to be balanced or in surplus while the latter would be allowed to run a 
deficit, so long as an appropriate measure of indebtedness is stabilised over the medium term. 
Such an amended golden rule would allow for both growth and automatic fiscal stabilisers; it 
would also preserve heterogeneity among Member States in terms of public investment, 
which is not the case in the current SGP, under which socially desirable public investment 
projects might well be cancelled. 
Possible drawbacks of such a rule should nevertheless be mentioned. First, there is no dual-
budget accounting system in EU countries and the calculation of amortisation is quite com-
plex, so that it would be necessary to reach an agreement on accounting methods. Second, a 
golden rule could lead to a bias in expenditure decisions in favour of physical capital and 
against spending on human capital or other productive items which also contribute to growth 
and employment; but the inclusion of human capital could lead to the opposite outcome and 
generate a risk of unsustainable public finances.  

The incentives and credibility issue 
The institutional organisation of the Pact is based on a model combining notices from experts 
and political peer-decision. The lack of clarity of rules and positions of the institutions is 
harmful, and the game that follows may undermine the mechanism credibility. The Commis-
sion tends to be very watchful and the Council follows its proposals when it deals with mak-
ing the doctrine clearer – as in the case of conduct codes – but each member is tempted to 
depart from the rule when seeking an average way between a credibility (which supposes to 
go along with the experts’ opinion) and a diplomatic constraint (which implies trade-off rigor 
against a politic equilibrium concern). If, from a theoretical point of view, the Council gets 
the last word, the Commission’s notices are given a lot of publicity and are given an equal 
incidence as the Council’s one. In addition, the Commission benefits from a reputation effect 
since it is presented as an independent expertise organ, and this gives her a greater authority 
than the Council. 
Credibility rests on the opportunity for the Council to impose sanctions on the unruly state, 
and does not rest on automatic sanctions or the independency of a juridical power: the Council 
attends to the fiscal surveillance whereas it is made of fiscal policy actors that can be subject 
to surveillance: an important risk exists that sanctions be perceived as politically motivated. 
The incentive is not perceived as a strong one since the involved country can try to change 
enough his behaviour so that no majority in favour of sanctions emerges, this state can also 
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try to ally to other voices via bringing support to some countries over another policy issue 
debated by the Council. Actually, representatives of Member States in the Council will be-
have with understanding towards their counterparts’ lack of fiscal discipline, since they stand 
on both sides of the trial and it is the best way for them to guarantee a similar treatment for 
themselves in times of fiscal difficulties. The fact that the enforcement of sanctions requires 
many votes spread over a long period of time increases the probability of recourse to such 
coalitions. A majority can emerge for the non-compliance with the rules, motivated by the 
eventuality for states to be themselves submitted to these sanctions. As a consequence, the 
plausibility of the enforcement of sanctions directed towards sovereign countries is quite 
questionable (fines seem rather perverse and not politically credible), and the SGP reduces the 
weight of sounds economic judgment. 
The Pact is an institutional compromise, which tries to conciliate political governance logic 
and the logic of a governance by experts; this could work if rules were clear and actors credi-
ble, which is not the case. One possible way out would be to increase the role of the Commis-
sion and to improve the mode of operation of the Council, as suggested by Pisani-Ferry 
(2002). The Commission would be allowed to directly address states notices, recommenda-
tions, warnings relative to their economic policy orientations and the problems they may in-
duce, while the Council would be strengthened and be given the capacity to decide in front of 
difficult situations and have a restricting character. 
If credibility were the only objective of the reform, a real audit system could be created (Wy-
plosz 2002). It could not be the role of the Commission because of her current role in the 
European system and her proposal force as regards economic policies; it should therefore be 
conferred to an independent organism submitted to peer-evaluation and constrained to report 
its conclusions to political institutions of the euro area; it could even suggest sanctions. But of 
course, such an institutional solution would not solve the problem of incentives, that is the 
natural tendency for governments of Member States to balance costs and benefits and the 
various strategic options open to them. 

3.2.2.4 Conclusion 
In light of the preceding review of the track record of the SGP, it appears that, although this 
may sound contradictory, the rules ought to be sophisticated enough to satisfy economic con-
cerns but also simple and relying on hard elements in order for enforcement to be made easier 
and more credible. Choosing fiscal rules, be it in the quasi-federal context of a monetary un-
ion with a strong commitment to subsidiarity in fiscal matters or in the national context, is a 
highly political choice, and the trade-offs it implies should all be clearly spelled out and care-
fully considered. In addition, it is probably the case, as suggested in the companion paper on 
fiscal policy coordination, that the costs of abiding or breaching the rules are not the same for 
all countries in all contexts, in particular that the incentives may be stronger for large member 
states not to obey, quite independently of considerations of power or influence within the 
Council. Because of the prospective increase in heterogeneity of the euro zone, following the 
enlargement and the desire of some new members to join soon the euro zone, this issue of 
incentives should be carefully studied before a needed reform of the SGP is proposed. 
Given the poor track record of the existing fiscal rules, and the ever more apparent need for 
improvement in the institutions and procedures for coordination of economic policies, espe-
cially amongst Member States of the euro zone, the final version of the Constitutional Treaty 
adopted in Brussels in June 2004 cannot but elicit mixed feelings: on the one hand, a number 
of dispositions have been introduced to reinforce the powers of the Council, and to give offi-
cial existence to the Eurogroup, which could clearly take up the role of an economic govern-
ment of the euro zone, or at least promote more active forms of economic and fiscal policy 
coordination; but on the other hand, the SGP, although it is not explicitly mentioned in the 
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new treaty, has been reproduced, almost untouched, and all the flaws and ambiguities of the 
‘excessive deficit’ concept and procedures are still to be corrected. 

3.2.3 Europeanization Through Policy Coordination? Tracing and Explaining Na-
tional Adaptation in Member States 
More than most other modes of governance in the European Union, policy coordination in the 
area of fiscal and employment policy relies on an active participation and voluntary adapta-
tion of national political systems. Given the limited degree of legal bindingness, it seeks to 
promote policy learning through the exchange of information, best practices and policy effec-
tiveness, as well as the achievement of certain policy goals through multi-lateral surveillance 
and peer review. Yet, compliance with Council guidelines and recommendations cannot be 
taken for granted in the same way as in the case of EU regulations and directives. Policy co-
ordination relies primarily on voluntary action on the part of national and sub-national deci-
sion-makers and intermediary actors, backed up by, what Jacobsson has called ‘discursive 
regulatory mechanisms’ (Jacobsson 2002), including peer pressure in the Council and public 
opinion. In order to achieve their aims effectively, the new instruments of policy coordination 
require either explicitly or implicitly a high degree of openness, trust and cooperation from 
political actors, they require changes in the way administrations engage in policy-making 
processes and which procedures and institutions they use, and finally they expect from civil 
society and the public at large a receptiveness towards information, ideas, arguments, and 
criticism from the EU and its member states. 
In the framework of the GOVECOR project the empirical backbone of this inquiry were six-
monthly reports between 2002 and 2003 conducted by national experts to report on how pol-
icy coordination in the two fields has been used in and impacted upon ten member states (cf, 
the final national reports, Govecor 2004). Drawing on standardized measures of Europeanisa-
tion, an aggregate assessment of member states’ practice of policy coordination is developed 
to broaden the view beyond the different cases. The national reports were guided by question-
naires drafted by the Research Consortium.  
How can we measure different degrees of Europeanisation in these different areas of national 
political life in response to economic self-coordination? Drawing on the Europeanisation lit-
erature (Héritier and Knill 2001, Börzel 1999, Cowles et al. 2001, Radaelli 2003), we propose 
to make a heuristic distinction between four possible outcomes of Europeanisation, namely, 
inertia, absorption, upgrading, and transformation. Inertia refers to the absence of changes, 
either because adaptation pressure is very weak or because bringing domestic arrangements in 
line would be too costly given a high degree of ‘misfit’. Absorption can be described as 
largely superficial forms of change as actors and institutions seek to make domestic arrange-
ments work without changing their core organisational principles, routines and discourses or 
having to meet substantial costs. Upgrading can be seen as a moderate form of adaptation in 
so far as some aspects of organisation, practice or ideas are changed in a way that is novel, 
while other parts remain essentially the same. Finally, transformation can be witnessed ‘when 
the fundamental logic of political behaviour changes’ (Radaelli 2003: 38), when for instance 
new institutions are being set-up, new policy paradigms are established and implemented, or 
identity discourses and constructions shift in a way that changes dramatically the behaviour of 
a given arrangement, actor or system. 
The second feature relates to the use of performance indicators of the ten member states, relat-
ing to both policy sectors as well as to commonly used macro-economic indicators. While the 
primary objective of the project is not to explore the issue of policy performance or effective-
ness, but the evolution of governing modes, the data are a useful complement to the soft indi-
cators. They help to identify those countries who are lagging behind the quantitative targets of 
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the Lisbon Strategy and may help to explain, why some countries see themselves under less 
pressure to adapt/change their policies than other member states.  

3.2.3.1 The Pains of the Stability Pact: Adaptation, Contestation and Evasion in Fiscal Policy 
Coordination 

Impact on Procedures and Institutions 
Generally speaking, member state administrations have sought to comply with the reporting 
requirements of the SGP. This is subject to important qualifications. A number of countries’ 
delayed the submission of deficit figures and stability reports, partly because of political ex-
pediency (Austria in 2001, Germany in 2003). Another departure from explicit requirements 
concerns the accuracy of the data submitted by administrations - the Portuguese data revision 
in 2002 (cf. Courela 2002: 3), but also Germany and France have repeatedly submitted re-
peatedly markedly overoptimistic budget deficit estimates. But we have also seen that criti-
cism by the Commission and domestic actors can contribute to bring about substantial 
changes in how a country monitors, analyses and controls its public accounts (e.g. a new 
revenue management system in Portugal; cf. Cadeiras 2004: 264). Another form of procedural 
adaptation at least partly attributable to the EMU/SGP framework can be seen in a shift to-
wards multi-annual budgetary programming, which occurred in eight countries (European 
Commission 2001: 38, Plasschaert and Pochet 2004). This can be interpreted not only as a 
response to a ‘misfit’ with the planning horizon of the Stability Pact, but may also be caused 
by an ideational reinforcement through EU policy coordination of the argument for sustain-
able and anti-cyclical fiscal policy in an era of ageing populations. 
Institutional adaptation occurred in the area of monitoring and coordinating fiscal policies of 
national, regional and local budgetary authorities. Federal states were naturally more strongly 
affected, given that sub-national authorities’ fiscal policy choices are more important for a 
country’s overall budgetary stance. Belgium, Austria Italy, and Germany, have by various 
means – and with varying success – sought to set budgetary surveillance and enforcement 
procedures vis-à-vis sub-national entities, going as far as the Austrian National Stability Pact. 

Impact on Policies and Actors’ Strategies 
For the observation period most member states have geared their fiscal policies to heed the 
fiscal rules, but often not to the extent required, with considerable national variation and less-
ening over time as SGP compliance became more costly. Generally, speaking we can identify 
different groups of countries based on their adaptation patterns. The first concerns countries 
that could continue their budgetary policies without any major adaptation largely because 
domestic arrangements, institutions, procedures and policy strategies were already in line with 
the EU rules and recommendations (the golden rule in the UK until very recently, a budget 
surplus rule in Sweden, a cyclical buffer fund in Belgium, funds to deal with the rising pen-
sion liabilities in Ireland, etc.) (cf. Govecor 2004 for details). 
Some countries have, however, behaved quite differently. On one end of the spectrum, we 
have Portugal, which substantially changed its fiscal policies in 2002 and 2003 after it was 
(almost) given an early warning for its excessive deficit of 2002 (cf. Cadeiras 2004)). If Por-
tugal can be seen as a ‘repenting’ country coming back into line, others are walking at the 
margins of the pathway (Italy), constantly putting one foot outside while pronouncing it was 
not intentional (Germany) and exploring how far they can get away with it before being told 
off (France). It seems therefore that the constraints of the SGP have failed to induce far rang-
ing changes in national policies and strategies, even though it can be argued that fiscal expan-
sion would have been greater in its absence.  
Finally, we found some evidence for differential empowerment. Fiscal policy coordination 
has certainly strengthened national governments on the expense of parliaments in the budget-
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ary procedure. Another dimension of differential empowerment concerns the position of na-
tional finance ministers, which has been politically and institutionalized strengthened in a 
number of countries. 

Impact on Ideas and Discourses 
As with other indicators of change, we do not find a uniform pattern of adaptation with regard 
to ideas and discourses. In three countries, Italy, France and to a lesser degree Germany and 
Belgium, a certain ‘stability fatigue’ has been setting in and demands for a ‘pay-back’ after 
austerity measures, which some commentators belief to have stifled growth and hindered job 
creation. Election campaigns in these two countries were partly won on a ticket of tax-breaks 
and scepticism regarding a ‘rigid’ or ‘inflexible’ interpretation of the rules and the need to 
‘kick-start’ the economy and provide a ‘stimulus’.  
Economic policy coordination provided a new impetus to budgetary consolidation by high-
lighting the ‘demographic time-bomb’ and the need to ensure the sustainability of pension 
systems. This issue did reverberate in national arenas and strengthened the case for the goal of 
cyclically adjusted budget surpluses. While France, Italy and Portugal (before the change of 
government) were clearly cases of countries in which the ‘stability culture’ has been gradually 
retreating, the majority of countries studied maintain their ‘sound money’ orientation, such as 
the Netherlands, Belgium and to a lesser degree Germany. 
In sum, in comparison to the preceding and partly overlapping convergence process to EMU, 
the Stability and Growth Pact has been less successful to maintain the ideational framework 
underpinning a ‘stability culture’ and to externalize the political costs of national adaptation to 
EU institutions. Socialisation processes emanating from fiscal policy coordination largely 
impinge on the small parts of the administrative sphere and do little to turn political elites 
away from previous choices or convince the public of the necessity of certain measures. In the 
ideational and communicative domain, absorption and inertia are the dominant trends to be 
observed. 

3.2.3.2 The Gains of the Employment Strategy: Peer Review, Learning and Neglect in Em-
ployment Policy Coordination 

Impact on Institutions and Procedures 
With a view to the process of setting up the National Action Plans (NAP) most member states 
apply central co-ordination procedures with a leading role of the national ministries of labour 
and a relatively low number of civil servants directly involved. An exception to the central-
ised national co-ordination process is Germany where the federal structure impacts on the 
composition of the network. Here more actors are involved, creating a more decentralised 
process. Furthermore horizontal inter-ministerial working groups and ad-hoc co-ordination 
meetings were introduced. Additionally we found a strong role of the ministries of finance in 
many member states (cf. Plasschaert/Pochet 2004; Thiel 2004). Additionally, with a view to 
the co-ordination mechanisms at central state level, the NAP process is throughout all EU 
member states characterised by a very low degree of parliamentariszation. This adds to the 
problem of its low public visibility and recognition. Only in Ireland the Parliament decided to 
discuss the NAP in 2001 (cf. Lynch 2004).  
Even though the central co-ordination mechanisms under the EES path-dependently follow 
the decision-making logic of the respective member state, the strategy offered a window of 
opportunity to actors formerly not directly involved in national employment policy-making 
(e.g. ministries of education or units for gender mainstreaming). Also with a view to social 
partner involvement the EES caused institutional innovation in some member states while the 
procedural modes of consultation largely followed national traditions. National social partner 
organisations nevertheless concentrate their activities on the involvement in national policy-
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making and do not perceive the European level as a relevant point of access for national em-
ployment policy-making. The EES also added to the establishment of territorial or regional 
employment pacts.  
As a result, we found a varying, but altogether low impact of the institutional innovation po-
tential of the EES on the national policy-making systems, largely due to the path-dependency 
of administrative developments. Main features of the national institutional structures to deal 
with the EES are in line with and path-dependently follow national routine co-ordination 
methods as well as national institutional and decision-making logics. Nevertheless some of 
them have been partly adapted to the EES even though they have not been entirely re-
designed to comply with the structural demands of the EES. 

Impact on Policies and Actors’ Strategies 
General shifts in national employment policies and priorities accompanied the establishment 
of the EES in the late 1990s. In some countries these shifts went hand in hand with govern-
ment changes from conservative to social democratic governments like in Germany or the UK 
(cf. the respective reports). Policy shifts were largely in line with the priorities of the EES 
even though it is difficult to relate them directly to the establishment of the Strategy. Topics 
like tax and pension reforms; preventive approach and activation measures; measures to pro-
mote gender equality and lifelong learning or to reduce youth unemployment became priori-
ties of all member states’ employment and labour market agendas. 
Some countries like Sweden or the UK did not have major problems to comply with the EES 
and its targets as their approaches to employment and labour market policies were similar to 
those of the EES. Others like Italy had problems to comply because of the fact that “tradi-
tional labour policy-making in Italy was rather incompatible with the model inherent in the 
EES” (European Commission 2002b) with its domestic traditions of hyper-regulation by leg-
islative means, separation of bureaucratic competencies, neglect of the real labour market 
situation and implementation side and centralisation of the political process. Especially in 
those countries confronted with special labour market problems the EES might have been 
gradually supportive to policy changes due to learning from other EU member states’ prac-
tices. 
Despite the further institutionalisation of social partner contacts the real impact of social part-
ners on the NAPs, according to their own perception, has weakened in some countries like 
Austria or Italy (cf. the reports on Austria and Italy) over the lifetime of the EES. This might 
have been reinforced by the fact that social partner did not perceive the EES to strongly add to 
national employment policy changes. Generally, problems concern its ex-post character and 
the fact, that the NAP is not negotiated in the same way as national employment policies and 
has no real connection to the domestic political process. 

Impact on Ideas and Discourses 
Even if - especially after the Lisbon summit - there was an initial media interest in the EES 
like in the case of Austria or Italy, it faded during the lifetime of the strategy. This initial in-
terest focused on the discussion of selected labour market indicators such as the employment 
rate in contrast to the former concentration on unemployment rates. The first Austrian NAP 
was heavily discussed in the media and also the 1999 NAP was referred to in news coverage, 
but afterwards and especially with the government change the public debate has become less 
intensive. Because of its rather technocratic and complex nature the EES found only little at-
tention in the public discourse or was at best event-driven in the context of European events 
like European Council Summits. Generally, public discourse on employment policies is still 
mainly influenced by national priorities, reforms and strategies. Real and lasting incorporation 
of the topic into the national discourse could thus not be witnessed. 
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Incorporation of new ideas and ideational changes due to the EES is most noticeable in rela-
tion to topics such as the increasing relevance of employment levels, gender mainstreaming, 
education and lifelong learning issues and their connection to labour market policies, policy 
co-ordination with a broader approach to labour market policies and evaluation of employ-
ment policies. Thus, the EES might have ‘made it more popular’ to reflect on and introduce 
certain issues such as gender equality, older workers, flexibility of working arrangements, 
activation measures with a shift of attention to the individual or the integration of disabled 
people and ethnic minorities into national employment policy agendas. With a view to the 
transposition of these ideational changes into national employment policies a main problem 
for a greater visibility of the EES in the national public discourses seems to be that new poli-
cies or reform initiatives are not related to the EES. 

3.2.3.3 The Limits of the coordination of coordination at the domestic level: Formal routines 
and low level of awareness 
The European provisions and procedures on the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines (BEPGs) 
assign various tasks for the domestic level, at least with regard to the submission of reports 
(national action plans, stability and convergence programmes, Cardiff reports, etc.). In order 
to deal with this in a more coherent manner, the BEPGs and the coordination of European 
coordination procedures has been successively incorporated into the administrative work of 
the relevant domestic ministries in almost all member states analyzed by the Govecor project 
(the exception is Italy, cf. the report). While the various ministries deal with the respective 
separate procedures, coordination is usually ensured by horizontal administrative bodies of 
inter-ministerial or – in case of larger ministries – inter-departmental coordination. Procedural 
innovation has thus been – by and large – low. One exception has been Portugal, but the inter-
ministerial commission set up for the follow-up of the Lisbon strategy has been abolished 
again by the incoming new government in the year 2002 (cf. Portuguese report). Nevertheless, 
in most member states horizontal coordination has intensified over the years, and with the 
broader approach of the BEPGs has included additional ministries or departments. 
Co-ordination procedures vis-à-vis the European level do not seem to have changed substan-
tially. Administrative bodies traditionally in charge of European affairs, in most cases work-
ing closely together with the permanent representations in Brussels and associated either to 
the European and/or Foreign affairs or to the economic and/or finance ministries, have kept 
their coordinating roles in most cases. As such, the BEPGs are treated as ‘yet another’ coordi-
nation exercise originating from the EU. In some cases, however, on the governmental level 
the strengthening of Ecofin at the expense of other Council formation has been matched with 
similar tendencies at the domestic level, certainly with regard to the procedural handling of 
the coordination procedures. Finance and/or Economic Ministries have gained ground vis-à-
vis other ministries. Indeed, the merging of Economics and Employment ministries witnessed 
in some member states such as Germany and Italy, were almost certainly aimed as achieving 
greater coherence between the two policy areas, even though, obviously, clearly not motivated 
by European incentives or ideas.  
What is noteworthy is, nevertheless, that apart from this kind of formal compliance to the pro-
cedural aspects of coordination, the timing of decision-making on the domestic level has not 
substantially been altered, clearly not with regard to the BEPG process and only in some cases 
with regard to the annual budgetary deliberations and the stability and convergence pro-
grammes. In most countries there is no direct link between the submission of the SGP and the 
national budgetary procedure and the BEPGs are certainly not a reference document for par-
liaments when deciding on next year’s budget. Looking at parliamentary procedures to deal 
with the BEPGs and/or their implementation on national level, traditional patterns have been 
applied without inventing specific procedures. There have been very few detailed discussions 
in the parliamentary committees or in parliament, parliamentary reports are mainly summaries 
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of the BEPGs and the government’s response to them. Even where discussions do occur in 
relation to the BEPGs the impact on the policy making process appears to be extremely lim-
ited. 
As a conclusion, the implementation of the BEPGs procedure on the domestic level has not 
led to a novel approach to deal with European coordination policies. The BEPGs have been 
included in the array of tasks to be handled by national administrations and other bodies in 
charge of European affairs, in most cases using ‘traditional routines’, but the guidelines have 
not affected many other actors or institutions. 
Public awareness and public discourse to this mode of European governance has only margin-
ally developed. If happening at all, it has remained remote from their real content – with the 
exception of the Irish case (cf. Meyer 2004), and, although to a much lesser extent, in 2002 
when the French openly opposed a recommendation at the June European Council meeting to 
further reduce France’s structural deficit by another 0.5 percentage point. 
Despite the considerable administrative resources invested into reporting and surveillance 
mechanisms, a direct impact of the BEPG process on national policies remains hardly recog-
nisable so far. Arguably, the limited number of domestic actors involved in the coordination 
procedures as well as the low awareness of the BEPG process has contributed to this outcome, 
further facilitated by the low level of adaptational pressure. 

3.2.3.4 Making Sense of the Findings: Comparing Europeanisation Effects across Governing 
Modes and Countries 
This section summarises the findings of the previous sections and highlights differences in 
Europeanisation effects among the two governing modes as well as among countries. More-
over, it advances some explanations of the observed variations among member states. In order 
to systematically compare the findings elaborated above, we have asked national rapporteurs 
to translate their analysis into standardised measures of impact (‘Inertia’ = 0, ‘Absorption’ = 
1’, ‘Upgrading = 2’, ‘Transformation = 3’). While the scope for the interpretation of such fig-
ures is necessarily limited, they do provide a useful complement to the rich empirical analysis 
in so far as they point to important differences in impact across governing modes and member 
states. 
Generally, we note that absorption and upgrading were the most common phenomena of na-
tional adaptation to Europeanisation opportunities and constraints. None of the different di-
mensions of political change exceeded on average the assessment of moderate Europeanisa-
tion in the form of upgrading, some important differences among member states notwith-
standing (see further below). The second finding is that hard policy coordination has caused a 
greater degree of adaptation than its softer counterpart (see Table 1). The national experts’ 
assessment was that fiscal policy coordination has on average led to a mixture of absorption 
and upgrading of national systems (average value of 1.71). Upgrading was most pronounced 
in the area of institutions as well as in the area of discourse and ideas. This was primarily due 
to the establishment of national stability pacts and cyclical funds whereas the second is caused 
by the intensification of debates concerning compliance with the three percent deficit limit 
and the excessive deficit procedure. In sum, however, the provisions for fiscal policy coordi-
nation have led only to very selective upgrading of national policy-making processes, actors, 
and institutions, and not to the kind of transformative changes, which would have been 
needed to make national fiscal policy consistent with the SGP, such as changes in the rela-
tionship between Bund and Länder in Germany.  
Employment policy coordination was mostly characterised by weak to moderate adaptation 
trends (average value of 1.47, i.e. more absorption than upgrading). Upgrading was most 
pronounced in policy-making and coordination procedures, which is largely due to the need to 
comply with the requirements for inter- and intra-ministerial cooperation for the production 
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and implementation of the NAPs. In contrast to its fiscal counterpart, employment policy co-
ordination hardly led to much institutional innovation. It did, however, encourage greater par-
ticipation and involvement of social partners and interest groups, even if changes were at best 
moderate. We could observe also some ideational changes, but not via public discourse were 
the impact as very weak, but via the EES’s influence on administrative elites and expert net-
works.  
When looking at the coordination of coordination policies at the national level, adaptation can 
clearly be characterized as absorption (average value of 1.13). While the procedures have very 
moderately been adapted to the increased demand for coordination between the policy fields, 
institutional innovation has basically not taken place. Compared to the other two modes, pub-
lic discourse is even less developed in the case of the BEPGS. The same can be said with re-
gard to adaptations of governmental policies, even if moderate ideational changes have been 
traced by the national rapporteurs.  
When comparing the Europeanisation effects of the governing modes in fiscal and employ-
ment policy across the dimensions of our inquiry, we see some, but certainly no pronounced 
differences. Fiscal policy coordination has made on average a stronger impact of half a unit of 
value (0,34), i.e. the difference from moderate absorptions effects to upgrading trends. There-
fore, both policy coordination modes are not worlds apart in their potential to Europeanise 
member states. Yet, when looking closer, we do note that their ‘genetic’, especially the hard 
sanction element, the quantitative targets, and the stronger peer pressure element, did translate 
into differences in Europeanisation impact. For instance, we saw much stronger effects for 
fiscal policy coordination in the area of ideas and discourses and institutional changes, 
whereas soft coordination caused more procedural changes and a greater involvement of non-
governmental actors. However, these differences did not translate into more policy-related or 
strategic change at the level of governmental or non-governmental actors. Indeed, we have 
found evidence for policy changes in a number of cases even if they were not very costly and 
went hardly noticed in the broader public. In the area of fiscal policy coordination, policy 
change is more difficult to trace back to the SGP, but was clearly much more contentious and 
often resisted by national policy-makers. Therefore, the degree to which the legal DNA of a 
policy-coordination mode is considered ‘harder’ does not allow us to make a credible forecast 
of its impact across all Europeanisation dimensions, but only with regard to some of them. 

Table 3.2.3.1: Standardized Europeanisation Measures Across Policy Coordination Modes 
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We also noted that differences between member states were more pronounced than between 
governing modes (see Table 2). This observation applies particularly to fiscal policy coordina-
tion were the standard deviation among member states was much higher than in the case of 
employment policy coordination. Some member states responded quite strongly to the fiscal 
policy constraints and reacted through upgrading and even in some cases transforming in 
some respects (for instance in Portugal, Germany, Belgium, Ireland, and Italy) whereas in 
others Europeanisation has been fairly limited (France, Netherlands, Sweden, Austria and the 
UK). In particular, one can see significant differences in Europeanisation with regard to the 
institutional/legal dimension of domestic fiscal policy-making, which has been altered in sig-
nificant ways in Belgium, Portugal, Germany and Italy.  
How can one account for these differences? Even though we did not set-out to test the misfit 
thesis (cf. Börzel/Risse 2000: 5; Risse/Green Cowles/Caporaso 2001:7), according to which 
the likelihood of change depends on the degree to which national arrangements are incom-
patible with European demands, we can see their utility as a functionalist starting point for the 
likelihood of change, which would need to be further unpacked. For instance, one would have 
to consider the wider implications of certain policy commitments and restrictions, such as the 
degree to which some countries’ fiscal balances were dependent on sub-national authorities’ 
taxing and spending policies. This kind of interdependence increased pressure on authorities 
to take concrete steps to introduce new institutions and procedures to bind lower levels of 
governance into the fiscal discipline requirements of EMU and the SGP. Yet, at the same 
time, we have seen that the existence of such a misfit does not constitute a sufficient explana-
tion of the strength of change. The impact tended to be stronger in those countries, which had 
contemplated change already from some time before the coming into force of the SGP and for 
primarily domestic reasons, as in the case of Belgium. In other countries such as Germany and 
Italy, weak national stability pacts were introduced without dramatically strengthening central 
government or constraining sub-national auhorities’ ability to run deficits because of missing 
or unworkable sanction mechanisms.  
The real puzzle for the misfit thesis concerns the area of fiscal policy coordination: Why did 
countries like Germany and France come under so much adaptation pressure and why did they 
chose to evade the constraints at a certain point, instead of implementing costly changes? The 
answer to this question seems to be asymmetric vulnerabilities: On the one hand, it has been 
argued by Le Cacheux (cf. Le Cacheux 2005) that larger economies are more vulnerable to 
restrictions of their fiscal policies within the SGP framework in comparison to small and open 
economies, which can more easily influence their fiscal balances through trade and benefit 
more the stability peg of Monetary Union. At the same, larger economies are politically less 
vulnerable to both formal and informal sanctions. In comparison to small member states, they 
are less likely to be outvoted and isolated in the Council. A complementing factor is the exis-
tence of strong informal or formal veto positions within a political system, which may se-
verely constrain executives’ ability to push through certain measures. Strong trade-unions, 
coalitions governments and joint-decision traps between national and sub-national authorities 
have hindered also progress in other policy areas in Germany, France and Italy, the ailing 
founding countries. 
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Table 3.2.3.2: Standardized Europeanisation Measures Across Member States 
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In the area of employment policy coordination we find that the differences in member states 
adaptation are considerably less pronounced with the exception of the UK, which has success-
fully shielded domestic political debates from the few potentially controversial European rec-
ommendations while at the same time having most its policy concepts in the area of employ-
ment legislation in line with the EU level. We find almost moderate Europeanisation of em-
ployment policy coordination with an upgrading of the institutional and procedural dimension 
only in Portugal and Austria. Both are comparatively small countries with relatively strong 
involvement of social partners. 

3.2.3.5 Conclusion: Soft Governance, Weak Europeanisation? 
The studies do not yield a single, but many answers to the question of member state adapta-
tion as one needs to differentiate between the different policy coordination modes, 
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types/characteristics of countries, and kinds of adaptation and reactions. Yet, there is also 
scope for cautious generalisations, which indicate that the scope of Europeanisation has been 
at best moderate, and on balance smaller than those actors who signed the legal provisions for 
policy coordination 1997 in Amsterdam seem to have expected judging by their public rheto-
ric. Policy coordination modes have only in a small number of countries led to transformative 
changes in the administrative set-up, actors’ policy preferences and strategies, and domestic 
public debates and policy ideas. On average therefore, domestic arrangements for economic 
governance are thus too ‘sticky’ for the incentives and constraints of these softer governing 
modes to cause more than a mixture of absorption and upgrading of national political system, 
their practices and policy ideas. This part of the findings may not come as a surprise and nec-
essarily contrasts with other Europeanisation studies on first pillar issues such as area of la-
bour law, where EU directives have to be transposed into national law, even if some leeway is 
given how that can be done. 
Yet, there are important qualifications to be made. Policy coordination, both in its hard and 
soft form, has caused upgrading effects with regard to some dimensions of national political 
systems. For instance, employment policy coordination did help to introduce some changes in 
national agendas, policies and ideas in a number of countries and with regard to different is-
sues. It also helped to bring about changes in national consultation and policy-making proce-
dures and interactions among political and non-governmental actors. Moreover, the provisions 
for fiscal policy coordination were capable of contributing to the setting-up of new institu-
tions for the conduct of fiscal policy as well as influencing the course of national fiscal policy 
- but only in some smaller and medium-size countries. We have accounted for these differ-
ences in Europeanisation by highlighting the asymmetric vulnerabilities between large and 
small countries in Europe, which focuses on their varying ability to comply with the fiscal 
rules of the SGP on the one hand, and the credibility of threats of political exclusion and sanc-
tions on the other hand. Moreover, we have noted that some countries were generally less able 
to implement transformative changes against political resistance given the existences of in-
formal or formal veto positions within the national political systems. Finally, the ideational 
attachment to European integration in general and the purpose of fiscal policy coordination 
under EMU was seen as a factor in explaining differences in Europeanisation beyond a ‘good-
ness of fit’ test.  
This means that stronger Europeanisation phenomena could be found in the small and more 
federally organised states. Moreover, the impact was strongest in the area of discourses, ideas 
and to a lesser degree of institutions as national stability pacts (with weak sanction mecha-
nisms) were set-up. Finally, countries traditionally more concerned about a loss of sover-
eignty found it more difficult to use Brussels as a stimulus for reforms. Since the European 
interest carried relatively little influence in domestic politics and public discourse, reform 
through the backdoor of Brussels were hardly ever initiated in these countries, or if they were, 
they were done so without any reference to the origins of such changes. In marked contrast to 
the convergence process with the strong incentive of becoming EMU member, we could see 
that even in the area of hard policy coordination, governments hardly ever used EU guidelines 
or recommendations to further contentious policy proposals. Given that also soft policy coor-
dination in the field of employment policy has failed to bring about more than moderate 
changes, our study raises doubts about whether self-coordination modes can be more than a 
supplement to the national process of formulating, deciding and implementing national socio-
economic policies. This should be reason enough to caution against bold statements by the 
European Council associated with the relaunch of the Lisbon strategy, which seem to aim for 
bringing about such kind of transformative changes of national economies single-handedly, 
thereby raising expectations towards policy coordination that can not be met. 
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3.3. Six Years of Policy Coordination: Discerning Trends and Testing Theories 

3.3.1 Towards a Communitarisation? Spill-overs between Structural Funds and the 
European Employment Strategy 
The starting point of this research was the fact that the European Employment Strategy is of-
ten considered to constitute a separate compartment in the EU system of governance. The 
research puzzle is the following: Does, five years after its creation, the EES continue to func-
tion in a separate compartment of the European system of governance? Or could we observe 
growing interlinkages and spillover with other EU policies also targeting employment. In fi-
nancial terms the EU's most important policy instrument to combat unemployment are the 
structural funds. The question is whether and how a functional relationship between the EES 
and the structural funds has evolved.  
This research question goes beyond the question of spillover because it analyses to what ex-
tend and how the EES as an intergovernmental strategy has been linked to supranational pol-
icy instrument. The research explored this constitutional asymmetry and asked whether and 
how the evolving European employment policy is based on a coherent mode of governance or 
whether it is designed by a loosely linked network of different polices and instruments. 
The research has looked at three different levels of policy making: the legal, the strategy for-
mulation and the administrative level. The analysis is based on primary and secondary legisla-
tion, NAPs as well as on structural funds related strategy documents such as the Community 
Support Frameworks, Operational Programmes and Programme Complements. A question-
naire has been developed for the 10 national rapporteurs drafting the country studies. It fo-
cused on newly established procedures and interaction between actors involved in drafting 
and implementing the various strategy documents. But not only formal interaction has been 
taken into account also informal procedures and a change in routines was taken into account. 
In addition the project also considered evaluation reports produced in the context of structural 
funds and the EES.  

3.3.1.1 The Legal-Constitutional Level: Setting the Basis for a Functional Relationship? 
At the level of primary legislation, the structural funds and the EES are linked by the EU stra-
tegic priority to achieve a high level of employment. This is, however, a rather indirect link 
which is not limited to the structural funds but refers to all EU policies. Beyond that the 
Treaty does not include any sector-specific reference to a functional relationship between the 
EES and the structural funds. In contrast, secondary legislation stipulates a specific functional 
relationship. The general structural funds regulation calls upon the Member States to take 
account of the EES when implementing the structural funds. The ESF regulation explicitly 
tasks every Member State to demonstrate that the ESF priorities are consistent with the NAP. 
As regards the other three funds, the regulations do not include any reference to the EES.  
The following conclusions can be drawn from these findings: Firstly, secondary legislation 
very clearly establishes a functional relationship between the EES and the ESF. It is thus not a 
question of whether the ESF should be linked to the EES but only how. Secondly, the legal 
basis establishes an ambivalent relationship with regard to the funds except the ESF since it 
does not translate the horizontal priority to achieve a high level of employment into secondary 
legislation governing the other three funds. The legal-constitutional level does thus not estab-
lish a clear approach to the EES. On the one hand it shows signs of functional spillover and 
interlinkages between the EES and the ESF. On the other hand it includes deliberate com-
partmentalisation and separation between the EES and the other structural funds. Given the 
constitutional asymmetry between the EES and the structural funds, these mixed messages are 
likely to create frictions or at least different interpretations during the strategy formulation and 
administrative phases. 
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3.3.1.2 The Strategic Level: Synergies or Patchwork? 
The European Commission for its part has clearly considered it necessary that the EES and 
the ESF priorities should be coordinated and that there should be consistency of assistance 
from the structural funds with employment policy. The plans, drawn up on the basis of com-
mon Employment Guidelines adopted by the Council, should serve as the overall framework 
for measures to support employment policies under the structural funds.  
In contrast to the Commission, the Council did follow a more reluctant and a less coherent 
approach towards linking the ESF with the EES. While the Council showed strong support of 
the functional relationship in its employment guidelines of 1999 and 2003, it used a much 
more cautious wording between 2000 and 2002. This changing attitude may be explained by 
the fact that the negotiations of the structural funds programming documents for the period 
2000-2006 were at their height in 2000 and 2001. Consequently, the Member States' represen-
tatives in the Council were acutely aware of the Commission's preference for a close link be-
tween the structural funds and the EES. They may have opted for a cautious wording in order 
to rein in the Commission’s ambitions and not to give it another means to interfere in the use 
of the structural funds in the Member States. Another explanation for the Council‘s almost 
yearly changing attitude towards the link between ESF and EES could be that the Council 
itself does not have a clear vision and follows a more ad-hoc approach. 
As regards the individual Member States, all of them have implemented the requirement to 
link the ESF and the EES. Most Member States’ structural funds programming documents 
reflect the EES objectives and include explicit references to them. Since 2000, all NAPs in-
clude references to the ESF and outline how the NAP takes structural funds priorities on 
board. Yet, out of those countries included in this study most of them seem to do this in a 
rather formal than strategic manner. Consequently, the role of the NAPs in drafting the struc-
tural funds programming documents was very limited. Interviewees from Sweden, Italy, Bel-
gium, and the Netherlands confirmed that the NAPs are not seen as a strategic but rather as an 
ex post document stating what the Member State has done in the field of employment. The 
EES is thus not perceived to have a major impact on priorities and the strategy of the current 
programming documents.  
A subsequent comparison of the fund allocation in the previous programming period (1994-
1999) with the current on (2000-2006) confirms this conclusions. Although Member States 
made sure that the ESF programmes are consistent with the NAP and EES objectives, they did 
not fundamentally modify their ESF allocation. The only exception where some Member 
States considerably shifted the funds is the equal opportunity pillar. Whether, however, this 
change resulted from the EES as the Italian, Belgium or Austria reports suggested or whether 
it was induced by the stronger wording in the structural funds regulations of 1999 on gender 
mainstreaming remains an open question.  
One reason for the limited strategic link may stem from the different strategic orientations of 
the ESF on the one hand and the EES on the other. Until 2003 the EES was divided in four 
pillars: employability, entrepreneurship, adaptability, and equal opportunities. In contrast, the 
ESF regulation stipulates five policy fields of intervention: (1) active labour market policy, 
(2) social inclusion, (3) lifelong learning, (4) adaptable workforce, (5) women’s participation. 
When drafting the programmes, the Member States allocated their ESF share on the basis of 
the five policy fields. Only afterwards Member States demonstrated the strategic overlap be-
tween the five priorities and the four pillars. This retroactive link between the ESF and the 
EES may have lead to friction losses. 
Another reason for the limited link between the ESF and the EES may be that the overall im-
portance of the ESF in supporting Member States´ active labour market policy is relatively 
limited. The study shows that the ESF’s role as a financial instrument support the EES is par-
ticularly evident in the relatively poor countries, e.g. in Portugal where the ESF share of the 
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country’s active labour market policy amounts to 40%. The NAP is to a large part financed by 
the ESF (Cadeiras 2003, p. 17). 
Yet, this reasoning does not hold in all countries. For instance in Ireland, we have found a 
close link between the NAP and the structural funds strategy. Yet, the ESF only contributes to 
a limited extend, namely to 8,8% to the country’s total expenditure on active labour policy. In 
Ireland the reason for accepting the link between ESF and EES rather seems to be the overall 
importance attached to the ESF in comparison to the other structural funds. Ireland has consis-
tently allocated an above-average share of its structural funds to the ESF. In the programming 
period 2000-2006, the ESF share represents 33% of Ireland’s total structural funds allocation. 
The EU-average in Objective 1 regions is around 10 percentage points lower than the Irish 
share. The great importance Ireland attaches to the ESF among the structural funds suggests 
that employment is not only a national priority but also a priority when it comes to allocating 
the structural funds. Moreover, the public does not seem to perceive the NAP as a document 
prepared solely to satisfy EU requirements but as a national policy document (Lynch 2003, p. 
8). 
As regards the Community Initiative EQUAL, the programming documents consistently allo-
cate different amounts to the four pillars than under the mainstream programmes. While the 
equal opportunity pillar received more funding under EQUAL, the employability pillar re-
ceived less. 
One reason for these differences between mainstream programmes and EQUAL may be that 
drafting the programming documents for mainstreamed programmes usually involves a wide 
range of ministries and regional authorities. For Objective 1 and 2, the Ministry of Employ-
ment usually plays a much less prominent role than e.g. the Ministry of Economic Affairs or 
Finance. This is not the case in the EQUAL programming process because it is often solely 
orchestrated by the Ministry of Employment.  
Another reason may be that the European Commission is a more powerful player under 
EQUAL than under the mainstream programmes. In the EQUAL framework, Member States 
can allocate the funds only to those priorities identified by the Commission. For the main-
stream programmes, the Member States or the regions determine the priorities within the 
framework of the regulations of course. Therefore, it can be assumed that the EQUAL alloca-
tion of funds is not entirely the result of national priorities but also reflects Commission pri-
orities.  

3.3.1.3 The Administrative Level: Towards a European administrative space? 
The EES structure clearly differs from the multilevel governance structure of the structural 
funds. Not least due to the broader scope of structural funds’ interventions, their management 
structure relies on a broader inter-ministerial coordination involving different levels of gov-
ernance.  
During the preparation phase many countries reported some sort of cooperation. Yet in par-
ticular Italy and Sweden reported that this cooperation is mostly initiated from the ESF man-
agers and to a lesser extent from the authorities in charge of the NAP. As regards the imple-
mentation, coordination is much less developed. Only Austria reported that the same depart-
ment is responsible for the implementation of the NAPs and the ESF (Huber 2003, p. 15). 
Other Member States such as Ireland, Germany, and Netherlands rely on informal coordina-
tion in order to ensure consistency in the implementation. In any case responsibility for the 
NAPs rests with the departments in charge of national employment policy and not with the 
department in charge of the ESF. The structural funds implementing administration functions 
thus in parallel to NAP administration. The notable exception is Belgium where upon pressure 
from the Commission a unit has been created to coordinate ESF and NAP implementation. 
Thus it can be concluded that not only no new formal institutions have been created to facili-
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tate or serve the cooperation between the ESF and the NAP. Also the existing institutions 
have not been adapted to respond to new coordination needs.  
Given this current weak administrative links in the implementation phase it is remarkable, that 
a number of Member States seem to accept the link between EES and structural funds when it 
comes to monitoring and evaluation. For instance, Austria and Ireland reported that they use 
the data for monitoring and evaluating of structural funds interventions also for the EES. Italy 
has established a common database for the ESF and the NAP. However, this exchange con-
cerns mostly quantitative data; qualitative data such as the impact assessment or added value 
of ESF with view to achieving the EES objectives is hardly given (European Commission 
2002-c). 

3.3.1.4 Prospects for a Coherent System of Governance 
The structural funds reforms of 1999 formally introduced a functional relationship between 
the ESF and the EES objectives into the acquis communautaire. Yet, the legal provisions left 
open how Member States should implement this functional relationship into the ‘non-
formalised acquis’ (Olsen 2003, p. 516). Although this is in line with the EU traditional mod-
est attention to and priority of administrative issues, the study has shown that establishing the 
legal constitution does not necessarily translate into a living constitution which is consistent 
with the legal concepts. Yet, the legal provisions seem to function as an incentive for Member 
States to adapt strategies.  
The study has clearly shown that Member States follow a different approach when it comes to 
implementing the functional relationship at the level of strategy formulation and managing the 
functional relationship. At the level of strategy formulation, they accept that the EES / NAP 
strategy and objectives have to be consistent with ESF programmes. This acceptance is re-
flected in the programming documents of all Member States. Yet, this is only accepted until it 
conflicts with structural funds priorities previously defined by the Member States. At manage-
rial level this functional relationship is only – if at all – implemented through informal proce-
dures. Hardly any institutions or formal procedures have been adapted to accommodate the 
functional relationship. 
It can therefore be concluded, that it is partly due to the Commission’s strong influence during 
the strategy formulation phase that contributes to the Member States' respecting the functional 
relationship. During the implementation phase the Commission does not have such a strong 
influence which allows it to act as an ideational entrepreneur supporting the functional rela-
tionship in the Member States. Although Member States respect the functional relationship 
during the strategy formulation phase, this positive attitude can in general not be attributed to 
a change and convergence of preferences, norms, or values of actors. In the contrary, it seems 
that a vast majority of the Member States included in this study does not fully endorse the 
functional relation between EES and structural funds. They accept the overall principle but 
most of them do not accept that the link of the ESF and the EES may have consequences on 
their administrative systems. Rather, Member States continue to perceive the EES as being 
located in a different sectoral subsystem (Bulmer 1993, p. 377), which links only partly and 
temporarily with the structural funds' subsystem (Hodson 2003, p. 11). This may result from 
Member States' interest to guard their administrative autonomy and traditions. This hesitancy 
on the side of the Member States is fuelled by the fact that there is no ‘agreed exemplary or-
ganisational model’ (Olsen 2003, p. 519). Although the formal acquis stipulates the functional 
relationship it does not exactly make clear what kind of administration and structures are 
needed. The spillover between EES and ESF is therefore not a political spillover but a func-
tional one (Conzelmann 1998, Olsen 2001, Lindberg and Scheingold 1970, Nye 1971). How-
ever, the fact that the EES objectives are taken on board in the structural funds programming 
documents – even if Member States only fulfil a Commission requirement – may gradually 
induce a shift of expectations and loyalties. As Burley and Mattly (1995, p. 67) have pointed 
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out, once the rules are established, ‘individuals are entitled to rely upon the assumption that 
social, economic, or political behaviour will be conducted in accordance with that rule’. This 
development is of course not to be seen as a predetermined automatism .  
Why are, on the one hand, the Member States so reluctant to accept the functional relationship 
and why is the Commission, on the other hand, so eager to implement it? This question leads 
to the perception of costs and benefits related to this functional relationship. In contrast to 
some studies which point to the quasi neutral position of the Commission less likely to be 
captured by special interests (Beyers and Kerremans 2002, p. 7, Majone 2001), this study 
concludes that the Commission does have a vested interest in political and functional spill-
over. The Commission benefits from linking the two processes together because it has a much 
powerful role in the structural funds regime than in the Open Method of Coordination under 
the EES. While, therefore the Commission can expect clear benefits from a shift of the NAP 
structure to the structural funds system, the expected benefits for the national and subnational 
actors are not as clear. On the contrary, if the ESF was formally linked to the NAP, the struc-
tural funds sanction system could equally be linked to the NAP. For instance not implement-
ing the recommendations via the ESF could lead to a reduced funding level. Therefore, with 
high costs related to policy change and without considerable short-term benefits resulting 
from it, the inclination to accept or even actively support the functional relationship remains 
limited (Benz 2000, p. 25, Kohler-Koch 2002, p. 10).  
The Member States resistance to introduce the functional relationship into their administrative 
and institutional structure may not only stem from political reluctance. It may also stem from 
the ‘institutional robustness’ confirmed by numerous studies (Olsen 2003, p. 507). This insti-
tutional robustness may be supported by the fact that every Member State has a long tradition 
of employment policy. Linking their institutional structure in this policy area with the struc-
tural funds will not only require more time but also a change of actors or their relative powers 
and their expected benefits (Neyer 1999, p. 395, Pollack 1996, p. 438, Thelen and Steinmo 
1992, p. 17).  
For the time being, European and national actors continue to be faced with a paradox: the EU 
has adopted a European employment strategy and provides for a financial instrument to help 
achieve the objectives of this strategy. But the resulting linkage between its policy strategy 
and the relevant policy instruments is not codified in the EU governance structure, power rela-
tionship, and communicated norms. The Convention’s debate on the OMC has made clear 
that Member States continue to oppose a strengthening of the link between the EES and 
Community instruments such as the structural funds. The Commission’s proposals for the 
next financial perspective and the third cohesion report however point to an even closer link-
age between EES and ESF. Whether the Member States agree to the Commission’s ideas is 
yet an open question. 

3.3.2 Towards a Horizontal Fusion of Governing Structures? Coordination of Coordi-
nation Processes through the BEPGs 
For the establishment of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) art. 4 of the TEC foresees the 
adoption of an economic policy which is based on the close coordination of member states' 
economic policies. At the centre of European economic policy coordination are the Broad 
Economic Policy Guidelines (BEPG) provided for in art. 99 TEC. These guidelines are nowa-
days considered as the framework and central policy tool for the definition of overall eco-
nomic policy objectives and orientations and should ensure a coherent and balanced policy-
mix. The BEPGs should co-ordinate the various socio-economic coordination procedures that 
have been established by the Treaty, secondary legislation and European Council conclusions 
in recent years. As the GOVECOR project studies the evolution of new modes of governance 
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through self-co-ordination in the area of fiscal and employment policy and their impact on 
European integration, the BEPGs are at the heart of the our research agenda. 

3.3.2.1 European Economic Policy Coordination with the BEPGs 

The evolution of the procedure on the European level 
The attempt to provide for a broad framework for the development of member states eco-
nomic policies on the European level has not been an invention of the Maastricht Treaty. In-
deed, already in the original EEC Treaty economic (or conjunctural) policy was defined as a 
“matter of common concern” (art. 103–105 EEC-Treaty) and its coordination a task of the 
Council (art. 124 EEC-Treaty). Different instruments (programmes, guidelines, recommenda-
tions), procedures (mainly Council-based) and institutions (esp. Committees) to reach this 
common goal have been tested in the decades before the Maastricht Treaty and the revision of 
relevant treaty article. 
The new provisions of art. 99 of the Maastricht Treaty with the re-formulated article on the 
coordination of economic policy were thus not a novelty. They essentially ‘constitutionalised’ 
the previously applied instruments of guidelines for the member states and the formerly used 
recommendations to member states deviating from the principles laid down in the treaty, how-
ever by detailing the procedure to be applied. It kept the ‘soft’ character of this mode of gov-
ernance, hence the implementation of BEPG recommendations is not a legal obligation and 
the provision do not include any sanction mechanism as does the ‘hard’ coordination of fiscal 
policy. Nevertheless, in case an ‘early warning’ recommendation is issued by the Council it 
can be made public based on a specific decision of the Council. The co-ordination mechanism 
remained based on the politically and psychologically binding nature of the policy process, 
and, in case of an early warning, it has the potential to lead to public pressure on the member 
state concerned. 
It was in view of the decision on stage III of EMU to be made in 1998 that the procedures and 
instruments were firstly amended by the European Council based on the understanding that 
the move to a single currency will require closer Community surveillance and coordination of 
economic policies among (euro-area) member states. Complementary to this has been the in-
troduction of employment policy coordination and the specification of fiscal policy coordina-
tion with the Stability and Growth Pact in 1997, the setting up of the ‘Cardiff Process’ on 
structural reform in 1998 and of the Macro-Economic Dialogue at Community level in 1999. 
With three ‘sub-cycles’ to the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines being in place, horizontal 
co-ordination between the co-ordination mechanisms at the start of stage III of EMU became 
even more necessary. As a consequence, the European Council in late 1999 defined the BEPG 
as the central policy tool for economic policy coordination and amended the procedures by 
reorganising the preparatory work prior and the decision-making procedure on the BEPGs. 
Equally important for the evolution of the BEPGs has been the European Council at Lisbon 
2000 which formulated a broader long-term strategy for the Union’s economic development. 
With the new instrument of the ‘open method of coordination’ (OMC), peer review exercises 
were extended to a number of related policy areas, most specifically in the field of social in-
clusion, pension reform, information and communications technology, and education and re-
search.  
After three years of applying these amended annual procedures, however, the BEPG process 
and its sub-cycles were once again reviewed and amended at the end of the year 2002, aimed 
at synchronising the cycles of the BEPGs and of employment policy, and at providing a more 
coherent framework for complementary policy areas within the BEPGs. The timetables of 
other policy cycles were brought in line with the that of the BEPGs and, at the same time, the 
streamlined co-ordination cycles moved away from a strictly annual procedure towards a 
multi-annual programme by foreseeing a full review only every three years. 
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Finally, with regard to the legal provisions on the coordination of economic policy, it is note-
worthy that the European Convention’s draft on the Constitution does not fundamentally alter 
these provisions. The main difference of Art. III-71 Draft Constitution to art. 99 TEC relate to 
the ‘early warning procedure’, separating the ‘warning’, which can now be issued by the 
Commission itself without the approval of the Council, from concrete recommendations with 
regard to the warning, which still have to be adopted by the Council – excluding the vote of 
the member state concerned – on a recommendation of the Commission. Potentially more far 
reaching, however, is the new provision in the Draft Constitutional Treaty of the IGC to pro-
vide for the adopted of separate “Euro zone BEPGs” – to be adopted only by euro zone mem-
ber states, as long as these are compatible with the EU-BEPGs (art. III-88). 

The evolution of patterns of participation: essentially intergovernmental 
As this coordination should facilitate the exchange of best practice and the intergovernmental 
deliberation on policies rooted in the domestic policy arena, the main interaction takes place 
between governmental actors of the member states. Nevertheless, other European actors do 
play a role in the preparation, decision-making and implementation process of the BEPGs, 
and also in this respect we have witnessed specific development in recent years. 
While the involvement of the heads of states and governments had already been “constitution-
alized” in Maastricht with art. 99 TEC, the heads of states and government have not merely 
‘rubberstamped’ documents but have actively pursued their own agenda. Mandates were 
given to the ministers and the Commission with regard to the further development of the pro-
cedures and changes were made to the documents presented to them. Furthermore, national 
positions have been frequently determined by the heads of state themselves. The evolution of 
the coordination procedures have furthermore had an impact on the level of the Council. The 
amendments to the procedures since 1999 and more importantly in 2002 have led to a more 
dominant role of the Ecofin vis-à-vis other Council formations, with a more prominent albeit 
informal role of the euro group. At the same time, administrative interaction has been rein-
forced with regard to the Council’s committee structure, leading to increased efforts to coor-
dinated the work and the interactions of these committees. Within these Council committees 
and the euro group, inter-institutional relations with the ECB have been strengthened. 
The 2003 attempt to bring the European Employment Strategy with its Employment Policy 
Recommendations and the Joint Employment Reports closer to the BEPG cycle has also af-
fected the European Commission. In 2003, i.e. the first year of the synchronised timetable, the 
attempt to adopt coherent recommendations has proven particularly difficult for the Commis-
sion, pointing to different ‘economic philosophies’ or rather ‘doctrines’ cultivated in different 
DGs. On the other hand, the development has by and large not affected the European Parlia-
ment. The role of the EP remains reduced to observing and commenting on the process. The 
synchronized time tables of the coordination processes since the year 2002 might even further 
reduce opportunities for the Parliament to influence the guidelines due to the tighter timetable. 

The BEPGs on the domestic level 
In our analysis of multi-level economic governance and the role of the BEPGs to coordinate 
coordination policies, the procedural arrangements on the domestic level are conducive to the 
effectiveness of European macro-economic policy coordination. However, the implementa-
tion of the BEPGs procedure on the domestic level has not led to a novel approach to deal 
with European coordination policies. The BEPGs have been included in the array of tasks to 
be handled by national administrations and other bodies in charge of European affairs, in most 
cases using ‘traditional routines’, but the guidelines have not affected many other actors or 
institutions. 
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While the non-binding character of BEPGs does not necessitate institutional changes on the 
domestic level, member states had to adapt to the evolution of the process at least in adminis-
trative terms. They did so by successively incorporating the BEPG procedure into the admin-
istrative work of the relevant domestic ministries. Coordination has usually been ensured by 
horizontal administrative bodies of inter-ministerial or – in case of larger ministries – inter-
departmental coordination. Procedural innovation has however been – by and large – low and 
co-ordination procedures vis-à-vis the European level do not seem to have changed substan-
tially. As such, the BEPGs are treated as ‘yet another’ coordination exercise originating from 
the EU. 
What is noteworthy is, nevertheless, that apart from this kind of formal compliance to the pro-
cedural aspects of coordination, the timing of decision-making on the domestic level has not 
substantially been altered, clearly not with regard to the BEPG process and only in some cases 
with regard to the annual budgetary deliberations and the stability and convergence pro-
grammes. In most countries there is no direct link between the submission of the SGP and the 
budgetary procedure and the BEPGs are certainly not a reference document for parliaments 
when deciding on next year’s budget. Parliamentary procedures to deal with the BEPGs 
and/or their implementation on national level have only followed traditional patterns without 
going beyond the application of formal procedures. 

3.3.2.2 Assessing the evolution and the impact of the BEPGs 
During the observation period of our research we have seen numerous attempts by both Euro-
pean and member state actors to enhance the effectiveness of the instruments and the effi-
ciency of the procedures linked to the BEPGs. Policy learning as well as the start of stage 
three of EMU have led to a number of improvements in economic-policy coordination. On the 
domestic level, administrative adaptation – as opposed to innovation – has ensured that at 
least the procedural implementation of the BEPG procedure has been successful. Furthermore, 
although it might be considered as a rather banal statement, the procedures as described in art. 
99 have been followed by the actors involved. The Commission and the member states have 
‘played the game’. The attempt to achieve a well-balanced macro-economic policy mix has 
also led to the understanding of the actors concerned that a more encompassing policy-mix 
should include additional policy areas. Coordination in its softest form has thus been intro-
duced with the various OMCs which can be understood as some kind of functional spill-over. 
It should not be underestimated that newly established OMCs have brought in key socio-
economic policy areas traditionally and previously outside the competences of the European 
Union. 
Yet the gap between publicly stated commitments by the member states and the real imple-
mentation of policy adaptations is still wide and, in some areas, has not diminished in recent 
years. With regard to fiscal policy recommendations in the BEPGs the undisputed conclusion 
is even that implementation efforts have declined in a number of member states after their 
accession to the euro zone and the achievement of the convergence criteria. The BEPGs im-
plementation reports are documenting the lack of implementation by the member states, quite 
often disguised by euphemistic conclusions such as “in progress”, “partial” or “there is a risk 
of not achieving the aim”. 
If peer and public pressure are elements of soft coordination, the BEPG procedure has clear 
limitations in both respects. The public commitment of member states in the publicized 
BEPGs should strengthen the willingness to comply to the commonly agreed recommenda-
tions. However, if the ‘public’ is as small as it is in the case of the BEPGs, it does not create 
sufficient public pressure on member states. Public awareness and public discourse to this 
mode of European governance has only marginally developed.  
Given the very mixed implementation record of the BEPGs for most of the members states, 
peer pressure has obviously also not increased the willingness of member states actors to fully 
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implement the BEPGs. While a common explanation for the limits of peer pressure is that 
‘potential sinners’ do not want to criticise ‘current sinners’, there are also questions to be 
raised with regard to the recommendations themselves and the ability of member states to 
implement those recommendations until the next cycle begins. At least in this respect, the new 
multi-annual BEPGs will prevent the year-on-year repetition of exactly the same recommen-
dations. 
Considering the importance of a balanced macro-economic policy mix going beyond the aims 
of price stability and sound finances but indeed affecting the core of European welfare states, 
the absence of a public discourse on key economic options available is remarkable. As “the 
choices and compromises to be reached at the European level are fundamentally political” (cf. 
Tsoukalis 2003), the absence of national legislators and the EP in these deliberations and de-
cision-making continues to be a major obstacle for the effectiveness and bindingness of the 
coordination procedures. Neither the streamlining exercise in 2003 nor the provisions in the 
Draft Constitutional Treaty have however made progress in this respect. 

3.3.2.3 The scenarios revisited: Fusion via the BEPGs or Fragmentation despite the BEPGs? 
Based on the analysis presented, it should come as no surprise that we could not identify a 
common trend towards horizontal (and vertical) fusion or fragmentation in the policy area 
under consideration. The cautious statement that the two scenarios are ideal-types which 
might not materialize in the ‘living constitution’ in a pure form has, quite frankly, simply 
stated the obvious. 
Given the continuous revision of and amendments to the existing rules and the introduction of 
several new procedures to enhance the deliberation and interaction process on economic pol-
icy, we do see attempts of the key actors involved to create some kind of ‘economic govern-
ance’ which goes beyond the provisions of the legal constitution and to merge (or fuse) exist-
ing policy areas (horizontal) and policy arenas (vertical) on the European level. On the other 
hand, the more it has contributed to an increase of political actors participating in these proce-
dures, the less they could rely on “shared commitment” and “common doctrines”. 
The scope of these attempts has however been limited in many respects mainly on the domes-
tic level. Even though the BEPGs are now established in common by virtually all governmen-
tal actors concerned by them, thus creating a kind of ‘core network’ for socio-economic gov-
ernance in nucleus, it has not ensured a more positive ‘implementation rate’ of the guidelines 
on the domestic level. As the BEPGs offer no real credible alternative to domestic opportuni-
ties in national policy-making structures, key domestic actors have had few incentives to 
change their policy preference structures and to reorientate their attention to European proc-
esses. Another conclusion to be drawn from the last years is that in difficult economic situa-
tions the cost of compliance increases and leads to an intensification of national debates by 
parties and especially by interest groups concerned by cuts in public spending. Arguably, ten-
dencies for evasion and non-compliance are also more pronounced in the run-up to national 
elections. 
The ignorance of a number of member states with regard to BEPG recommendations ad-
dressed to them, and, more importantly, with regard to the treaty provisions on fiscal policy 
has demonstrated that there are clear limits to the impact of peer review and peer pressure. It 
seems however to be too early to conclude that we might see a vanishing of the consensus on 
the ‘sound finances and money’ paradigm, which was necessary to establish Monetary Union 
as this would be in contradiction at least to the rhetoric of the Lisbon agenda and the efforts 
invested into OMC in related policy areas. 
As a conclusion, the first ‘real’ years of economic policy coordination with the BEPGs after 
the introduction of the common currency in the year 1999 have not led to a linear develop-
ment of economic governing modes in the EU as a multi-level system and no ‘new’ consensus 
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has so far emerged on the future. For the foreseeable future, modes of socio-economic gov-
ernance are not bound to be moved up the ‘integration ladder’ which would lead to collective 
modes of governance. It will remain open if the ‘invention’ of the OMC indicate that in socio-
economic policy softer forms of coordination will rather become the default option, thus also 
affecting the legal framework of fiscal policy coordination. 

3.3.3 Towards Deliberative Supranationalism? Analysing the role of committee inter-
action in soft co-ordination 
At EU level, a special study dealt with the role of the social-economic EU committees in fos-
tering dialogue between various actors in the employment policy field, namely the Employ-
ment Committee (EMCO); Social Protection Committee (SPC); Economic Policy Committee 
(EPC); Economic and Financial Committee (EFC). These advisory committees are instrumen-
tal in the system of governance developed around the EES (and the Open Method of Coordi-
nation generally). We were concerned with the potential role of these committees for a delib-
erative mode of governance. Since, in the case of the soft co-ordination, actors cannot be 
forced to compliance, we assumed that deliberation gains in importance in the case of soft 
governance and wanted to investigate if and how the OMC had supported a deliberative mode 
of policy-making. Empirically, the study addressed the questions: Does modification of out-
looks and positions take place, and are there indications that positions are moved by argu-
ments? Are common and shared notions of the needs for action developed and common 
frames of references adopted, indicating that convictions change? Is arguing rather than bar-
gaining characterising the interactions in the committees? How open is the ’open method of 
coordination’, both in the sense that the discussion is open-ended and in the sense that it is 
open to insight and contribution from a wider circle of participants? 
The role of committees in EU governance has been given extensive attention in recent years. 
Also the question to what extent committee interaction can contribute to a deliberative mode 
of governance has been ambitiously addressed. Still, empirical studies from diverse fields are 
needed to determine if, and in what way, committees and administrative networks can be said 
to contribute to a deliberative mode of governance. Moreover, since actors cannot be forced to 
comply in the case of soft co-ordination, we assume that deliberation gains in importance. The 
study shows that there are indeed indications of the soft co-ordination being supportive of a 
deliberative mode of governance. However, there are also structures and factors that limit the 
scope for deliberative interaction, and there are limits to deliberation as a mode of problem 
solving and action co-ordination in this case. 
There is evidence which points to ways in which the OMC supports a more deliberative mode 
of governance. However, there are also factors that undermine and limit the possibilities for 
the committees to function as deliberative forums. This section summarises the main findings.  

3.3.3.1 The OMC - deliberative governance in practice? 

Arguing or bargaining? 
Are the committee discussions characterised by argumentation aimed at reaching mutual 
agreement, or by bargaining aimed at the successful defence of pre-determined national posi-
tions? Or, put differently, what is decisive: power relations or good arguments? Our results 
indicate that the committee discussions take on quite different features depending on the is-
sues on the agenda. Generally, discussion is open-ended, where all members can present their 
arguments and try to find common ground. Except for the EFC, it is not of great importance 
whether one represents a small or a large country. Instead, the one who presents arguments 
which build on substantive knowledge and experience on the topic at stake, for instance a 
country with a good record in economic or labour market policy, gets his or her arguments 
thoroughly considered. There is also an expressed will to listen to and to learn from the ex-
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periences of others. Strategic bargaining is not the general mode of interaction in the commit-
tees. 
However, contacts to create coalitions with like-minded members before meetings do take 
place, usually concerning issues that might become politically sensitive and of a more rule-
setting character. When it comes down to the formulation of recommendations or the exact 
definition of indicators, the discussion in the committees or in the bilateral consultations with 
the Commission, takes the form of pure negotiations and bargaining. The Member States try 
to influence the exact wordings of the recommendations in order to make them nationally 
acceptable. Yet, in the first years, the employment policy recommendations were regarded as 
more sensitive than today. At that time, the Member States wanted to have a stronger say on 
the issue. This may indicate that the treaty-based notion of employment policy as an ‘area of 
common concern’ has gained some understanding, and that it is more legitimate to receive 
critical comments and recommendations from other Member States. However, it may also 
indicate that the recommendations are increasingly perceived as harmless because of their 
non-binding nature. 
Although the committees are formally advisory, they have great influence in that their pro-
posals are very often identical to the eventual Council decisions. This has led Member States 
to use the committees increasingly as forums to place issues on the political agenda. This is 
especially true for EMCO. Because the committee has in this respect become more political, 
discussions have become more of negotiations on the basis of national standpoints than open-
ended discussions on best practices and exchange of opinions. The demand to produce written 
statements in order to influence policies also puts some strain on the openness of the discus-
sions as does the limited time frames. These factors seem to have made discussions less open-
ended and more focused on bargaining on wordings than openly discussing common prob-
lems or different policy choices. 
Certain deliberative features seem more prevalent in the discussions taking place in the EPC 
and the EFC, given the way views are exchanged, a common terminology used and a will to 
put oneself in someone else’s position being prevalent. One explanation is that these commit-
tees are much more closed to other actors than the actual members. There are no contacts with 
social partners or NGOs, and the EFC does not even have regular contacts with the EMCO or 
the SPC. Moreover, being trained economists, the members of these committees constitute an 
‘epistemic community’ with shared theoretical frames of references, which facilitates discus-
sion. On the other hand, big countries have a greater say, which indicates that power relations 
rather than the power of the good argument is decisive when sensitive issues are at stake.  

Shared frames of references and consensus-orientation? 
At a general level, shared notions of common problems and challenges have developed. This 
is true both of the need for stable public finances, and the need to handle the demographical 
challenge, including the need for increased rates of employment and the reform of tax and 
social benefit systems. Common policy approaches, such as a preventive and activating labour 
market policy and the ‘make work pay’ principle, have been developed. However, a total con-
sensus does not exist, especially not for concrete measures. 
Yet, there is an awareness of the expectations of the others, and that there will be reactions 
against the failures to respond to the common objectives. Non-compliance must be explained 
and reasons and arguments provided. Moreover, peer pressure is involved. As described by a 
senior Swedish official: ‘One does not want to be the worst one in the class’. Or as expressed 
by another: ‘Peer pressure is tangible.’ This in combination with the confidence building 
through the close committee interaction has also led to Member State representatives being 
willing to ‘drop the guard’ with respect to criticism. 
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Our empirical material suggests that the ability for the committees to find common ground 
and to agree on different proposals is, for the most part, high. As already mentioned, being an 
epistemic community (of economists) helps. The members in the economic committees stud-
ied here seem to agree easier than the EMCO and the SPC and use less bargaining, partly due 
to this feature of a common professional background and theoretical approach. For instance, 
members of the economic committees express their satisfaction that they do not have to dis-
cuss such ‘irrelevant’ issues as lifelong learning (interview, national official). What is relevant 
for discussing and what is not are here partly determined by the theoretical framework or dis-
course in a Foucaultian sense. The EMCO and the SPC contain more variation in internal 
views in light of a more differentiated membership in terms of education and national experi-
ences. The agreement reached in the economic committees seems to be achieved at the ex-
pense of excluding alternative voices. 
Even though the rules of procedure in the committees allow for voting, the ambition is to 
reach consensus. If the chairman is uncertain about whether there is agreement or not, he 
makes a round where each member makes a statement. If agreement is not reached, there is 
usually no decision or the issue is removed to be settled in another forum. On issues of par-
ticular national sensitivity, Member States may insist on a wording, but often the representa-
tives are content with making a symbolic remark on the national position and then adjust to a 
common line. As previous research has also shown, committee members are dedicated to 
reaching agreement. 
However, in sensitive areas and when it comes to written output of the committee delibera-
tions, it is difficult to find evidence of national standpoints actually being modified during 
committee interaction. Ultimately, the members have political mandates given by the political 
leadership at the ministries ‘back home’. In the OMC areas, proposals must be negotiated and 
decided at national level. Thus, even if the individual civil servant becomes convinced during 
committee interaction, this will not necessarily result in actual policy change in the Member 
State. 

Inclusiveness and openness? 
As the deliberative ideal prescribes the possibility for all interested parties to have the oppor-
tunity to express their standpoints and present their arguments, the question of openness be-
comes important. Most interviewees perceive of the OMC processes as being rather closed 
not only to the broader public but also to other interested parties such as executive agencies 
and actors at sub-national levels. The overall knowledge within the public administration at 
national level has in this study and others (Jacobsson/Schmid 2002; GOVECOR 2004) been 
shown to be very low outside the core group of civil servants at ministry level working di-
rectly with the issues. Some also point to the irony of the term ‘open method of co-ordination’ 
since it is perceived as being much more closed than the legal method. The individual citizen 
has less possibilities of holding anyone accountable since the European Parliament has only 
an advisory role and because it is not possible to take one’s case to the European Court of 
Justice.  
As regards social partner and NGO participation, the relations vary considerably between the 
committees. The SPC and the EMCO are the most open to participants outside the committee. 
On the financial side, there is no participation of NGOs, while the social partners are heard 
occasionally. The EMCO and the SPC are more open to other interests, partly because of the 
formal mandate, according to which both committees are obliged to consult the social part-
ners, but also because of the working methods established with exchanges of ‘good practice’ 
and informal meetings where NGOs and others sometimes take part. One explanation for this 
is that there is, although not formally, a distinct hierarchy between the committees in which 
the economic ones have a stronger position – a position that makes it possible to ignore de-
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mands for the participation of other stake-holders without loosing legitimacy. In contrast, the 
social policy side may need the support of other stakeholders.  
It is clear that the Commission officials working with the EMCO and the SPC are more inter-
ested in contacts with interest groups and social partners, and they can also see the value of 
these contacts, compared with the economic committees and their staff. Nationally, through 
the NAP processes related to both employment policy and social inclusion, there is an ex-
pressed will to involve civil society actors. This is much less so on the economic policy side 
(Foden/Magnusson 2002). Still, the macro economic dialogue, involving the European-level 
social partners, has been established to ensure consistency between monetary policy, fiscal 
policy and wage policy in the monetary union.  
One major drawback in the committee governance within the OMC is the lack of transparency 
in the decision-making process. Besides the fact that not all stakeholders have the possibility 
of presenting their arguments, it is hard for journalists and researchers or others interested in 
knowing how policy is being made. The EFC is the clearest example, since its meetings are 
not documented in any way. Even if the committees are formally only advisory, in reality they 
have a much stronger role in the policy process, which makes the question of accountability 
pertinent. 
It is clear that if the OMC is to contribute to European social and political integration, and for 
which there seem to be some prospects through the OMC with policy learning and mutual 
understanding, it is important that this European perspective be spread to a wider public than 
is the case today. Today, only a small number of officials at national level are aware of the 
method, which makes the spreading of best practices and good examples from other Member 
States difficult. Exchange between practitioners is limited. The broader public in the Member 
States has almost no knowledge of the new policy co-ordination processes taking place and 
even the national parliaments are only sporadically involved. In order for the OMC to be ef-
fective, and ultimately also legitimate, it must affect national debates and policy-making. Ac-
cordingly, it would need to be much better integrated nationally and sub-nationally than to-
day.  

3.3.3.2 Prospects and limits of deliberative supranationalism  
What conclusions can we then draw on the prospects of deliberative supranationalism, based 
on our study of the role of deliberation in soft co-ordination? 

Enabling features of the OMC 
There is some empirical evidence that the OMC in the employment policy field is supportive 
of a consensus-oriented process of policy-making. Participants enter the committee discus-
sions with the ambition to find points in common in which co-operation can be developed. 
Participants acknowledge that there are common problems, which require co-ordinated action, 
and in which the experiences of others may be useful, and they try to present their arguments 
in such a way as to make them applicable in other contexts. The work of developing common 
indicators to measure progress is an attempt to develop common frames of references, even 
though the discussion about indicators has so far been coloured by national positions and ne-
gotiations.  
The non-binding character seems to facilitate a deliberative mode – openness to be convinced 
by arguments – and a culture of listening and learning, rather than meeting criticism with de-
fensive attitudes. In the absence of legal force, reason-giving gains in importance – in order to 
become ‘binding’ on practice, participants must be convinced that a proposal is reasonable 
and worth implementing. Interviewees report that comments from someone with experience 
from the field and with well-founded arguments is generally considered more important in the 
committee discussions, than, for instance, the size of the country. And even if convictions 
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about the right policy course are not changed during committee meetings, what is said during 
meetings may encourage a reflection process about national policy, which may be important 
in a longer term. The Member State representatives increasingly seem to accept the fact that 
they will receive peer criticism.  
The common project of developing and co-ordinating employment policies has been generally 
accepted. A European perspective is gradually developing in that policy actors – at least at 
elite level – increasingly ‘think politics’ and policy with European frames of references rather 
than exclusively national ones. They have begun to rethink national employment policies in 
the light of ‘common problems’, and redefine it in terms of ‘common concerns’ and some-
thing that is legitimately the concern of other states and nationals and requires co-operation 
(Jacobsson 2004). To this extent it is accurate to speak of a deliberative supranationalism. It is 
also accurate to say that the OMC contributes to normative integration to the extent that mu-
tual understanding is fostered and convictions about the reasonableness of common guidelines 
developed, that is a deeper form of social and political integration. 

Limitations to openness and agreement 
However, there are obvious limits to this open-mindedness. Positions are partly ‘locked’ be-
forehand because of the political mandates from back home. This becomes clear when the 
topic for discussion is recommendations or other issues that, in some way, might become 
more binding to the members. It is then that bargaining instead of open-ended discussions 
tends to dominate the interaction. If it is the case that the more direct effects on decisions on 
substantive policy or the allocation of resources, the less open the discussion based on ex-
changes of experience and knowledge becomes, then there are limits to deliberation as the 
sole or main action co-ordinating mechanism. On the other hand, deliberation may still be the 
key to improved legitimacy and justification of decisions. 
It seems easier to reach consensus with more technical, and not politicised issues. The sub-
committees handling mainly technical issues also fit into this pattern. This may explain Jo-
erges/Neyer’s positive results from a committee concerned with risk regulation in the food-
stuff sector consisting mainly of lower level civil servants working on highly specialized is-
sues requiring scientific assessments. It is likely that it is easier to reach consensus in the 
comitology committees (cf Joerges/Neyer 1997a, 1997b) than in committees in the prepara-
tory phase studied here. As the committees studied here have grown continually more politi-
cised it is far from certain that the personal agreement between committee members is trans-
formed into policy change.  
Our results indicate that it facilitates the reaching of consensus if members share the same 
professional background or theoretical frames of references. Again, this may explain Joerges 
and Neyer’s positive results from looking at committees working on specific technical, al-
though sometimes politically sensitive, issues in the food sector where the participants due to 
the scientific discourse focus on the best technical solution rather than on control and distribu-
tional matters (Pollack 2003). However, the exchange within epistemic communities, tends to 
be less open to taking considerations from other perspectives into account, that is it is less 
open-minded, and instead tends to build on a pre-political consensus. In a strict sense, it 
would be questionable to allow discussion that is closed to alternative perspectives, to qualify 
as deliberation at all. Also, committee discussion has limits when it comes to solving political 
problems and conflicts of interest or value – the type of issues that cannot easily be resolved 
by scientific evidence. 
Moreover, it also seems to be the case that the more closed the forums, the more openness 
there is in the discussion. Once again highlighting the difference between the economic com-
mittees and the EMCO and the SPC, where especially the discussions in EFC seem to benefit 
from the limited openness of the committee. This means that transparency in the trans-
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governmental process might increase bargaining rather than arguing. Committee governance, 
in its capacity to develop a cooperative regime, may thus have an important function to fulfil 
in a certain phase of the policy-making process, but will-formation in order to be legitimate 
must ultimately be developed with input from forums with public deliberation. The role that 
one is prepared to assign to committee governance in EU policy-making, seems partly to be 
related to which role of deliberation one stresses: to reach consensus, to reach better substan-
tiated decisions or to justify decisions. Public deliberation is supposed to guarantee all three at 
the same time while non-public deliberation is unable to do so.  

Implications of elite deliberation 
The committee deliberation identified here, and by Joerges and Neyer as well, is a type of 
elite deliberation, and sometimes expert deliberation, which hardly fulfils all the requirements 
of deliberative democratic theory. Yet, this type of deliberation can contribute with other 
qualities, and improve policy-making in other respects than by itself granting democratic le-
gitimacy. For instance, in the case of the committees in the policy formulation stage studied 
here, by allowing a wider circle of voices, a more complete picture of various policy options 
can be gained. Decisions become better founded if many points of views are considered. – 
something the OMC allows for but that has not been fully exploited. Elster (1998) lists a 
number of advantages of the deliberative ideal, one being that deliberation can be creative. 
Policy-making is not just about deciding between available options but to develop alterna-
tives. Moreover, in our case, it is clear that the committee deliberation has been important in 
building confidence and consensus between the national officials and the EU representatives 
in the sensitive OMC areas. 
Yet, this is not democracy, and an important question, which we cannot address fully in this 
chapter, is to what extent open-mindedness in closed forums contributes to democratic gov-
ernance. Democracy is not conceivable without a public sphere, and for the OMC to improve 
the democratic character of EU governance, its relationship with the public sphere, nationally 
and supranationally, must be strengthened. Today, the process is too closed not only in rela-
tion to many stakeholders, but also in relation to the European Parliament, to national parlia-
ments and publics. Currently, there is no guarantee or mechanism for the interest of all af-
fected to be considered. The question of accountability becomes very urgent when national 
policy is, in fact, settled in non-transparent trans-governmental and trans-bureaucratic proc-
esses, even if these build on a culture of co-operative inter-administrative partnership (cf Jo-
erges/Neyer, 1997a). In order to be legitimate, committee deliberation must be coupled with 
public discourses, and in the case of the OMC, it must do so also in order to be effective. 
Since no binding decisions are taken at supranational level, implementation will not take 
place unless learning reaches down to lower levels of governance and is developed in public 
reasoning there. 

3.3.4 A ‘Grand Débat Européen’ on Economic Governance? Publicised Discourses as 
Indicators for the Performance of Policy Coordination Modes 
In this work package we want to argue that public discourses are relevant for assessing the 
utility and appropriateness of economic policy coordination processes and investigate empiri-
cally what we can learn from their study. Public discourses are the means through which po-
litical elites, journalists and societal interests debate and form opinions about problems of 
collective action within a political entity. Given that both fiscal and employment policy coor-
dination in and through European Union processes cannot be legally enforced, the question of 
whether European recommendations, guidelines and government commitments made in Brus-
sels are supported in national public discourses is of crucial importance. Moreover, national 
public discourses are relevant for normative assessments of economic policy coordination 
modes, which are sometimes accused of blurring lines of accountability, diminishing the scru-
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tiny of national parliaments and the broader public, and thereby hiding real political choices 
behind a technocratic policy-making process (Europaministerkonferenz 2002, European Con-
vention 2002). We explore these questions by conducting a content analysis of quality press 
coverage in Germany, France and Britain between the agreement of the new legal provisions 
at the European Council of Amsterdam in 1997 and 2003.12 
By investigating these issues both theoretically and empirically, we also hope to fill a gap in 
the debate about employment and fiscal policy coordination. The former has been often de-
scribed as a blueprint for deliberative, bottom-up policy-making processes on the basis of 
empirical evidence relating to the emergence of governing networks, deliberative modes of 
problem-solving in committees, and information exchange and peer-review among admini-
strations (Goetschy 2003). We hope that our findings will demonstrate the potential for an 
increasing intra-European debate on economic issues, which could underpin the emergence of 
more institutionalised, not to say federal, forms of economic governance (Collignon 2003a) in 
the not so distant future. 

3.3.4.1 Why Do Discourses Matter for Policy Coordination? The Significance of Regulatory 
and Compensatory Europeanisation 
The degree to which public discourses adapt to the new legal provisions for policy coordina-
tion, i.e. the way in which they become ‘Europeanised’, is relevant for assessing both the ef-
fectiveness and responsiveness dimension of policy coordination modes. Europeanisation in 
our context refers to the ‘the impact of European integration and Europeanization on domestic 
political and social processes of the member states and beyond’ (Börzel/Risse 2000: 1). We 
expect that the legal provisions for policy coordination with their emphasis on consultation, 
learning from best practices, and peer review represent a new opportunity structure for na-
tional actors to make their voices heard not only within the governing process, but also in me-
diated public discourse. 
We can distinguish between two forms of Europeanisation of public discourse, namely regu-
latory and compensatory Europeanisation (see table 3.3.4.1). The first can be called regula-
tory Europeanisation as it refers to adaptation processes arising from pressures for policy 
compliance and learning as determinants of the effectiveness of the cyclical governing modes. 
As for this first aspect, policy coordination modes seek to take advantage of the fact that pub-
lic discourses are not just ‘mere talk’, but relevant to support the process of voluntary delib-
eration and adaptation. They are a source of what John Thompson has described as ‘symbolic 
power’, the ability to shape linguistically constructed social meaning (Thompson 1995: 13pp). 
The first reason to explore the Europeanisation of publicised discourses is therefore the issue 
of policy effectiveness understood as the degree to which the coordination modes reach their 
policy objectives by relying primarily on processes of social interaction and political commu-
nication. In this context, public discourse are relevant in three ways. 
Political attention is a scarce resource in the legislative process, but at the same time public 
discourse in and through the mass media is relevant for ‘setting the agenda’, for pre-selecting 
                                                
12  We used a quantitative frequency analysis (Hagen 2001) to identify levels of national media attention for 

different policy coordination modes as well as for these policy fields in general. We used a keyword scanning 
approach to identify the relevant set of articles contained in the LexisNexis database, which offers compre-
hensive access to the selected newspapers. In order to generate a benchmark for our assessment of trends, we 
also measured the coverage of fiscal and employment policy in general in these countries. The searches were 
limited to the media coverage of six quality broadsheets. For the qualitative analysis of media content we fo-
cused on the years 1998 and 2002 and used a random sample of 40 articles per policy field and year only. A 
codebook was drawn up, tested and applied to a subsection of media coverage on fiscal or employment pol-
icy, not just those articles with a European angle. The third approach to the analysis of media content focused 
on two case studies, the coverage of negative recommendations/reprimands in the field of fiscal policy coor-
dination in Ireland (2001) and Germany (2002). 
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and ordering political issues. Hence, the first question to investigate is whether policy coordi-
nation, its substance as well as its processes, has infiltrated national policy debates to the ex-
tent that it is increasingly covered. However, the question of issue salience does not automati-
cally translate in political action in line with the jointly set-goals. In the case of deliberate 
non-compliance policy coordination foresees a mechanism of naming and shaming, which is 
particularly pronounced in the area of fiscal policy. Thus, the question is, to what extent does 
public discourse take critical recommendations raised by supranational and foreign actors 
seriously and thereby make non-compliance more costly for governments?  
The third aspect of how public discourses may induce goal attainment for policy coordination 
is by promoting learning. As each governing mode seeks to promote a certain set of policy 
ideas, the goal would be to convince political actors and civil society that these policy ideas 
are appropriate (to avoid collective risks) and beneficial (to improve the problem-solving ca-
pacity of government). Hence, to what extent can we identify a spread of these policy ideas in 
national public discourses over time?  

Table 3.3.4.1: The Responsiveness-Effectiveness Matrix of Europeanisation Outcomes 

The second major justification for studying public discourses for assessing the performance of 
economic policy coordination is responsiveness. The question is whether public discourses 
have adapted along the lines of compensatory Europeanization, which holds that a given step 
upward the integration ladder would lead in due course to the changes in political practices 
and deliberations at the national level which help to re-establish the linkage between Brussels-
based policy-making processes and national civil society (Meyer forthcoming 2005; more 
generally Hagen 2003, Klein/Koopmanns et al. 2003). Compensatory Europeanization gains 
importance when reflecting on one of the key criticisms of economic policy coordination: It is 
feared that they further reinforce the de-facto erosion of national and regional sovereignty in 
the covered policy fields. Political choices are disguised underneath seemingly scientific 
terms of benchmarking, best practices and economic assessments and lines of accountability 
appear blurred as national action plans, multilateral review, and joint-reports and guidelines. 
Policy coordination may thus de-generate into a process with little opportunity for citizens to 
influence choices and hold decision-makers accountable for their actions. 
In the case of policy coordination, an adaptation of publicised discourses along the lines of 
compensatory Europeanization could thus help in three respects. First, they would need to 
reflect the real shift of political activity upwards in so far as policy coordination is identified 
and increasingly commented upon as a potential source of new government initiatives and 
goals. A governing process, which is not noted as such is far more open to charges of secrecy 
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and behind the back-dealing than one which is publicised and critically commented upon. 
Secondly, blaming the Commission or Brussels in general for uncomfortable policy recom-
mendations and measures may increase governments’ ability to overcome domestic opposi-
tions, but would clearly downplay the responsibility of executives in this respect. Hence, we 
will be looking at the extent which national actors have been increasingly portrayed as par-
ticipants and actors in the policy coordination process over time. The third aspects concerns 
the trans-national dimensions of policy coordination. Allowing for national scrutiny and ac-
countability may be a step forward but not sufficient in a decision relying on qualified major-
ity voting in the Council of Minister, i.e. what Scharpf has called joint decision-making 
(Scharpf 2000: 8). If the policy coordination process is primarily about peer review and intra-
European learning, this practice would need to be reflected to minimum degree in public dis-
courses. Hence, do we not only see a vertical (top-down) Europeanisation of discourses, but 
also a horizontal synchronisation process across national levels of governance?  
If all these conditions were fulfilled, the emergence of such a cross-national, Europeanised 
debate about these economic issues may even amount to a truly a Grand Débat Européen as 
on economic governance and thereby legitimise the soft approach taken by policy coordina-
tion within a hierarchical monetary policy framework. 

3.3.4.2 Has Policy Coordination Induced Regulatory Europeanisation? 

Increasing Media Attention for Economic Policy Coordination? 
The curves of media attention for both governing modes do not show a clear intensification 
trend for the whole of observation period. Only for the first three years, from 1997 to early 
2000, did they go through similar and on the whole downward attention curves as public at-
tention focused on special events such as the European Councils of Amsterdam, Luxemburg 
and Lisbon. Starting from the second half of 2000, however, we see a clear divergence in me-
dia attention curves of ‘hard’ fiscal policy co-ordination and its ‘softer’ counterpart in the area 
of employment policy (See, for the tables and figures, annex 7.3). Coverage was very much 
driven by conflict between EU and national level over the interpretation of and compliance 
with the fiscal rules. Yet, while these attention peaks are familiar from other studies of EU 
media coverage, the level of coverage has risen also in absolute terms since late 2001. Thus, 
the rules for fiscal policy co-ordination have established themselves in the last three years as a 
regular topic on the socio-economic news agenda of the quality press. In contrast, European 
employment policy co-ordination is being covered at best sporadically and usually as part of a 
wider theme about Europe’s competitiveness and the Lisbon strategy. 

Reputational Costs through Public Discourses? 
Our studies cannot prove the impact of publicised discourse on policy-makers, but it does 
show that negative recommendations under fiscal policy coordination have had a significant 
impact on national news media discourse, particularly in Germany, but also in France. The in-
depth case study of Ireland (reprimand under the BEPG) and Germany (proposed early warn-
ing under the Stability Pact in January 2002) showed that both countries’ press devoted con-
siderable attention to the critical recommendations, producing a high number of headline sto-
ries, opinion pieces and editorials (Meyer 2004). At least in these instances of first-time appli-
cation, peer review procedures, which involve the singling out of member states, have proven 
capable of generating considerable public attention, forcing governments to justify themselves 
and contributing to a rapid politicisation of decision-making. Yet, even though both govern-
ments faced initially quite critical media coverage, the Irish administration largely succeeded 
in convincing journalists and other opinion leaders to frame the issue in terms of Eurozone 
economics, national interest and the defence of fiscal sovereignty. In Germany, even though 
this study cannot prove causality, German officials interviewed stressed that the controversy 
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surrounding the early warning played a facilitating role in coming to an agreement in March 
2002 on a, albeit soft, national stability pact between the German federal government and the 
Länder authorities. In the case of French fiscal policy, we did see that newspaper commenta-
tors and opposition leaders launched quite vigorous attacks on national governments. It were 
particularly newspaper commentators and some business representatives, which criticised the 
government’s open violation of the EU fiscal rules, even if more on political than on eco-
nomic grounds. Hence, even if France did not fully comply with the fiscal policy rules, repu-
tational costs need to come into the equation when explaining that France did seek a compro-
mise and took some steps towards fiscal consolidation in 2003. For employment policy coor-
dination our studies suggest a low and declining of ability to impose reputational costs on 
national governments. Moreover, a striking feature of employment policy coverage is that an 
article on the EES (usually written from Brussels) hardly creates any follow-up by either na-
tional political actors or nationally based journalists.  

Ideational Change Through Public Discourses? 
In our qualitative frame analysis of media coverage in 1998 and 2002 we have seen some evi-
dence for weak instances of ideational change, mainly in the field of fiscal policy. For in-
stance, we found a marked increase in public attention being paid to the need for anticyclical 
policies, a goal of this governing mode, which has been often forgotten and even used against 
the application of the 3 percent threshold. At the same time, of declining relevance in public 
discourse was the underlying economic philosophy that price stability was good for economic 
growth. It seems therefore that the Stability Pact was good at focusing attention on the annual 
public deficit, but not very successful in fostering debates about the reduction of national 
debts or anti-cyclical policies.  
In the case of employment policy coordination, we identify across all three countries a de-
crease in the attention the press has paid to the key ideas of the EES. This seems to be a dis-
appointing result for a governing process aimed at inducing policy learning. The only excep-
tion has been the issue of adaptability of labour markets, which rose substantially in impor-
tance in Germany. The European dimension may thus in indirect ways have supported a shift 
in thinking about labour market reform in Germany. In France, the EES made a difference in 
educating administrative elites about new concepts and practices, but this link was hardly ever 
present in public discourse. In British public discourse little attention was paid to the EU rec-
ommendations in the field of equal opportunity and employability. However, the employment 
related findings need to be regarded with some caution given that employment policy cover-
age declined in importance to very low absolute levels. 
Looking at a possible transnationalisation of news coverage both regarding the presence of 
foreign political sources and a synchronisation of news frames used to interpret political real-
ity, at least the frame of performance comparison has increased markedly across both policy 
fields. It reflects a growing interest in other countries’ performances as well as a decline in the 
ability of governments to insulate ‘their’ press from ‘foreign’ new and opinion sources. 

3.3.4.3 Conclusion: Soft Governance and the Limits of Europeanization 
If we take the adaptation of public discourses as a yardstick to assess the performance of pol-
icy coordination modes, our findings can convey a range of different messages. The first is 
that regulatory Europeanisation has been moderate (France) or even strong (Germany) in the 
case of fiscal policy coordination but weak for its counterpart in the employment domain. 
While the rules of the Stability Pact remain heavily contested and exceeded by some coun-
tries, albeit by a small degree, it is also clear that no government can fully insulate itself 
against peer pressure spilling over to domestic press coverage, not even in France. In some 
cases, publicised opinion may have played a role in forcing governments to conduct more 
stability oriented fiscal policies as they would have without such a ‘naming and shaming’ 
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mechanism. This was particularly, the case in Germany, but also France undertook a number 
of steps aimed at bringing down its structurally adjusted deficit despite its combative rhetoric 
vis-à-vis the Stability Pact and the Commission. At the same time, the ideational elements of 
the fiscal policy framework became increasingly distorted in the political polarisation over the 
3 percent limit, fostering an overly legalistic and mechanical discussion about the rules rather 
than the overall objective of fiscal policy coordination (to ensure the sustainability of public 
finances as far as they affect the functioning and stability of monetary union). The EES in 
contrast had virtually no success in imposing reputational costs through public debate, and 
little with regard to fostering ideational change, except for some measures aimed at increasing 
labour market flexibility in Germany.  
The second major message is that compensatory Europeanisation was virtually absent in the 
case of the EES and varied between countries with regard to the fiscal policy coordination 
process. Fiscal policy coordination is increasingly ‘hitting home’ (Börzel/Risse, 2000), mak-
ing it a real factor in national press discourses of policy choices, especially in Germany, but 
also in Britain and France (since 2003). In contrast, media attention to soft employment policy 
coordination declined dramatically up to the point of extinguishing this governing mode from 
public awareness. Only in the area of fiscal policy did press coverage become also more 
‘European’ in terms of the representation of news voices even though references concerned 
more EU institutions and actors than member state ministers and sources. Moreover, press 
coverage became more similar regarding the use of news frames relating to performance 
comparison, sovereignty, and sanctions. From the perspective of public scrutiny and political 
accountability, we see the overrepresentation of the EU-Commission as a worrying sign of the 
persistence of blame-shifting strategies of governmental actors, particularly in France but also 
in Germany. European guidelines and recommendations are portrayed as if they had not 
evolved out of national participation and indeed sometimes based on explicit national com-
mitments to take certain actions. As a result, we have seen the emergence of increasingly vig-
orous, and sometimes even cross-national debates about national fiscal choices and their ap-
propriateness. In contrast, few home-based journalists and even less citizens will know that 
there is such a thing as the Luxembourg process. The communicative deficiencies of the EES 
partly explain why national ownership of this governing mode is so low and implementation 
is sluggish and opportunistic. 
We have also argued that the degree of Europeanization depends on the specificities of the 
legal provisions and the governing modes, which are derived from it. Intervening variables are 
the domestic political salience of the policy fields covered by the governing mode, the breadth 
of the objectives pursued by it and the sanctions that are available to enforce compliance. 
Whether these hypotheses hold true for media coverage in other countries and for other gov-
erning modes is a question for further research. The findings provide, however, provide indi-
cations on how to reform some aspects of policy coordination to foster compensatory Europe-
anization in the realm of public discourse. For employment policy co-ordination the virtual 
absence of media coverage does suggest a need to fundamentally rethink a soft governance 
approach, which may stimulate learning among administrative networks and narrow policy 
communities, but fails to convey these processes to a wider public. One could either scale 
these governing processes down to their intention to promote research and learning among 
key actors and drop bolder aspirations to promote certain policies, or one need to substantially 
bolder elements of ranking and be more outspoken vis-à-vis those member states who are not 
tackling labour market reforms and thereby harm Europe’s growth prospects. In the area of 
fiscal policy coordination, the most striking deficiency was the overrepresentation of the EU 
Commission in the press coverage, despite the fact that member state representatives are re-
sponsible for deciding on self-commitments, recommendations and sanctions. A more con-
tinuous and strengthened EU Presidency and the creation of a Mr Euro could help to counter-
balance this asymmetry in public communication in this area. 
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4. Conclusions and policy implications 

4.1 Conclusions: Loose Policy Coordination and the Limits of EU Economic Gov-
ernance 
The key question of the Govecor Research project has been: To what extent have the legal 
provisions for economic policy coordination resulted in the gradual emergence of ever closer, 
more deliberative, and more binding forms of economic governance and political integration? 
The main thrust of the findings is clear: Policy coordination modes have not transformed or 
comprehensively altered economic policy-making on either the Brussels or the national level 
between 1997 and 2003. The legal provisions have not led to a decisive push towards more 
integrated forms of economic governance across various dimensions of our enquiry and failed 
to induce the kind of changes required for member states to generate growth and meet the 
targets of the Lisbon agenda. Yet, we have also observed evidence for an intensified use, 
scope extension, proliferation and streamlining of policy coordination processes below the 
level of treaty change, which will have implications for the future course of EU economic 
governance. 
This chapter will substantiate and elaborate these conclusions by reviewing the characteristics 
of the intervening variables, assessing the overall evolution, and elaborating the theoretical 
toolbox for studying governing modes and integration. In particular, it will draw on and refine 
neo-institutionalist theories to allow a better explanation of why integrative dynamics did not 
make a stronger impact and why national actors exhibited a pick-and-choose strategy in re-
sponding to the new constraints and incentives. It will be argued that neo-institutionalist ap-
proaches to the study of integration ought to adopt a multi-level approach in order to specify 
in more detail under what conditions the interplay of institutions and preferences can be ex-
pected to lead to deeper integration. They should also draw more extensively on empirical 
findings of studies of these institutions and draw on the insights of other disciplines to under-
stand and anticipate the impact of changes in the policy environment on preference formation. 

4.1.1 The Evolution of Self-Coordination: The Results of the Intervening Variables 
The following section summarises the key findings presented in part 3 of this final report re-
garding the evolution of the living constitution of policy coordination modes represented by 
the Stability and Growth Pact, the European Employment Strategy, and the Broad Economic 
Policy Guidelines between 1997 and 2003. In doing so, it follows the line of argumentation, 
including the intervening variables and their operationalisation as set out in chapter 3.1 and 
will present summarizing policy implications for European economic policy coordination. 

4.1.1.1 Rule Following and Adaptation: Moderate Expansion at the EU level, Shallow and 
Opportunistic Use at the National Level 
Political actors at various levels of EU governance have generally followed and complied 
with the procedural and institutional aspects of policy coordination such as providing infor-
mation, reporting and reviewing policies within the Committees. Yet, a divergence in rule 
following and use between European and national levels of governance can be noted. At the 
European level, it can be distinguished between an ‘expansion phase’ (1997-2000), which saw 
elaboration and increasing detail in the processes, guidelines and recommendations coupled 
with a proliferation of a range of new ‘softer’, non-Treaty based coordination processes as 
part of the Lisbon strategy. This was followed a phase of ‘consolidation’ (2001-2003), which 
was marked by efforts to respond to the spreading perception of overlaps and inconsistencies 
between the different processes at the EU level, and insufficient follow-up and implementa-
tion at the national level (see below). A number of modifications in the interpretation and im-
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plementation of the unchanged Treaty rules were proposed by the Commission and mostly 
accepted by the Council: The Stability Pact became more flexible with regard to conditions in 
member states, paying more attention to structural deficits and the position in the business 
cycle. Similarly, the five-year review of the EES sparked a number of steps towards a simpli-
fication, and a shift to a more long-term perspective. The coordination of coordination was 
improved by circulating the BEPG to other relevant Council formations and by increasing 
policy coherence through streamlining the BEPG and the Employment Guidelines in spring of 
2003. At the national level, the procedural rules, were generally followed, but procedural and 
institutional innovation was limited. Relatively small and usually not very senior parts and 
pre-existing units of national bureaucracies became involved in the reporting procedures and 
ministerial coordination. Procedural compliance was at times hampered when top-decision-
makers intervened to submit grossly overoptimistic budget estimates, postponed the publica-
tion of data, and obstructed in problematic ways the implementation of the excessive deficit 
procedure. Even though National Actions Plans were submitted regularly, they resembled 
more a ritualistic restatement of what had been done or decided already than the intended 
plans for future action in line with EU guidelines. 
In terms of substantive rule following and use non-Treaty coordination processes spread to 
ever more policy areas as part of a wider strategy. However, Treaty-based policy coordination 
modes did become ‘harder’ through new linkages with first pillar instruments or Treaty 
amendments. While the Commission increasingly used EES priorities in Structural Funds 
programming, the Council was visibly reluctant to explicitly link ESF and NAPs, while na-
tional authorities often paid little more than lip service to the EES priorities. The constitu-
tional draft treaty suggests only few changes to the existing provisions, except for the possi-
bility of deepening coordination within the Eurogroup. A constitutionalisation of OMCs was 
not undertaken. At the national level, compliance and adaptation was sporadic and pointing to 
a systematic and in some areas widening ‘commitment-implementation gap’ of policy coordi-
nation. Governments departed in several instances from their commitments made at the Coun-
cil level and ignored substantive individual recommendations for policy change directed to 
them. They often pursued a pick-and-choose-strategy, implementing only those recommenda-
tions in line with their political aspirations, but not the more costly or long term ones. Na-
tional compliance with budget targets was frequently also obstructed by other national minis-
tries and a lack of support by Prime Ministers, Chancellors etc. EU process may have sup-
ported some changes in labour market regulation, pension systems, and the setting-up of pro-
cedures for sub-national fiscal surveillance or instruments for anti-cyclical public expenditure. 
The third dimension of rule-following focuses on phenomena of differential empowerment. 
Generally, we note that policy coordination has tended to strengthen both the national Finance 
Ministries and Commission’s DG for Economic and Financial Affairs. They have often used 
their privileged position as drafters and masters of the BEPGs and the Stability Programmes 
to extend their governing reach to other ministries’ policy agendas. At the national level, 
however, ownership of coordination processes in other than the Finance and the Employment 
Ministries is low and measures are often counterproductive and badly coordinated. Despite 
the Lisbon strategy, heads of government have devoted relatively little and at best fluctuating 
attention to ensure their compliance with EU soft law. Vertically, we note that the European 
Commission has not been able to use the policy coordination provisions to substantially in-
crease its leverage over the different Council formations and national interests in general. It 
also failed to gather sufficient support for a stricter line under the SGP against some member 
states and was rather cautious in criticising frequent instances of non-compliance with the 
EES or the BEPGs. While hybrid policy coordination committees such as the EFC or the 
EMCO have not gained substantive leverage, the Eurogroup has gained in influence, pre-
structuring the agenda and voting in the subsequent Ecofin Council. 
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4.1.1.2 Impact on Interactions between Supranational, Governmental and Non-Governmental 
Actors: Some Horizontal, Limited Vertical Fusion 
The new provisions have supported the emergence of more deliberative, but delimited forms 
of governance involving national and supranational actors within key policy coordination 
committees and top-level informal groupings. Jacobsson and Vifell analysed in their work 
package how the nature of interaction in key EU level committees, in particular the EFC and 
EMCO, have allowed for the evolution of common frames of reference, consensus orientation 
rather than voting, and the power of the good argument rather than guarded bargaining and 
country size. The participants are generally committed to reaching progress towards ‘Social 
Europe’, voting hardly takes place when there is no consensus, and peer pressure motivates 
actors not to be ‘the worst pupil in class’. Yet, when it comes to deciding on country-specific 
recommendations, hard performance indicators, and particularly salient policy issues, posi-
tions can be locked-in, pre-meeting coalition building occurs, and bargaining takes place. The 
real impact on transforming political preferences is thus hard to assess and probably more 
long-term. The EES findings indicate, however, that national politicians give increasingly less 
restrictive instructions and leave EMCO participants more room for manoeuvre. However, 
this is partly the result of the recommendations being increasingly perceived as ‘harmless’ in 
terms of generating negative publicity. In the EFC, potential for deliberation has been initially 
higher because of shared professional background (economists) and a shared project (Mone-
tary Union). Yet, the EFC’s ability of participants to deliberate, to build and sell a consensus 
at home is gradually diminishing after 2000 (Linsenmann/Meyer 2003). This is partly due to 
the creation (1999) and heightened role of the Eurogroup consisting mainly of National Fi-
nance Ministers of the Euro zone. Here, deliberation is less salient than in the EFC, but par-
ticipants highlight that peer pressure and socialisation effects are felt and real discussions on 
substance do take place beyond the regular ‘tour de table’. 
Policy coordination has drawn in non-governmental actors, but to a lesser degree than one 
might have expected. Unsurprisingly, it was primarily the EES, which encouraged a greater 
involvement of social partners and civil society actors. The relevant EU level committees 
EMCO and the SPC have not only a formal mandate to do so, but showed also real interest in 
involving other ‘stakeholders’ and building up impetus for reform. On the economic and fi-
nancial side, however, committees remain closed to such interests and guarded by a cartel of 
DG-Ecfin and national Finance Ministries. European level social partners organisations have 
remained relatively weak actors even in the EES, mostly because of divergent preferences and 
reluctance on the part of their national members. Social partners organisations of some coun-
tries became somewhat more involved in the drawing up of NAPs, yet given their low signifi-
cance in the national policy-making process (see previous section), they did not invest many 
resources or dramatically shift their attention to EU coordination procedures, remaining 
largely national players. Yet, some gradual changes are observable as changes in the EES 
incentive structures (consultation requirements, strategic use of the ESF, and Commission 
funding for actors), empowered some civil society actors and increased the perception of be-
ing increasingly affected. One example of such empowerment in the field of gender policy is 
Ireland, where the Equality Division has criticised the government to live up to its commit-
ments. Generally, the picture of civil society involvement varies substantially between coun-
tries, especially according to the pre-existence of a strong consultation culture. 
The third dimension of change concerns the intensification of interactions and coordination 
attempts across policy areas at the same level of governance and as well as across levels of 
governance. Generally, we found that interactions increased horizontally rather than verti-
cally. From a horizontal perspective we saw European level committees such as the EFC and 
EMCO, as well as the Eurogroup gradually strengthening their coordination efforts. This has 
led in 2003 for instance to considerable conflict between DG Ecfin and DG Emploi over the 
drawing up of so-called streamlined BEPGs. At the national level, a parallel development of 
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horizontal fusion has taken place in so far as the National Action Plans strengthened linkage 
building between ministries and agencies responsible for employment, social policy, educa-
tion, family, economic affairs and industry. The EES has also contributed to, if hardly quanti-
fiable, the creation of a number of ‘super ministries’, combining labour market and economic 
or industrial affairs in Denmark, Sweden, Austria, and Germany. The fiscal policy coordina-
tion process in contrast has not dramatically improved coordination between national finance 
ministries on the one hand, and those responsible for other socio-economic policies on the 
other hand. As far as vertical fusion trends are concerned, policy fields at the European level 
remain rather closed to other interested political parties such as executive agencies and sub-
national authorities. Within national administrations, awareness of the EES remained rela-
tively low and policy knowledge at regional and local governing levels was not systematically 
drawn upon. In the area of fiscal policy coordination, upward network building concerned 
primarily the highest European fora with the creation of informal Eurogroup, comprising the 
national ministers for finance, central bankers, and representatives from the Commission. The 
requirements for fiscal policy coordination did, however, encourage some degree of vertical 
strengthening of coordination efforts in the form of the setting up of ‘national stability pacts’, 
which sought to bind in sub-national fiscal authorities into the SGP framework, even if with 
clear limitations. 

4.1.1.3 Public Discourses and Policy Ideas: Opportunities and Obstacles to Debate and Learn-
ing 
To what extent did the provision for policy coordination lead to an intensification of public 
discourses on these issues over time? We could not observe a linear increase in public atten-
tion for both governing modes. Instead coverage was very much event-driven in the first two 
years and declined significantly after the launch of the Euro and the onset of two years of 
strong economic growth. Since 2001, however, the picture changes substantially and we see a 
divergence of impact between hard (Stability Pact) and soft co-ordination (Employment Pol-
icy, BEPG). Fiscal policy co-ordination is increasingly ‘hitting home’, albeit to varying de-
grees in different member states, as controversies over compliance with the three percent 
threshold come to the fore. This is particularly the case in countries struggling to meet the 
criteria such as Portugal, Germany, even though Italy and France are cases were the issue sa-
lience was lower despite compliance problems. But also in the UK coverage of the SGP in-
crease substantially in 2001-3. In contrast, publicity for employment policy coordination de-
clined steadily, even when taking the general decrease for the topic in national media cover-
age into account. Negative recommendations emanating from the EES process were hardly 
ever picked up and commented upon in domestic debate. As a result, the Luxembourg process 
and its policy impulses are lost on all but those directly involved in the review process. The 
communicative deficiencies of the EES partly explain why national ownership of this govern-
ing mode is so low and implementation is sluggish and opportunistic (see previous two sec-
tions). 
Did policy coordination and peer review translate into public pressure and ideational change 
in member states to support compliance with EU soft law? Again, we need to distinguish be-
tween hard and soft coordination when assessing communicative impact. Even though the 
rules of the Stability Pact were heavily contested, it was also clear that no government could 
fully insulate itself against peer pressure spilling over to domestic press coverage. Indeed, 
case studies showed that negative recommendations emanating from the SGP or the BEPG do 
make an impact on publicised discourses and force governments to justify themselves in pub-
lic (Meyer 2004). In some cases (Portugal, lesser degree Germany) publicised opinion may 
have contributed to a degree of policy change (lesser deficits, national stability pacts), but this 
linkage is difficult to prove. Moreover, we found that peer review was until 2003 a misnomer, 
given the communicative abstinence of national ministers as compared to the Commission as 
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the main protagonist. As a result, governments could more easily portray criticism as political 
motivated, not as a consequence of non-compliance with jointly agreed rules and national 
commitments. The EES in contrast had virtually no success in imposing reputational costs 
through public debate. It was only slightly better with respect to inducing some degree of 
ideational change, presumably through a two-step information flow via other elites and civil 
society actors. Thus, the EES may have contributed to more debates about elder workers and 
the desirability of early retirement schemes, preventive measures, and by emphasising partici-
pations rather than unemployment rates. Moreover, the EES fed into national discussions by 
supplying comparative data on participation rates, the gender pay-gap, and the average time 
required to set-up a business. On the fiscal side we saw increasingly monothematic, mechanis-
tic discussions about the three percent limit rather than debates about other ‘messages’ of the 
SGP framework, namely about the sustainability of public finances within the EMU frame-
work and the need for anti-cyclical policies. Yet, the SGP together with the BEPG provided 
also new justifications for budgetary consolidation and discipline, as the debate about the sus-
tainability of pension systems in the wake of changing demographics got seriously under way 
in a number of countries.  
Finally, we have been interested in the contribution of soft governance to the increasing syn-
chronisation (horizontal fusion) and Europeanisation of national public spheres (vertical fu-
sion). Generally, we found more evidence for the latter than for the former. Especially in the 
debates about fiscal policy did we observe a growing Europeanisation in terms colouration 
and representation of news voices, i.e. more references to EU institutions. Even though na-
tional frames of reference usually dominated these debates, European perspectives were also 
clearly represented both in terms of news selection and commentary. In contrast to horizontal 
Europeanization, we have found very little intensification of cross-national references and 
debates in the both policy areas. Foreign national actors as key participants of peer review and 
co-ordination were hardly ever present in the debates. We did observer, however, a cross-
national convergence in the use of news frames relating to performance comparison, sover-
eignty, and sanctions. The debates about fiscal policy and EMU became thus more inter-
linked, even though a genuine trans-European debate has not yet emerged.  

4.1.1.4 Loose Coordination and the Limits of Fusion Trends 
The story of how policy coordination has worked in different settings of governance in 
Europe has been analyzed by the GOVECOR project from varying perspectives, evoking a 
panorama of many colours, shades, and details. These contrasts should be kept in mind, yet 
when surveying the whole picture, we find that policy coordination has not (yet) evolved in 
the direction of the ideal-types of tight or collective coordination, which could be seen as a 
stepping-stone for further political integration (See Figure 1). Especially in the area of soft 
coordination, the early enthusiasm waned and ritualistic and opportunistic use of the rules 
followed. Fiscal policy coordination entered a phase of contention and crisis as the Euro 
zone’s two largest economies exceeded the deficit rules and successfully evaded sanctions. 
Policy coordination modes have not (yet) fully integrated with domestic structures of policy-
making, interest mediation and public deliberation, especially in larger member states. Low 
levels of national ownership, especially at sub-national level, hindered the kind of adaptations 
needed to foster sustained compliance. Metaphorically speaking, policy coordination resem-
bles an exercise of a small group of prophets attempting to synthesise a new religious doc-
trine, while their flock is still very much rooted in different creeds and shows little faith in the 
new rules. What is, however, remarkable is that policy coordination modes could be and were 
modified without requiring Treaty change to respond to some of these problems. During the 
consolidation phase (2001-2003) they became more flexible with regard to national condi-
tions, more coordinated and synchronised, less detailed and more oriented towards medium 
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term goals. These changes were usually initiated by the Commission and, as far as necessary, 
accepted by the Council.  

Table 4.1.2.1: Overview of Fusion/Fragmentation Trends: Loose Coordination in Action 
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The current debate about new governing modes can benefit from these findings in three ways: 
First, our studies of coordination in these particular policy fields have highlighted the limits of 
deliberation to affect preference change and to ensure implementation. In so far as higher po-
litical echelons are not sufficiently involved and awareness is generally low at the national 
level, real learning and preference change is limited to a small group of people, who are 
bound by a political mandate and cannot shape policy in ways familiar from the operation of 
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the EFC in the run-up to EMU. Indeed, the declining role of the EFC within hard coordination 
demonstrates that even that kind of deliberation is historically contingent and depends on the 
shadow of a very strong incentive (membership of EMU). Indeed, preference change and 
learning may work only in the medium term (from 4 years onwards) and then only in specific 
national settings and under specific circumstances.  
Hence, while discursive regulatory mechanisms have an important role to play in governance 
(especially when freed of some of the overly demanding bureaucratic processes), hard incen-
tives and ‘the shadow of hierarchy’ (Héritier 2003) need to come into the picture as back-
ground variables for understanding the environment in which deliberation can take place. 
Similarly, peer review and pressure has often been ineffective with leaders (especially those 
of large member states) and in areas or times when politicisation and electoral significance 
was high. Heads of government have overruled their ministers who are more frequently ex-
posed to peer pressure through their monthly Council sessions. At the same time, we have 
seen that policy coordination modes relying on communicative mechanisms have more easily 
adapted, with varying success, to changes in their environment than governance through hard 
law. 
Finally, our findings cast doubts over whether policy coordination modes are particularly 
‘democratic’ or enhance the legitimacy of European multi-level governance (Eberlein and 
Kerwer 2002). Not only did national parliaments show little awareness of and involvement in 
the policy coordination procedures. Civil society actors exhibited relatively little interest in 
using the opportunities of policy coordination to increase their voice at the national level, 
partly because of their perception that national governments do not need to deliver on EU soft 
law. Furthermore, public debate about the issues raised by self-coordination was deficient 
from the perspective of sheer quantity as well as from the perspective of promoting peer re-
view and ideational change. Gaps in the governing networks (Kohler-Koch 2002) and ac-
countability mechanisms could be justified from an output perspective to allow the key com-
mittees involved in policy coordination to deliberate freely and advance results for the politi-
cal leadership. However, the problem at the policy preparation stage is that it these structures 
need to involve national stakeholders and feed into domestic debates in order to overcome the 
commitment-implementation gap at the governmental level. And if they do make an impact 
without such a debate, policy coordination can be accused with some justification of blurring 
lines of accountability, weakening the scrutiny powers of parliaments, and hiding political 
choices behind technocratic reasoning. In its current form, self-coordination rests on a rather 
weak, top-heavy legitimacy of the EU-Commission with occasional injections of political 
rhetoric and initiatives by the European Council. 

4.1.2 Multi-Level Institutionalism and the Limits of Integrative Forces in Soft Govern-
ance 
In spelling-out our research design we have initially formed a number of expectations of how 
the new legal provisions would act together with pre-existing central institutions to result not 
only in a ‘ratchet effect’ or a ‘locking-in’ of the new status quo, but also in an expansion of 
rule application and leading to deeper integration through Treaty amendments. The causal 
mechanism to bring about such kind of change were the following:  
1. Under conditions of qualified majority voting in the Council, the European Commission 

would use its new monitoring and proposing powers in the new policy fields to advance 
the scope and depth of policy coordination goals, including strategic linkage-building soft 
law (EES) and hard law regulation in the area of the structural funds. 

2. The setting-up of new EU committees for policy coordination would encourage the forma-
tion and networking of vertical coalitions of administrations, would gradually Europeanise 
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participants, national preferences, and ultimately build-up support for further institution-
alisation. 

3. New incentives such as ESF funds and gains in knowledge would shift non-governmental 
actors’ attention to the EU level and generate support for deepening commitments, while 
primarily new sanctions (fines, naming and shaming) would force member states to adapt 
and comply. 

4. The publicness of peer review processes would induce a Europeanisation of public de-
bates on the policy issue, which would eventually increase support and legitimacy for up-
grading the rules, but also calls for greater democratic participation. 

5. Unintended consequences from previously communitarised policy areas, particularly the 
one-size-fits-all interest rate and monetary policy, would prompt member states to con-
sider a move into hard law and a scope expansion. 

6. Changes in the policy environment, especially economic problems arising from economic 
cycles or global developments, will manifest themselves in member states’ greater will-
ingness to look for European solutions for these problems. 

The findings were, however, that the institution of new legal provisions has not encouraged a 
co-evolution of the policy coordination modes, which would act as a stepping-stone towards 
deeper integration. We found that even though procedural use was high, national adaptation 
and compliance was opportunistic and at best moderate; some modification of the non-Treaty 
based rules of policy coordination was enacted, which aimed for greater coherence of the in-
struments, but also for less detailed and more long-term perspectives; while open method of 
coordination modes proliferated outside of the Treaty, the review of primary EU law by the 
Convention and the IGC brought about no substantial change to the status, depth and scope of 
policy coordination and no constitutionalisation of OMCs. When reviewing the findings of 
the intervening variable in the previous section, it is clear that the upgrading scenario has not 
been met. 

4.1.3 The explanatory capacity of neo-institutionalist approaches 
In the following we want to argue that neo institutionalist theories can help to explain these 
findings, but they need to be adapted in three ways: Firstly, institutionalist theories do not in 
themselves predict a specific developmental path for European integration; they only predict 
that ‘agency rationality, strategic bargaining, and preference formation are conditioned by 
institutional context’, both formal and informal (Aspinwall/Schneider 2000: 18). Thus, in or-
der to equip new institutionalism with improved forecasting and analysing powers it needs, 
firstly, to be better informed by empirical findings about its subject area, for instance the role 
of formal EU institutions, the impact of voting rules, the stickiness of national institutions, 
and the influence of identities, ideas and discourses at various levels of governance. Secondly, 
new institutionalism needs to focus on the interplay of European and national levels of gov-
ernance to understand dynamics and outcomes, given that member states’ response and pref-
erence formation to new provisions is also mediated through national institutions. Thirdly and 
finally, in order to better account for changes in the policy environment, integration theory 
should draw more extensively on the insights of other disciplines to better understand and 
forecast changes in the policy environment, which are likely to affect preference formation of 
political actors across all levels of governance. 

4.1.3.1 Adaptation and Preference Formation at the National Level 
Why did member states not adapt more strongly to the requirements of policy coordination 
and why were they not ready to support a hardening or extension of Treaty based mecha-
nisms? The most important argument from a rationalist institutionalist perspective is that the 
incentives as well as the sanction mechanisms of soft governing processes were too weak to 
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bring about adaptation if governments found policy recommendations undesirable for political 
reasons or too costly or difficult to push through against domestic opposition. Given the ab-
sence of treaty infringement procedures against member states in this area, policy coordina-
tion processes relied on two mechanisms to further compliance: pecuniary and reputational. 
The linkage between the EES and the ESF was difficult to implement, because of opposition 
of the Council. The funds involved were also too small to seriously influence national authori-
ties’ interest calculation. Similarly, the threat of fines under the Stability Pact was not suffi-
ciently credible to force adaptation because, firstly, the fine itself was considered counterpro-
ductive in case of a country having severe fiscal consolidation problems and, secondly, im-
plementation depended on the repeated qualified majority voting in the Council to impose 
sanctions. This second condition would have been more easily fulfilled if the policy environ-
ment had not changed, in other words, a cyclical downturn coupled with idiosyncratic and 
structural problems had placed not only the two largest EU member states, but also two 
smaller ones on the course of rule violation. Otherwise, veto coalitions would have been more 
difficult to construct. Moreover, larger member states were less likely to comply, because 
they come up against stronger formal and informal veto players in their domestic institutions, 
be it strong trade-unions and street protests (France), fragile coalition governments (Italy), or 
a upper chamber with strong veto powers (Germany). Smaller countries’ political systems 
have proven to be better at implementing the kind of reforms suggested by policy coordina-
tion. Therefore, policy coordination allowed governments to pursue a pick-and-choose strat-
egy of compliance. The perception that governments were not taking compliance seriously 
was also an important factor in explaining why social partners and interest groups were not 
shifting their attention to the EU level.  
Sociological institutionalism can help to understand why the normative force of soft law cou-
pled with reputational costs did not bring about adaptation across the board either. Generally, 
we found that a general insight of Europeanisation/implementation studies applies also in our 
study, namely that differences in national compliance cultures can explain some of the varia-
tions in adaptation (Falkner/Treib 2004). Our finding of stronger compliance by the Scandi-
navian countries and the UK is consistent with this perspective. But why did ‘naming and 
shaming’ or public deliberation not effect the other countries with hybrid or weak compliance 
cultures? First, the EES did not make much of a public impact because it did not provide for 
the singling out of member states for ‘naming and shaming’. Moreover, a combination of 
member state opposition and Commission caution vis-à-vis ‘naming and shaming’ led to the 
watering down of recommendations and the avoidance of stronger wording. We found only 
few instances of civil society actors transporting the ideas of policy coordination in national 
arenas, partly due to a lack of awareness and information about the existence of policy coor-
dination. Soft policy coordination lacked the necessary media exposure to make a difference 
to the national formation of policy ideas and frames of references. But even if strong criticism 
was proposed under the excessive deficit rules and made public and if such a proposal found 
the necessary qualified majority in the Council to be adopted, only few member states’ pub-
lics reacted in ways to support such compliance. This has mainly to do with the deficits in 
national publics defining themselves as European and national political discourses being ori-
ented towards a European collective good. Moreover, the stability pact rules commanded little 
public support in most member states to start with. Differences in the informal institutions 
between member states come into play as in countries like Germany and Italy, ‘Europe’ has 
generally a positive connotation in public discourse even if it plays less a role in elections. 
Germany is a somewhat idiosyncratic case because EU criticism carried some weight (as the 
postponement of the deficit figures during the election campaign shows), the Stability Pact 
enjoyed some support, but yet, critical public opinion could not prevent that the government 
violated the rules. Here, the unique mixture of problems arising from Germany federalism and 
the reunification come into play as additional factors. 
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Historical institutionalism contributes not only a greater openness for changes in the policy 
environment or unintended effects of the delegation of power to institutions, it also illumi-
nates how the conditions and preferences, which led to the emergence of the institutions in the 
first place, can help to explain their subsequent evolution. In contrast to many other Treaty 
revisions, where delegation of power is aimed to avoid certain risks and generate clear bene-
fits for all member states, policy coordination did not bring about a transfer of competences to 
the EU level, and more importantly, was motivated by efforts to build public support for 
EMU in a very difficult phase of the convergence process (1996/1997). The negotiation of the 
Amsterdam Treaty, including the Stability Pact and the EES, is well documented by now, and 
the interests of the different member states are transparent. To simplify matters a little, the 
Stability Pact in its particular form was a concession of France and other countries to the 
German government’s acquiescence to EMU, which in turn depended on convincing sceptical 
German public opinion that EMU meant ‘sound money’. The three percent limits was not the 
best functional solution to the problem of free riding in Monetary Unions, but was specifically 
designed with this symbolic concern in mind (Heipertz/Verdun 2003). Similarly, the constitu-
tionalisation of the Essen process (the predecessor of the EES) was seen as a pay-off to coun-
tries concerned with the threat to welfare states as a result of a monetarist, de-regulatory pol-
icy framework, a concession to build ‘Social Europe’. Therefore, given that the Stability Pact 
as well as the EES were introduced within what Pierson calls a logic of ‘discounting long-
term effects’ (Pierson 1996: 135), i.e. for relatively short-term symbolic gain, the successful 
introduction of Monetary Union by 1999 meant that member states felt subsequently less 
bound to their initial commitment. France did never believe it had to comply with fiscal rules 
it regarded as against its interests, whereas in Germany and Italy little attention was paid to 
complying with EES guidelines and recommendations. 

4.1.3.2 The Integrative Impact of European institutions 
The first observation concerns economic spill-over dynamics or what historical institutionalist 
would call unintended effect in areas of ‘high issue density’ (Pierson/Leibfried 1995). These 
could persuade governments of the need to allocate more authority to EU-institutions or make 
the EU policy-making legally binding in order to ensure that the initial policy objectives of 
EMU can be accomplished. In the area of economic and fiscal policy coordination, the early 
attempts led by the French, the German, and the Belgian Finance Ministers, Strauss-Kahn, 
Lafontaine, and Reynders, to develop the Eurogroup into the core of an economic govern-
ment, to influence interest rate policy of the ECB, and to harmonize taxes in order to address 
the political asymmetries and neo-liberal bias of the EMU set-up, came up against strong op-
position by the ECB, a number of member states, and even segments of the concerned gov-
ernments themselves. The row came to be regarded as counterproductive for both economic 
and political reasons and clearly influenced the willingness of political actors within the 
European Convention to reopen what was seen as ‘a can of worms’. This can be interpreted in 
line with historical institutionalist assumptions about the structuring influence of first-time 
applications of rules and the subsequent path-dependency for the potency of functional spill-
over effects to effect political mobilisation for Treaty amendments. 
Partly as a result of the failure to advance on the ‘hard issues’ within the EMU context, soft, 
non-binding policy coordination modes were introduced under the Lisbon strategy. Lisbon 
with its aspirations to overtake the United States in terms of competitiveness was not only the 
result of the political exuberance during times of strong economic growth (see section on pol-
icy environment), but also an attempt to tackle with the increased salience of structural prob-
lems within an ever more integrated single market governed by single currency. There was, 
for instance, new concern over whether collective goods could be harmed by countries’ prob-
lems with the sustainability of their social security systems, the impact of ageing as well as 
deteriorating growth rates. Given that the Stability Pact and the existence of EMU made com-
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petitive devaluation, interest rate adjustment, and fiscal stimulation either impossible or very 
difficult, structural adjustment was seen as the key goal to foster through European level 
measures. Rationalist choice institutionalism can help to explain why political actors chose 
non-treaty base instruments, i.e. the open method of coordination and not harder or suprana-
tional instruments, to address these spill-over pressures and unintended effects (Ioan-
nou/Niemann 2003: 25). In essence, member states’ were not prepared to relinquish control 
over policy areas with high electoral significance for rather uncertain gains or even potential 
costs from a European approach aimed at convergence of national economies. Therefore a 
flexible, non-binding governing mode was advanced, within which member states expected to 
benefit from gains in knowledge about best practices and the possibility to adapt in different 
ways while steering clear of hard compliance pressures in sensitive policy areas. Even more 
than that, national executives are increasingly realising how little room for manoeuvre has 
been left to them under the current legal framework and are keen to preserve or even extend 
their leeway for national action and adaptation by interpreting the rules in an opportunistic 
and more flexible manner. There is a creeping, largely informal process of reverse spill over, 
which is driven by political actors’ growing realisation of the real consequences of a previous 
integrative step (the creation of monetary union); some member states are trying to recuperate 
policy autonomy by re-interpreting rules, making them de-facto less binding.  
From a sociological institutionalist perspective there are a number of reasons why the newly 
set-up committees could not bring about strong socialisation effects on a large enough group 
of actors. In the area of soft governance in employment and social policy, we have seen that 
group cohesion has been comparatively low. Participants lack the kind of similar professional 
background known from members of the Economic and Finance committee. While delibera-
tive problem-solving played an important role within EMCO, we found evidence that gov-
ernments can successfully prevent ‘executive slack’ by giving instructions on what kind of 
recommendations would be acceptable to the country concerned. This has partly to do with 
the fact that the members of EMCO are not as close to national decision-making as the mem-
ber of the EPC and particularly the EFC. Moreover, we also found clear evidence that the 
enthusiasm among the participants of the EES has clearly diminished over the years amidst 
complaints about too much paperwork and too little room for substantive discussion. The EFC 
in contrast can draw on its tradition as a linchpin of the convergence process towards Mone-
tary Union. However, even here ‘esprit européen’, group cohesion, and sense of a shared pro-
ject is gradually dissipating given the advent of new and more EMU sceptical members, the 
growing political salience of the issues, and the creation of alternate committees to deal with 
the rising workload and growing issue agenda. Yet, socialisation dynamics do to come into 
play with the Eurogroup, which has developed some ‘club dynamics’, including a degree of 
peer pressure and a shared frame of reference. At the same time finance ministers do not have 
leeway has they used to have before the completion of Monetary Union. Fiscal policy has 
been thoroughly politicised with the effect that one can observe heads of government/state 
intervening and renouncing their ministers’ commitments in EU fora. Therefore, socialisation 
processes do not sufficiently cover and affect those actors, which matter most for socio-
economic policy-making in contemporary Europe.  
Finally, the ability of institution to build vertical policy networks and Europeanise actors 
within them is also shaped by events in line with a path-dependency logic. Cohesion and mu-
tual trust suffered from the row between large and small countries over the suspension of the 
early warning against Germany and Portugal in January 2002, but more importantly, over the 
November 2003 decision to stop the deficit procedure against Germany. We can even see po-
larisation and de-socialisation dynamics spilling over from these policy fields to broader insti-
tutional questions about the share and influence of small and large member states and the role 
of the Franco-German alliance, which is no longer covering the middle group in these policy 
fields, but has shifted to one extreme. Generally, socialisation dynamics have been badly af-
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fected by the phenomenon of an increasing politicisation of EU decision-making and integra-
tion in general and it is likely to suffer even further as the number of participants increases 
with enlargement. The politicisation of European politics is also affecting the ability of the 
European Commission to set the agenda and advance the scope and depth integration has it 
used to in the past. Moreover, the Prodi-Commission lacked the ability to communicate effec-
tively from the top because of leadership deficiencies and struggled to resolve an identity and 
performance crisis though internal reforms follwing the resignation of the Santer-Commission 
(Meyer 1999, Spence 2000). 

4.1.3.3 Economic Changes in the Policy Environment 
Integration theory has always struggled to anticipate the impact of changes in member states 
policy environment, from the stalling impact of the oil price shock in the 1970s to the integra-
tive impetus of globalisation pressures coupled with recession in the early 1980s. Given that 
the majority of EU governing modes aims at enhancing national economic performance, the 
negligence in mainstream political science for integrating insight of economic analysis is 
problematic. It is true that economic effects arising from events such as September 11, 2001 
in the US or March 11 2004 in Spain cannot be anticipated. Yet, economic analysis could 
have helped to forecast the evolution of policy coordination as a governing mode particularly 
affected by events in the real world given political actors greater leeway for implementing 
preference change. Historical institutionalism assumes that changes in the policy environment 
can create ‘punctuated equilibria’ (Pierson 1996), resulting in institutional change through 
Treaty amendments. However, not all kinds of economic changes would have this effect. In 
our study, the strong decline in economic growth rates after 2000 in a number of member 
states (not all), has had a clear effect on member states’ preferences for rule following and 
expansion. Conversely, the climate of economic growth in 1999 and 2000 was clearly condu-
cive to the formulation of the Lisbon strategy with its ambitious targets and comprehensive 
policy scope. Beyond the difficult task of forecasting the timing of business cycles in Europe, 
economic analysis can help to better understand long-term trends in member states’ economic 
environment. 
The institutional design and functioning of EMU and the SGP created a policy environment in 
which particularly large member states were likely to face problems with complying with the 
deficit limits. It was also a policy environment in which fewer avenues for adaptation of na-
tional economies to asymmetric as well as to symmetric shocks would be possible. Given the 
European limitations to factor mobility, the stickiness of wages and relative prices as well as 
the size of the federal budget available for transfers, the pressures on national governments to 
initiate and implement structural reforms was likely to rise substantially. In addition to the 
EMU related spill-over problems, pressures for reforms of national security systems were also 
likely to mount across Europe because of the effects of the ageing workforce coupled with 
early retirement schemes, particularly in member states with pay-as-you-go systems and large 
pension liabilities. Moreover, Europe has been facing problems of gradually slowing growth 
rates as compared to the United states for more than two decades (Sapir et a. 2000); European 
initiatives for increase spending on education, research and development, as well as steps to 
bring about the right kind of policy mix, could be therefore seen as rational European re-
sponses to European problems. A widening of the policy scope of policy coordination instru-
ments to include areas such as pensions and educations was therefore likely, even if the par-
ticular kind of policy instruments was not clear. 
The problems of adapting to this new environment were also likely to be particularly great in 
the case of Germany, a country whose economic policy-making framework could rely for 
decades on the ability to set interest rates largely independent from the rest of Europe through 
the Bundesbank as well as other associated gains from the strong positions of the Deutsch-
mark in European and International Currency Markets. Economists have known already in the 
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late 1990 that German unification would continue to cause long-term problems and constitute 
a drain on federal resources and economic growth prospects, given that transfers to the East 
were higher than growth (estimates vary between 2.5 and 4 percent of GDP). If the largest 
economy and traditionally one of the most integration minded was on the path towards a 
grave economic crisis, the pattern of successive German governments’ ‘lubricating’ negotia-
tions on further political integration through side-payments and higher net-contributions was 
unlikely to persist. Particularly astute observers might have forecasted already in 1997 that 
Germany would face considerable problems when trying to comply the SGP. 
Finally, economic analysis could help to better understand the impact of globalisation on 
European welfare states and governments’ policy preferences. Even though the controversy of 
whether globalisation is eroding or rescuing the European national state is far from resolved 
(and may in fact be irresolvable, see Gentschel 2003), a few developments are relatively un-
disputed. Firstly, that the economy of European countries will face adaptation pressures to-
wards more innovation and knowledge-based services given that some labour intensive indus-
tries are likely to re-locate or settle in regions or countries with better unit/labour costs. And 
secondly, that member states’ tax revenues from capital are at risk of decline as capital has 
become more mobile and is likely to migrate to regulatory frameworks offering the highest 
returns and the least tax. Hence, one would have expected to see initiatives aimed at reducing 
‘harmful’ (in OECD terms) tax-competition as occurred in 1999, initiated by Germany and 
France. 

4.1.4 Theorising the Consequences of Treaty Amendments 
A comprehensive empirical investigation into the impact of new legal provisions such as ours 
should lead to theoretical innovation beyond the subject area covered. Theoretical eclecticism 
is a good thing as long as one knows when to use which kind of theory and methodology un-
der what circumstances. In our study we deliberately chose an inductive approach to our sub-
ject area, employing different bodies of theories to inform our research, but it should have 
become equally clear, that not all theoretical approaches have been similarly useful and appli-
cable. We suggest how rational choice (RI), historical (HI), and sociological institutionalist 
(SI) tenets can be usefully combined to improve our theoretical toolbox for assessing the po-
tential consequences of newly set-up European institutions; if new Treaty/constitutional pro-
visions are agreed, what is the best way to investigate and forecast their likely use and broader 
impact on integration? The following is not a parsimonious theory of integration, but a man-
ual of theoretical approaches and methodological ‘best practices’, which may yield forecasts 
that are more likely to stand the test of time than those originating from our initial research 
design. 
As a starting point for such a type of investigation, HI would lead us to ask about the context 
and the preferences, which led to the agreement among national governments about the legal 
provisions. Differences in member states interpretations and interests are likely to shape how 
and to what extent governments as the key political actors will play by the new rules. If these 
contexts or preferences change substantially since then (see the next variable), so does the 
readiness of actors to follow the rules agreed in a specific environment unless their behaviour 
becomes locked-in due to new institutions or new constraints and incentives. 
The study has also confirmed the centrality of an RI approach, which explores how powerful 
the incentives and constraints are from the perspective of the different types of actors likely to 
be affected by them. Are governments, social partners or specific interest groups likely to 
adapt to them, either as a credible threat or an attractive opportunity? Moreover, how are these 
incentives and constraints likely to be applied and distributed? In particular, what do the vot-
ing provisions imply for the likelihood that particular actors are outvoted? How easy/difficult 
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is it to construct veto positions under the particular legal provisions and with a given set of 
participants? 
What we did not fully anticipate is that EU incentives and constraints may take on quite a 
different value depending on pre-existing national institutions. Different kinds of institutions, 
formal as well as informal, play a key role not only in shaping political preference aggrega-
tion, they will shape the response of political systems beyond such preferences. Some mem-
ber states’ policies and institutional arrangements would require more adaptation (are most 
costly within an RI logic) in order to comply, some member states will find it much more dif-
ficult to actually implement required changes because of domestic veto players, and some 
other member states are culturally more attuned (SI perspective) to comply with EU law in the 
first place. 
Moreover, legal provisions are ambiguous and are open to interpretation and contention, the 
outcome of which is hard to forecast. From a HI perspective, we would highlight the impor-
tance of the first time application of the rules as crucial for the further use. If they fail the first 
time to be applied and if political polarisation and investment is high, subsequent rule follow-
ing is likely to be problematic and upgrading is unlikely. If possible try to assess under what 
circumstances the rules will be for the first time tested and construct possible interest coali-
tions and outcomes. 
Sociological institutionalism has been useful for considering the longer-term effects of so-
cialisation mechanisms, including new committees, consultation processes and governing 
networks. But we found that their impact is limited in cases of moderate to high politicisation 
affecting the ministerial level or above. Socialisation processes are likely to become less ef-
fective as the number of participants and the heterogeneity of their social and professional 
background increases (consider the impact of enlargement) and the current and long-term 
trend towards a politicisation of EU politics continues. 
From both RI and HI perspective, European institutions matter for advancing integration by 
shaping actors strategies and exploiting gaps in control. Our findings suggest, however, that 
European institutions and actors generally hold relatively limited sway over national prefer-
ence formation. Depending on the incentives and constraints, however, EU criticism can in-
duce quite vigorous debate in some member states and force governments to justify them-
selves. The course and outcome of such discussion will depend on the degree to which na-
tional public spheres and identities are already Europeanised. In all circumstances, however, 
short-term government preferences change is unlikely. 
Complementing the previous point, we also found that the ability of the European Commis-
sion to widen the policy scope, elaborate the procedures and manufacture political support, 
particularly by drawing in other EU institutions, is more limited than often portrayed in the 
literature. The heyday of Commission activism seem to be over after the completion of the 
last grand project, EMU, and problems of internal adaptation. Member states are gradually 
taking over some control via the strengthening of the Council of Ministers and the European 
Council. Consider the increasing impact of the European Parliament in asking for further 
powers to bolster legitimacy and accountability. 
HI as well as neo-functionalist theories have generally proven useful for highlighting the po-
tential integrative implications of unintended effects arising from interdependencies with is-
sue areas previously communitarised. The question is, however, whether they are always 
likely to strengthen the case for further integration in the given policy area or whether they 
cannot make member states even more wary of agency-slack, motivating them to reclaim con-
trol and use expiry legislations, open coordination, rather than move to hard law instruments? 
We found some evidence for the latter case. 
Finally, disciplinary cooperation is extremely value for better anticipating changes in member 
states policy environments as well as for assessing dynamics of preference aggregation and 
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spill-over effects. Anticipating changes in the policy environment may be the most difficult 
and in many cases impossible task, but it is highly advisable to incorporate as far as possible 
other disciplines’ insights into whether, for instance, tax evasion, immigration, environmental 
risks, terrorism or other issues relevant to the policy field are likely to pose a greater or 
smaller problems in the future. Furthermore, these insights are also indispensable for assess-
ing whether European solutions to these problems are likely to be superior to national ones, 
and if so whether coordination, intergovernmentalism, community method, or supranational 
delegation are the most efficient responses to a problems. However, there are limits to such an 
approach in so far, as one need to factor in that central institutions will have a powerful inter-
est in framing such problems in a way that encourages the greatest possible transfer of compe-
tences. 

4.2 The Future of Economic Governance after the Convention and Enlargement 
Based on our project results on the evolution of modes of economic governance between 1997 
and 2003, some tentative conclusions can be drawn with regard to both the development of 
these specific governing modes and to the impact this might have on EU multi-level govern-
ance in general. With the enlargement of the Union in spring 2004 and the still to be ratified 
Constitutional Treaty, new challenges will be added to the list of deficiencies we have ana-
lysed throughout our research. 
At the current stage it is doubtful, that the modes of economic governance analyzed in this 
project are a decisive step in the ratchet fusion process of European integration leading to a 
communitarisation in these policy fields in the foreseeable future. The history of economic 
coordination since the beginning of the integration process tells us that with the exception of 
monetary policy the path chosen by the member states has not been one-directional and we 
have also seen that certain policy approaches and instruments had been abandoned, sometimes 
even without being replaced by alternatives. Yet, in the era of the single currency both eco-
nomic doctrine and political analysis demand at least some kind of macro-economic coordina-
tion at the European level. At the same time, economic challenges, for instance the fiscal im-
plication of the demographic developments of the European societies, the increased integra-
tion of the international market in which Europe has to situate itself, and, especially, the inte-
gration of the new member states into the euro zone, will not diminish but rather accentuate 
the need for further cooperation.  
While supranational and national actors have tried to make the different coordination modes 
more effective during the period considered by this report, OMC spin-offs have extended the 
scope of deliberation on various other policy fields, and we have seen some if limited im-
provement of economic performance of the member states, there are still important procedural 
deficiencies on the domestic and the EU-level and the European Union and its member states 
will almost certainly missed the self-binding targets set within the Lisbon strategy. But as 
interdependences increase across several dimensions, governing modes are needed that estab-
lish a common approach while allowing differential adaptation at the national and regional 
level. 

4.2.1 New paths in the Draft Constitutional Treaty? 
The European Convention as well as the Intergovernmental Conference in mid-2004 have 
amended the legal provision of the current Treaty only to a limited extent. While the delibera-
tions in the European Convention have once more demonstrated that there is no consensus on 
how much coordination there needs to be, the outcome of the IGC – rejecting some of the 
proposals of the Convention and keeping the status-quo – underlined the position of the mem-
ber states’ governments that political choices on these vital policy fields of the European wel-
fare states should remain in their hands. The IGC softened the wording on economic coordi-
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nation in part I of the Constitutional Treaty which now only refers to the coordination of the 
economic policies of the member states, a status quo wording similar to the current TEC. Fur-
thermore, the IGC did not adopt all the suggestions of the Convention to (slightly) strengthen 
the role of the European Commission within the Excessive Deficit Procedure. This approach 
has not been disputed by the SGP-ruling of the ECJ. The judges have underlined that it is the 
member states that decides on the application of sanctions, even if the procedure applied in 
November 2004 was judged to be against the wording of the EC-treaty. 
The new provisions on the euro group as well as on the separate euro zone BEPGs, however, 
have at least the potential to increase policy coordination between euro zone countries and 
seem to acknowledge the necessity to ensure that an coherent economic framework is pro-
vided for the setting of monetary policy by the ECB.  
For the first time the euro group has been incorporated in the European treaties as the euro 
group was merely set up by a decision of the European Council. Once and if the Constitu-
tional Treaty comes into force, the meetings of the finance ministers of the euro zone member 
countries, as well as participants from the European Commission and the president of the 
European Central Bank, will be formalised. Certain tasks have been allocated to the euro zone 
members, in particular and consistent with the special role the euro zone with regard to com-
mon positions on the international monetary system and the international representation of the 
single currency but also with regard to economic policy coordination.  
Even more important are the provisions to establish additional “euro zone BEPGs” and to 
install a chairperson of the euro group, to be elected for 2,5 years. The special role of the 
“euro zone BEPGs” are be open for interpretation, especially as they have to be in line with 
the EU-wide economic guidelines. The euro zone BEPGs will be adopted solely by the minis-
ters of the euro area. Given the poor implementation record of the member states as docu-
mented by our research, additional recommendations addressed to the euro zone countries will 
not strengthen the legitimacy of the procedure, even if the impression is given that these spe-
cial BEPGs might be more binding than the EU recommendations. This has been underlined 
by the provision that the euro zone can adopt measures to advance the coordination and sur-
veillance of fiscal policy. Rather, it might open the door for a more coherent policy-mix, as 
the monetary policy of the ECB can be better taken into account. At the same time, the pres-
sure on the ECB might intensify with this new procedure, as the euro zone finance ministers 
could seize the opportunity to put their comments on the ECB’s policy stance into the docu-
ment (cf. also Linsenmann/Meyer 2003). While so far the deliberations with the ECB took 
place within the euro group meeting and the Euro group presidencies, with a few exceptions, 
have refrained from openly criticizing the ECB, the special BEPGs could lead to a more pro-
nounced and public view on monetary policy issues vis-à-vis fiscal policy. If the new provi-
sions are understood as providing the instruments for a ‘gouvernement économique’ demand-
ing some kind of ex-ante coordination, it might lead to further frictions and bargaining with 
the bank. 
Even if the Constitutional Treaty will enter into force not earlier than 2007, for the time being 
the ‘euro zone’ will now constitute a minority within Ecofin (with 12 countries ‘in’ and 13 
member states ‘out’) and, since May 2004, the current 12 countries having adopted the euro 
do not have a qualified majority any more within the Council. The special euro zone provi-
sions on the BEPGs as well as on the international representation of the euro, even if formal 
voting will still take place during normal Ecofin plenary meetings, seem to have been de-
signed to strengthen the perception of the euro zone as a single economic entity. 
The same concept has been adopted with regard to the provisions on the President of the euro 
group. It will not be necessary that the president will be a finance minister of one of the euro 
zone countries, other options, such as the Commissioner responsible for economic and mone-
tary affairs, are possible if currently unlikely. Again, while on the one hand it should enhance 
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the visibility of the euro zone, it might lead to increased institutional competition with the 
ECB President about the informal role of ‘Mr. Euro’. 
Nevertheless, the increase role and possibly the increased visibility of the euro group might 
again raise further expectations with regard to the capability of the EU institutions to contrib-
ute to economic growth and to the sustainability of public finances. The already quoted ‘capa-
bility-expectation gap’ might even increase if the euro group tries to act as a ‘gouvernement 
économique’ without however having the means to implement the necessary policies on the 
national level and without administrating the small budget of the Union itself.  

4.2.2 A hybridisation of economic governing modes 
Based on our research, and contrary to our initial expectations, for the next years we do not 
expect a linear development of governing modes within economic policy coordination. For 
instance, the introduction of ‘hard’ sanctions in employment policy is neither feasible nor 
economically sensible. On the other hand, we might see the introduction of more binding ar-
rangements in related policy areas which have strong repercussions on fiscal policy, for ex-
ample in the social security systems and in the area of the regulation of financial markets. 
The ruling of the European Court of Justice on the November 2003 decision of Ecofin to put 
the Excessive Deficit Procedure against Germany and France in abeyance as well as the obvi-
ous deficiencies of the SGP in its current form will necessitate an in depth debate between the 
national and European actors on how to amend the Pact, not only to make it less ‘stupid’, but 
actually workable. Both economic arguments as well as political considerations will have to 
be taken into account but the current provisions have lost their credibility as they are both 
economically counterproductive and the sanction mechanism has proven to be ineffective. As 
documented in the results of the work package on fiscal policy coordination, the inherent 
flaws of the Pact, coupled with a monetary policy set by the European Central Bank that 
might have favoured smaller economies (with higher than average inflation rates) has so far 
not led to the desired outcomes, that is annual national budgets below the reference value of 3 
percent of GDP, let alone budget ‘close to balance or in surplus’ in most of the countries. 
It can also be argued that with the failure of this particular ‘hard’ coordination mode, it will 
not serve as a model for other policy areas in which a tightening of rules could be envisaged. 
How this new configuration of the Stability Pact will be legitimised and later on implemented 
will be central to European economic governance. But, in the light of monetary union, it will 
have to include some kind of sanction mechanism within the SGP to be applied if member 
states to not comply with newly calibrated criteria which take into account specific conditions 
for growth periods as well as for economic downturns. For some institutional actors, in par-
ticular the European Central Bank but also some member states’ governments the current 
budget deficits of the larger member states demonstrate once more the importance to have 
strict rules for national fiscal policies. This revision should not be understood as a watering-
down, but rather as an upgrading of the legitimacy of the Pact. Furthermore, incentives and 
constraints have to be carefully chosen due to the increase in heterogeneity of the euro zone, 
following the enlargement and the desire of some new members to join soon the euro zone. 
It is to be expected that amendments to the Stability Pact will be restricted to changes below 
the level of treaty changes. The two regulations which are part of the SGP and the (un-
changed) protocol to the Treaty defining the reference values are ‘protected’ by the require-
ment to reach a consensus within the Council and the two regulations can only be changed 
based on a proposal of the European Commission (cf. art. 104.14 TEC). If the member states 
cannot agree on a revision, the ‘straitjacket’ of existing procedures will continue to erode the 
legitimacy of the coordination mode on fiscal policy, as obviously some member states cannot 
(or even should not) comply to them in certain economic situations. 
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In any event, the path to be chosen for fiscal policy coordination will continue to diverge from 
governing modes utilized in employment policy coordination, and, with respect to non-
budgetary matters, in the BEPG process. The outcome of the Convention deliberations and 
the IGC negotiations demonstrated that the legal provisions with regard to these two proce-
dures will remain to be based on soft policy coordination on the European level. In addition, 
as we have documented in this report, these two governing modes have not developed in the 
same direction, even though the streamlining exercise of the year 2003 has brought the Euro-
pean Employment Strategy procedure closer to the BEPGs. It is doubtful that the BEPG proc-
ess will encompass a larger number of actors involved in the process than the EES already 
has, and it will thus remain rather a top-down governmental process. Given the necessary 
broad approach of these guidelines it is also unlikely that they will be better integrated into 
domestic policy-making procedures, and, as stated above, the BEPG process might also be-
come more complex again with the introduction of separate euro zone BEPGs. Our research 
has furthermore clearly documented that converging trends with regard to adaptations on the 
national level are limited and in the light of continuing divergent economic conditions and wel-
fare state arrangements are not to be expected in the foreseeable future. 
As stated above, the diversification of governing modes in the area of socio-economic policy 
coordination beyond the three coordination procedures analysed by GOVECOR has increased 
further by the introduction of Open Methods of Coordination in neighbouring policy fields. 
Even though the European Convention and the IGC 2003/4 have not introduced the OMC as a 
formalized governing mode in the Draft Constitutional Treaty, the instruments associated with 
the OMC, for example common guidelines agreed by the member states and supervisory func-
tions for the European Commission, have been included in a number of policy areas. In many 
cases they will replace existing non-treaty based OMCs and will thus put some policy fields 
closer to the EU arena, however without a ‘standard OMC-mode’. 
Hence, governing modes will not converge towards a single model, but become ever more hy-
brid and complex as particular elements spread across policy fields. This flexibilisation will 
be enhanced by the length of the transition period during which numerous new member states 
will have (or deliberately choose) to stay outside the euro zone.  
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5. Dissemination and exploitation of results 

5.1 Dissemination activities 
The dissemination strategy of the GOVECOR consortium included the appearances at confer-
ences and workshops as well as the organisation of semi-public workshops and two review 
meetings, publications in academic and semi-academic journals, publications and appearances 
in the mass media, and the presentation of the project and its results on the internet at the 
GOVECOR website. 

5.1.1 Conferences 
The preliminary findings and the results of the project have been presented and discussed at a 
number of workshops and conferences during the lifetime of GOVECOR. 
Major events for the GOVECOR Consortium have been two international conferences of po-
litical scientists. First, at the 1st Pan-European Conference on European Union Politics of the 
European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR) in September 2002 in Bordeaux, Gove-
cor researchers presented their preliminary findings to a distinguished research audience of 
about 25 researchers at a separate GOVECOR panel. The most important event from the per-
spective of dissemination was, secondly, the EUSA conference in Nashville, Tennessee, March 
2003, where a panel on the GOVECOR theme was accepted. The core group researchers Chris-
toph Meyer and Ines Hartwig presented papers “The Europeanisation of Economic Public Dis-
courses” and on “Spill-overs between the structural funds and the employment strategy”, which 
were both well received. In addition, Iain Begg, closely linked to the Govecor project via the 
assistant contractor Federal Trust for Education and Research, presented an additional paper. 
The EUSA conference participation was a valuable substitution for the foreseen deliverable 
‘participation at the Congress of the International Political Science Association’ which had to 
be abandoned. 
The GOVECOR project has also been a discussed at the biannual Presidency Conferences of 
the Principal Contractor TEPSA. This included both progress reports delivered to the confer-
ences and the Assembly of TEPSA and paper presentations by GOVECOR researchers. 
GOVECOR was presented at the following TEPSA presidency conferences: Madrid (Novem-
ber 2001), Copenhagen (June 2002), Athens (November 2002), Rome (June 2003), and Dublin 
(December 2003). Apart from the TEPSA conferences, Consortium members delivered indi-
vidual presentations of research results at various conferences organised by a number of well-
known and established associations and institutions, e.g. College of Europe in Bruges, ESCA-
Germany (AEI), the German Association for Political Science (DVPW), European University 
Institute, Swedish Sociological Association, ETUI, SALTSA, OSE, Real Instituto Alcano Ma-
drid, NYU in London and UACES, Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozialforschung (WZB), 
or the French Association of Economic Science. For a full list of presentations delivered by 
GOVECOR, see annex 7.2.2. Thus, GOVECOR research results were not only presented to a 
great number of academics, but also to other ‘end users’ such as representatives of Central 
Banks, Governments and Administrations, Trade Unions, Employers Organisations and Non-
Governmental Organisations working in the fields of Economic, Monetary, Fiscal, Employ-
ment and Social policy. 
Furthermore, GOVECOR itself was responsible for the organisation of semi-public work-
shops and two review meetings. At the kick-off meeting in October 2001 and at the review 
meeting in April 2002, the project was discussed within the Consortium, with the core group, 
national rapporteurs and a number of invited academics and practitioners participating. A re-
view workshop in July 2003 was however restricted to the principle contractors. 
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The two main events were however the mid-term and the final review meeting organised in 
Brussels. The midterm review meeting on 10-11 January 2003 constituted a very welcome op-
portunity to present the preliminary findings of GOVECOR to a high profile group of experts 
and practitioners. The meeting helped to establish or strengthen contacts among the participants, 
pointed to publications and other sources of data, helped to arrange research interviews and to 
agree on forms of cooperation about extending the website. For instance, Professor Jonathan 
Zeitlin of the European Centre of the University of Wisconsin agreed to add links to the GOVE-
COR-Online homepage on the Centre’s website dedicated exclusively to new modes of govern-
ance, including the open method of coordination. Klaus Regling, Director-General at the Euro-
pean Commission, delivered a dinner speech to the reviewers group. At the same time, review-
ers made a number of suggestions on how to adapt research design, scope, methodology, and 
empirical research in the coming months in order to generate innovative and relevant results. 
The last stage of the project was marked by the final review meeting (16-17 February 2004). The 
invited experts and practitioners discussed the results of the project and commented on the pa-
pers presented by the Govecor team. Reviewers commended the project for its remarkable output 
and empirical analysis as well as for its innovative approach to study and compare developments 
in two vital areas of socio-economic policy-making in the EU. In particular, the interdisciplinary 
approach of the project team consisting of political scientists, sociologists and economists was 
considered as one of the major assets of GOVECOR. The results of the projects will be highly 
relevant to both academics and practitioners, especially in the context of the debate on the Stabil-
ity and Growth Pact and the future of the Lisbon Strategy as well as in view of enlargement. The 
publication of the proposed edited volume was highly recommended, as it would be the first 
book to analyse the three most relevant modes of economic policy coordination, the Broad 
Economic Policy Guidelines, the European Employment Strategy and the Stability and 
Growth Pact. A further asset would be the clear research-guiding thesis and the coherent re-
search design of the contributions. 
For a full list of external participants to the review meetings, see below, chapter 7 (acknowl-
edgements and references). 

5.1.2 GOVECOR Homepage 
A very important relay for the exchange of information, the coordination of research activities 
and the communication of research results was Govecor-Online – www.govecor.org, the pro-
ject’ web page with update information on the projects activities, contact addresses, working 
papers etc. Project partners could take advantage of the user-friendly backoffice function to 
update the website with dates, documents and other relevant material themselves, establishing 
a non-hierarchical system of information management and communication. All relevant pub-
lications and material was put on this site.  
Going beyond the initial dissemination strategy envisaged, a weekly newsletter service had been 
set-up by the website administrator to alert interested researchers not only about the projects ac-
tivities but also about development in the real world relevant to the economic governance, i.e. the 
results of European Councils, press releases of the European Commission, as well as major con-
ferences and other relevant publications. Visitors to the website could easily subscribe to this 
newsletter, while sensitive project-relevant information was placed in the restricted password 
protected section. Almost 80 weekly newsletters were produced, sent to a mailing list of up to 
100 addresses. 
The following table gives an overview on the internet statistic of www.govecor.org. Traffic on 
the website increased substantially after the publication of an article in the Financial Times by 
Christoph Meyer, which contained a reference to the website’s address, as well as towards the 
end of the project, not least due to the Final Review Meeting in February 2004 and the publica-
tion of the final round of national reports, traffic on the Website GOVECOR-online has even 
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more increased in the final months of the project. The seven months from September 2003 to 
March 2004 all appear in the top eleven months with the highest number of visits per month, 
with February 2004 marking an all time high. 

Table 5.1.2.1: Internet Statistics 

www.govecor.org  
First hit 22.04.02 13:19 
Last hit  31.03.04 23:01 
Total Number of days considered 710 
Hits 364995 
Page views 28872 
Visits 9070 
Number of single visitors 1997 (72%) 
PageViews per day 40,66 
Visits per day 12,77 
Total number of pages viewed 503 
Total duration of visits 345:18:42 
Total bytes sent 1,21 GB 

 
The coordinator, following the suggestions of the core group meeting in February 2004, will 
make sure that the website remains online at least until April 2008. However, the updating of 
Govecor online has been stopped in mid-April 2004 which affects in particular sections such 
as EU-press releases and links. Furthermore, links to external sites might not work anymore at 
some point in time. Also the weekly newsletter mailing has been terminated in April 2004. 
We will therefore expect, not least after the publication of the final report as well as the pro-
posed edited volume with Palgrave (see below), that the project website will continue to be a 
reference point for University professors, researchers and students, politicians and civil ser-
vants of EC/EU related administrations, practitioners in business and finance, and trainers of 
civic education institutions. Website of follow-up projects (see below) will include links to 
the GOVECOR homepage, thus ensuring that the content of the site can still be used effec-
tively. 

5.1.3 Publications 
Members of the Consortium published widely in research journals and edited volumes, including 
leading peer-review journals for the study of the European Union, such as the Journal of 
Common Market Studies, the Journal of European Public Policy, the Journal of European 
Social Policy, Integration, Politique européenne, L’économie française, Revue de l’OFCE, 
National Institute Economic Review, and Osteuropa. Furthermore, GOVECOR related articles 
were published in the Financial Times and the European Voice. For a full list of publications, 
see below annex 7.2.1. 

5.1.4 Informal dissemination and spin-off 
Beyond these formal means of disseminations members of the consortium have used their infor-
mal contacts to other research communities in economics, sociology, communication studies and 
political sciences to spread information about the thrust and findings of the research project. 
These efforts have been reinforced substantially since the project’s website has been set-up, 
which has helped to disseminate not only the results of the research project, most notably the 
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State of the Art Report and the National Reports, but also provided information on scheduling, 
information exchange, internet links as well as opportunities for feed-back from experts and the 
wider public. 
The research consortium sought to feedback its results to policy-makers through various fora. 
Prof. Wolfgang Wessels and Ingo Linsenmann have participated as members of a high profile 
expert group of the Chancellory of North Rhine-Westphalia, submitting a paper on the open 
method of coordination, which was used as the basis for an article published in the Journal 
“integration”. Professor Wessels has also been in close contact with representatives of the 
European Convention, most notably the chair of the working group on Economic Governance 
and member of the presidium, Klaus Hänsch. For instance, during the work of the European 
Convention in October 2002, a special debate on economic governance with Hänsch was or-
ganised on the premises of the assistant contractor IEP. Furthermore, the project co-ordinator, 
in cooperation with two of the principle contractors, i.e. TEPSA and CATT (Prof. Jacques Le 
Cacheux), have carried out two studies for the European Parliament on the implementation of 
the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines in 2001 and 2002. Both were published in the ECON 
Working Paper Series of the European Parliament’s General Directorate for Research. 

5.2 Follow-up activities and exploitation intention 

5.2.1 Follow-up activities  
The two main follow-up activities are linked to projects and networks funded by the 6th 
Framework Programme of the European Union. GOVECOR Coordinator Wolfgang Wessels 
is cluster leader and member of the Steering Committee of the NEWGOV project (New 
Modes of Governance - CONTRACT No CIT1-CT-2004-506392), an integrated project co-
ordinated by the European University Institute. The aim of this integrated project is to pro-
duce a deeper conceptual, empirical and normative understanding of all aspects of governance 
within, and beyond, Europe, giving special attention to the emergence, execution, evaluation 
and evolution new and innovative modes of governance. The research consortium engages 
political scientists, economists, lawyers, sociologists and practitioners to collect data on and 
to map and analyze innovations and transformations in the instruments, modes, and systems 
of governance operating at the multiple levels and arenas of the still evolving, and enlarging, 
European polity and economy. The results of GOVECOR form an important basis for the re-
search activities pursued within the NEWGOV project, especially as economic governance 
and the open method of coordination feature as important topics in many of the NEWGOV 
projects. 
Furthermore, in 2003 the Coordinator has submitted a proposal for the establishment of the 
“Constructing Europe” Network (CONSENT). “EU-CONSENT” as a network of excellence 
for joined research and teaching will look at the construction of a new Europe especially from 
2005-2008. It will address the question of the mutual reinforcing effects of deepening and 
widening by developing and working with three sets of expectations for analysing the past 
and developing an innovative framework for the future integration beyond Western Europe. 
Within such a conceptual framework 25 teams will test lessons from the past in view of their 
academic and political validity for discussing visions and scenarios for the future. The major 
leitmotiv is that the Union is in the full process of reinventing itself – a development which is 
however difficult to grasp and explain. Apart from the coordinator, other GOVECOR part-
ners, most notably TEPSA and many of the assistant contractors, are part of this proposed 
Network. Also within EU-CONSENT, GOVECOR research will be advanced in the area of 
economic governance and the results of the project exploited. 
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5.2.2 Exploitation Intention 
The GOVECOR Consortium has submited a book proposal incorporating the project’s key find-
ings to the leading academic publishing house Palgrave. After the book proposal received a very 
positive review by an external evaluator, Palgrave offered the editors in Cologne a book contract. 
The publication “Towards an Economic Government for Europe? A Balance Sheet of New 
Modes of Policy Coordination”, scheduled for 2005, will substantially boost the impact of 
GOVECOR research on different audiences, most notably scholars and advanced students in 
the area of political science, economics and sociology, who are interested in the working and 
evolution of Economic and Monetary Union, in the EU’s influence on member states’ em-
ployment and fiscal policies, as well as in broader questions relating to the dynamics of Euro-
pean integration and the appropriateness of new modes of governance. It will also be relevant 
to practitioners working in the field of Fiscal Policy Coordination (Stability Pact) and the 
European Employment Strategy. Since the research project on which this book is based pur-
sues an interdisciplinary agenda, the different contributions aim to be accessible to non-
specialists in both substance and writing. The core research question is best situated in the 
field of political science with its sub-disciplines of comparative government and European 
Studies. 
A Technological Implementation Plan will be submitted to the European Commission in order to 
obtain the authorisation to publish the manuscript. It does not constitute a pre-defined deliver-
able. 
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6. Acknowledgements and references 

6.1. Acknowledgements 
This report has been written on the basis of the work carried out by the GOVECOR Consor-
tium. The final editing has been made by the Coordinator, Wolfgang Wessels, Ingo Linsen-
mann, and Christoph Meyer. The authors of the following chapters were: Jacques Le Cacheux 
(3.1.2), Kerstin Jacobsson and Åsa Vifell (3.2.1 and 3.3.3), Jacques Le Cacheux and Florence 
Touya (3.2.2), Gaby Umbach and Christoph Meyer (3.2.3), Ines Hartwig (3.3.1), Ingo Lin-
senmann (3.3.2), Christoph Meyer (3.3.4). The other chapters are based on the work of Wes-
sels, Linsenmann and Meyer. 

6.1.1 National Rapporteurs 
In the framework of the Govecor project, rapporteurs from the Assistant Contractors from ten 
member states of the European Union have carried out extensive research on their respective 
national level. The research was based on a common questionnaire and a common terminol-
ogy. The rapporteurs have submitted four reports during the lifetime of the project, that is 
between spring 2002 and autumn 2003. 
The following rapporteurs have contributed to the national reports: Austria: Peter Huber, Dr., 
OIIP and WIFO, Vienna; Belgium: Philippe Pochet, Dr., GEPE and OSE, Brussels; Sylvain 
Plasschaert, Prof., University of Antwerp and Catholic University of Leuven and GEPE; Oliv-
ier van der Haert, GEPE, Brussels (co-author first report); France: Jacques Le Cacheux, Prof., 
CATT, Pau, and OFCE, Paris; Florence Touya, CATT, Pau; Germany: Elke Thiel, Prof., IEP 
and Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, Berlin; Ireland: Brendan Lynch, Dr., Institute of Euro-
pean Affairs, Dublin; Italy: Stefano Fantacone, Dr., IAI and CER, Rome; Netherlands: B.J.S. 
Hoetjes, Prof., EIPA and University of Maastricht; Portugal: Patrícia Cadeiras, IEEI and In-
stituto Superior de Ciências do Trabalho e da Impresa, Lisbon (fourth report); Pedro Courela, 
IEEI Lisbon (first and second report); Noemia Pizzaro, IEEI Lisbon (third report); Schweden: 
Kerstin Jacobsson, Dr., SCORE, Stockholm; Asa Vifell, SCORE, Stockholm; United King-
dom: Dermot Hodson, Federal Trust and London School of Economics, London. 
The editing of the national reports and the production of the synthesis section has been carried 
out by Principle Contractor TEPSA, and by the Coordinator. During the four rounds of na-
tional reports, the following researchers were involved: on behalf of TEPSA, Olivier Mais-
cocq, Dorota Pyszna-Nigge, and Barbara Engelstoft; on behalf of the Jean Monnet Chair, 
Christoph Meyer, Ingo Linsenmann, and Gaby Umbach. Additional support was given by 
Tobias Kunstein at the Jean Monnet Chair, and Michael Bornkessel @ www.europa-digital.de 

6.1.2 Participants of the Mid-Term and Final Review Meetings 
In addition to the GOVECOR researchers, the following guest experts attended the Mid-Term 
Review Meeting in January 2003: Amy Verdun (University of Victoria), Martin Marcussen 
(University of Copenhagen), Daniel Gros (Centre for European Policy Studies), Jonathan 
Zeitlin (University of Wisconsin Madison), Janine Goetschy (CNRS), Jacques Pelkmanns (Col-
lege of Europe), Hendrik Enderlein (European Central Bank), Elena Saraceno (European Com-
mission, Group of Policy Advisors), Angela Liberatore (European Commission).  
The following external experts and practitioners contributed to the Final Review Meeting in Feb-
ruary 2004: Thomas Christiansen (EIPA), Henrik Enderlein (FU Berlin), Dawid Friedrich (GSSS 
University of Bremen), Gerda Falkner (IHS Vienna), Angela Liberatore (European Commission 
DG Research), Jean-Victor Louis (ULB Brussels), Carola Maggiulli (European Commission DG 
TAXUD), Laurent Moulin (European Commission DG Ecfin), André Sapir (ULB), Loukas 
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Tsoukalis (University Athens), Beatrice Vaccari (EIPA), Jérôme Vignon (European Commission 
DG Employment), Andrew Watt (European Trade Union Institute). 
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7.3 Figures referred to in chapter 3.3.4 
The following figures refer to the media content analysis summarised in chapter 3.3.4 
 

Figure 7.3.1: Press Coverage of Fiscal and Employment Coordination 

Press Coverage of Fiscal and Employment Policy Coordination 
- Mean number of articles per month in six newspapers - 
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Figure 7.3.2: Media Coverage of Employment Coordination 

Media Coverage of Employment Policy Coordination, 1997 - 2003
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Figure 7.3.3: Media Coverage of Fiscal Policy Coordination 

Media Coverage Of Fiscal Policy Coordination, 1997 - 2003
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Table 7.3.4: Employment Policy Coverage in Selected Member States (1998 – 2002) 
 

  
Properties of 1998 Em-

ployment Policy Coverage 
in % 

Properties of 2002 Employ-
ment Policy Coverage in % 

  D FR UK MEAN D FR UK MEAN 

I. Share of EU Articles         
 Dominant EU reference 20,7 33,3 18,5 24,2 2,6 10,7 18,8 10,7 
 Non-dominant reference to EU 0 6,7 3,7 3,5 0 14,3 6,3 6,9 
 One sentence reference to EU 20,7 3,3 11,1 11,7 21,1 14,3 6,3 13,9 
 No EU reference 51,7 56,7 66,7 58,4 73,7 57,1 68,8 66,5 
II. Horizontal Europeanization         
 Reference to other MS' policies 6,9 23,3 29,6 19,9 2,6 17,9 25 15,2 
 Reference to foreign MS politicians 20,7 33,3 22,2 25,4 0 14,3 0 4,8 
 Reference to MS news sources 0 0 3,7 1,2 0 0 0 0 

 Reference to foreign (EU) Social 
Partners / Interest Groups 0 16,7 7,4 8,0 0 32,1 6,3 12,8 

III. Vertical Europeanization         
 Reference to Commission 24,1 20 7,4 17,2 2,6 7,1 18,8 9,5 
 Reference to Council 6,9 13,3 7,4 9,2 0 3,6 0 1,2 
 Reference to European Council 13,8 6,7 0 6,8 0 7,1 0 2,4 
 Reference to European Parliament 6,9 10 0 5,6 0 3,6 0 1,2 
 Reference to ECB 3,4 6,7 7,4 5,8 5,3 0 12,5 5,9 
 Other EU actors 6,9 20 3,7 10,2 2,6 10,7 0 4,4 
IV. Synchronisation of Interpretative 
Frames         

 Solidarity with EU goals 0 23,3 3,7 9 0 0 6,3 2,1 
 Criticism of other Member States 6,9 6,7 0 4,5 0 0 18,8 6,3 
 Sanctions 0 3,3 0 1,1 0 0 0 0 
 Performance comparison 0 10 11,1 7,0 7,9 14,3 25 15,7 
 National Sovereignty 0 3,3 14,8 6,0 0 0 0 0 
 Peer Learning 0 6,7 3,7 3,5 0 0 6,3 2,1 
Total number of sampled articles 29 30 27 86 38 28 16 82 
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Table 7.3.5: Fiscal Policy Coverage in Selected Member States between (1998 – 2002) 
 

  
Properties of Fiscal 

Policy Coverage in 1998 
in % 

Properties of Fiscal Policy 
Coverage in 2002 in % 

  D FR UK MEAN D FR UK MEAN 

I. Share of EU Articles         
 Dominant EU reference 26,5 36,4 28,6 30,5 41,7 45,7 33,3 40,2 
 Non-dominant reference to EU 20,6 24,2 14,3 19,7 19,4 17,1 13,3 16,6 
 One sentence reference to EU 20,6 9,1 7,1 12,3 22,2 11,4 6,7 13,4 
 No EU reference 32,4 33,3 39,3 35 13,9 17,1 43,3 24,8 
II. Horizontal Europeanization         
 Reference to other Member States' policies 14,7 24,2 28,6 22,5 19,4 25,7 50 31,7 
 Reference to foreign MS politicians 2,9 12,1 17,9 10,9 8,3 14,3 26,7 16,4 
 Reference to Member State news sources 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 Reference to foreign (EU) Social Partners / 
Interest Groups 0 3 0 3 0 40 0 13,3 

III. Vertical Europeanization         
 Reference to Commission 5,9 12,1 7,1 8,4 36,1 34,3 20 30,1 
 Reference to Council 0 12,1 14,3 8,8 19,4 8,6 6,7 11,6 
 Reference to European Council 2,9 9,1 7,1 6,4 0 11,4 3,3 4,9 
 Reference to European Parliament 0 6,1 0 2,0 8,3 0 0 2,8 
 Reference to ECB 17,6 33,3 21,4 24,1 16,7 31,4 20 22,7 
 Other EU actors 5,9 9,1 0 5 5,6 11,4 3,3 6,8 
IV. Synchronisation of Interpretative Frames         
 Solidarity with EU goals 2,9 9,1 21,4 11,1 5,6 20 10 11,9 
 Criticism of other Member States 8,8 0 17,9 8,9 11,1 0 20 10,4 
 Sanctions 2,9 3 0 2,0 11,1 2,9 10 8 
 Performance comparison 0 6,1 3,6 3,2 5,6 2,9 20 9,5 
 National Sovereignty 2,9 6,1 10,7 6,6 8,3 2,9 26,7 12,6 
 Peer Learning 2,9 0 10,7 4,5 2,8 0 10 4,3 
Total number of sampled articles 34 33 28 95 36 35 30 101 

 


